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NURSERY 

PRICE GUIDE 2016 
 

* All plant varieties and sizes may not always be available. 

Call ahead (262.639.2040 or 800.669.1229 ext 176) for 

present availability. 
 

* Heights and widths are stated for mature plants left 

untrimmed. Most plants can be trimmed to achieve a 

smaller size and shape. 
 

* Contact Milaeger’s Tree & Shrub Care (262.639.0724 or 

milaegerslandscape.com) for assistance with all your plant 

care and pruning needs. 
 

* Ask about our delivery and planting service. 
 

* Five year warranty on all trees & shrubs if you purchase 

and use MYKE at time of planting. 
 

* Milaegers can deliver and plant any trees and shrubs 

that we sell. 
 

* Ask about any plant that we do not have available and we 

can probably order it for you. 
 

* If we don’t have your plant today, leave your name and 

number. We will call you when it is in stock again. 
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EVERGREENS – NEEDLE 
ABIES (Fir) 
Mid to dark green somewhat flattened needles. 

Seed cones are held upright on branches. 

Pyramidal habit. Easy to grow. Prefers acidic, 

moist, well-drained soil in full to part sun. Usually 

used as a frontal plant for shrub hedges, or in the 

flower garden to add winter interest. Medium to 

slow growing. 

 
Abies balsamea ‘Piccolo’     zones 3-5 

PICCOLO DWARF BALSAM FIR 

2’H x 4-6’W   sun/part sun   dark green 

Tiny, radiating, dark green needles arch 

downward on many short, nearly vertical 

branches. Prominent brown buds highlight the 

branch tips on the dense, very dwarf globe. Ideal 

for rock gardens, containers, and small 

landscapes. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 59.99 

 
Abies koreana ‘Silver Star’     zones 3-5 

SILVER STAR KOREAN FIR 

12’H x 8’W   sun   silver 

Upright, broad habit. Uniformly curled needles 

with white undersides gives this elegant fir a 

silvery appearance. Slow growing, it is statuesque 

– a great choice specimen. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 69.99 

#15 Container ............................... $450.00 
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CHAMAECYPARIS (Cedar) 
Tall trees, usually with a pyramidal habit. Striking 

plants, with smooth bark that peels off in strips 

or scales, or is fissured into ridges. Ideal for 

hedges and specimens. Prefers moist, well-

drained, acidic soil. Protect from drying winds. 

Slow to medium growth rate. Native of North 

America and Japan. 

 
Chamaecyparis obtusa ‘Chirimen’    zones 5-8 

CHIRIMEN FALSE CYPRESS 

1.5’H x 1’W   sun/part sun   blue and green 

Narrow, upright habit resembles bottlebrushes. 

This unique Cypress displays multiple textures 

and colors on mature and juvenile foliage. It’s 

crinkly, congested foliage really stands out, 

adding texture to the garden. Native to Japan. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 84.99 

 

All plant varieties and sizes may not 

always be available. Call ahead 
(262.639.2040 or 800.669.1229 ext 176) for 

present availability. 
 

 
Chamaecyparis obtusa ‘Fernspray’     zones 5-8 

GOLD FERNSPRAY HINOKI CYPRESS 

8-10’H x 4-5’W   sun/part sun   gold 

Attractive, arching sprays of bright golden fern-

like foliage. The flat, tapered branches resemble 

a fern frond. Plant in sun to achieve best color. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 64.99 

#6 Container ................................. $144.99 

 
Chamaecyparis obtusa ‘Filicoides Compacta’ zones 5-8 

COMPACT FERNSPRAY FALSE CYPRESS 

8-10’H x 3-4’W   sun/part sun   green 

A choice evergreen with an open, irregularly 

pyramidal habit, and short, frond-like, curved 

branches. Perfect for Oriental gardens. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 64.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 74.99 

#6 Container ................................. $144.99 

Questions? 
Email us at 

gardenquestions@milaegers.com 
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Chamaecyparis obtusa ‘Gemstone’    zones 5-8 

GEMSTONE DWARF HINOKI CYPRESS 

1.5-2’H x 2’W   sun/part sun   green 

Dense and dramatic, it displays an unusual blend 

of color and texture. The green fans are tightly 

layered and very dense. Needles vary from dark 

to light shades of green. Great specimen. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 94.99 

 
Chamaecyparis obtusa ‘Goldilocks’    zones 5-8 

GOLDILOCKS HINOKI CYPRESS 

20’H x 15’W   sun/part sun   yellow 

Upright habit. Dense, uniform stature. Bright, 

lemony yellow needles give this strong conifer a 

dramatic appearance in the garden. 
#6 Container ................................ $144.99 

 
Chamaecyparis obtusa ‘Gracillis’    zones 5-8 

HINOKI FALSE CYPRESS 

6-8’H x 6’W   sun/part sun   dark green 

A dark green evergreen with a narrow, conical 

shape. A most favored variety of cypress. 

Pyramidal, with graceful, arching branches. Looks 

good all season. Native to Japan. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

 
Chamaecyparis obtusa ‘Hinoki’    zones 5-8 

HINOKI CYPRESS 

20’H x 15’W   sun/part sun   green 

Broad upright habit. The graceful branches hold 

slightly cupped fans of dark green needles. The 

scale-like texture of the needles are marked with 

white crosshatching on the undersides. The 

attractive reddish-brown bark has a striking 

texture with age. Very unique and elegant, it 

makes for a great specimen. 
#20 Container ............................... $249.99 
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Chamaecyparis obtusa ‘Kosteri’    zones 5-8 

KOSTERI DWARF FALSE CYPRESS 

4-5’H x 4-5’W   sun/part sun   green 

Superior form with slow growing, shapely sprays 

of feathery, twisting foliage. Kosteri maintains a 

compact rounded shape for several years before 

developing into a broad, but tidy, dense pyramid. 

Bronze tinge adds definition to the tiers of soft, 

green branches. Great for the winter garden. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 64.99 

#6 Container ................................ $144.99 

 
Chamaecyparis obtusa ‘Nana Gracilis’     zones 5-8 

DWARF HINOKI FALSE CYPRESS 

3-5’H x 3’W   sun/part sun   deep green 

A very popular dwarf Hinoki. Grows 3-6” per year, 

developing an upright habit with age. Dense, dark 

green needles on fan-like horizontal branches. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 79.99 

#6 Container ................................ $149.99 

 
Chamaecyparis obtusa ‘Nana Lutea’    zones 5-8 

GOLDEN DWARF HINOKI CYPRESS 

2-3’H x 3’W   sun/part sun   gold 

Slow grower. Compact, irregularly rounded form 

develops into an upright habit. New growth 

emerges a bright vibrant yellow. The dense sprays 

of foliage mature to gold which may become 

brighter in more open settings. Year-round color 
#3 Container ................................. $ 64.99 

#6 Container ................................. $144.99 

 
Chamaecyparis obtusa ‘Torulosa’  zones 4-8 

TWISTED HINOKI CYPRESS 

5-6’H x 4-5’W   sun/part sun   green 

Unusually attractive shrub with red barked, 

twisted branches and dark green foliage. 

Excellent as a small informal hedge that requires 

little maintenance. Slow grower. Deer resistant. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 
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Chamaecyparis pisifera ‘Angel Hair’ 

ANGEL HAIR SAWARA CYPRESS 

6’H x 6’W   sun/part sun   green 

An Iseli Nursery Introduction. Globe shaped 

habit. Very fine textured threadbranch foliage. 

It adds a light airy element to the garen. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 59.99 
 

Heights and widths are stated for 

mature plants left untrimmed. Most 

plants can be trimmed to achieve a 

smaller size and shape. 
 

 
Chamaecyparis pisifera ‘Cream Ball’ 

CREAM BALL FALSE CYPRESS 

3’H x 4’W   sun/part sun   cream 

This new introduction from Vancouver, British 

Columbia, looks like its name – a tight, creamy 

white ball with softly textured, slow growing, 

juvenile foliage. Brightens up gardens. A unique 

color somewhere between white and yellow.  
#3 Container ................................ $ 59.99 

 
Chamaecyparis pisifera ‘Cyanoviridis’     zones 5-7 

BOULEVARD FALSE CYPRESS 

12’H x 5’W   sun/part sun   silver-blue 

The foliage is composed of tight, fluffy clusters 

of silver-blue needles, forming a pyramidal habit. 

Responds well to shearing and sculpting.  
#3 Container ................................. $ 54.99 

#6 Container ................................. $ 99.99 

#24 Pompon .................................. $750.00 

 
Chamaecyparis pisifera ‘Dow Whiting’  zones 5-7 

SOFT SERVE FALSE CYPRESS 

5-6’H x 4-5’W   part shade/sun   bright green 

Graceful, soft, fern-like branching on a compact, 

conical form. Leaves are bright green on top with 

blue coloration on the undersides. Requires little 

pruning. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 54.99 

#3S ........................................... $ 49.99 
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Chamaecyparis pisifera ‘Filifera’  zones 5-7 

THREAD BRANCH CYPRESS 

4-5’H x 5-6’W   part shade/sun   bright green 

Long, fine foliage is held on pendulous stems 

covered with reddish brown bark. Fresh green 

spring color takes on softer tones in winter. Over 

time the loose mounded habit develops into a 

pyramidal form. Excellent for sculpting. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

#6 Container ................................ $ 74.99 

 
Chamaecyparis pisifera ‘Golden Pin Cushion’  zones 

4-7 

GOLDEN PIN CUSHION CYPRESS 

1.5’H x 1.5’W   part shade/sun   yellow 

Globed shaped habit. This dense, golden cypress 

delivers a punch in a small space or rock garden. 

This slow spreading cypress grows into a low, 

irregular mound. The higher the sun exposure the 

brighter its color. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 59.99 

 
Chamaecyparis pisifera ‘Mops’     zones 5-7 

GOLD MOP FALSE CYPRESS 

4-6’H x 6-8’W   sun/part sun   gold 

This is a great low, mounding, specimen plant with 

thread-like golden foliage. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 59.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 64.99 

#6 Container ................................. $ 84.99 
 

 

Ask about our delivery and planting 

service. 
 

 

 
Chamaecyparis pisifera ‘Vintage Gold’     zones 4-8 

VINTAGE GOLD FALSE CYPRESS 

1½’H x 1½’W   sun/part shade   gold 

Dwarf form of Sawara Cypress. The feathery 

evergreen foliage is golden---best color is in full 

sun, but does well in part shade also. Very slow 

growing, with a mounded habit. Avoid wet, poorly 

drained soil. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 
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Chamaecyparis pisifera ‘White Pygmy’  zones 5-7 

WHITE PYGMY SAWARA CYPRESS 

1.5’H x 1.5’W   part shade/sun   white 

Globe shaped. Strands of fine, white-tipped 

foliage. The feathery foliage along with the 

velvety texture gives this rounded mound a soft 

appearance. Maintains its size without pruning. 

Great for a rock garden or along pathways.  
#3 Container ................................ $ 59.99 

 
Chamaecyparis thyoides ‘Heather Bun’     zones 3-8 

HEATHER BUN WHITE CEDAR 

6-10’H x 4-5’W   sun   olive green 

Mounded with feathery plumes.  Its slender 

branches have soft plum coloring, intensifying in 

cold months. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

 

JUNIPERUS (Juniper) 
Evergreen shrubs or trees with needle-like 

foliage ranging in color from blue-greens to light 

greens. Berry-like fruit. Variable in size and 

function as groundcover, spreading shrub, upright 

shrub or tree form. Slow to medium growth rate 

depending on species and cultivar. Prefers full to 

part sun and acidic, moist, well-drained soil, but 

does well in almost any site. Tolerant of poor soils, 

compacted soils, soils of various pH, heat and 

drought. Does not like full shade or wet soil. 

Commonly used as an accent or specimen plant---

sometimes even as a hedge. 

 
Juniperus chinensis ‘Daub’s Frosted’    zones 4-9 

DAUB’S FROSTED JUNIPER 

15’H x 5’W   sun/part sun   gold 

The striking foliage is blue-green with golden 

yellow frosted tips. Great for mass plantings. Also 

use as a groundcover for hot, dry banks. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 59.99 

 
Juniperus chinensis ‘Mint Julep’    zones 3-9 

MINT JULEP JUNIPER 

4-6’H x 6-8’W   sun  mint green foliage 

Remarkable mint green foliage. The arching form 

makes Mint Julep a great choice for borders or 

mass plantings. A standout Juniper. 
#5 Pompon ................................... $164.99 

#5 Oriental Pompon ......................... $189.99 

#15 Pompon .................................. $295.00 
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Juniperus chinensis ‘Sea of Gold’    zones 3-9 

SEA OF GOLD JUNIPER 

3’H x 4’W   sun   gold 

Even more outstanding golden color on lacy foliage 

than its ‘Gold Coast’ parent on the same compact 

form makes this evergreen an excellent choice as 

a colorful accent. Color is retained and deepens in 

winter better than other gold tipped varieties.  
#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

 
Juniperus horizontalis ‘Blue Chip’     zones 4-9 

BLUE CHIP JUNIPER 

8-12”H x 3-4’W   sun   blue 

A small, mounding juniper. Its needles have a soft 

texture, almost feathery, and it has a purplish 

cast in winter. Will take a little shade. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

 
Juniperus sabina ‘Calgary Carpet’     zones 3-7 

CALGARY CARPET JUNIPER 

6-9”H x 4-6’W   sun   soft green 

Superior groundcover with a low, spreading habit, 

and very dense growth. Use along walks or as an 

under planting for small trees. Takes some shade. 
#2 Container  ................................ $ 34.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#5 Container  ................................ $ 44.99 

 

Juniperus scopulorum ‘Blue Arrow’     zones 4-9 

BLUE ARROW JUNIPER 

12-15’H x 2’W   sun   blue foliage 

A cold hardy alternative to blue Italian cypress. 

Bright blue foliage on a tight, narrow, upright 

form. The perfect solution to screening in small 

spaces.  
#10 Container ............................... $159.99 

#15 Container ............................... $229.99 
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Juniperus scopulorum ‘Wichita Blue’     zones 3-7 

WICHITA BLUE JUNIPER 

15-20’H x 5-10’W   sun   silver blue foliage 

A striking, large, pyramidal plant that is a good 

choice for screening, hedges, or for a solid 

background. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 64.99 

 
Juniperus squamata ‘Blue Star’     zones 3-7 

JUNIPER BLUE STAR 

2-3’H x 3-4’W   sun   silver blue 

A valuable compact juniper, requiring little or no 

pruning. It is slow growing and has a vaguely 

mounded shape when mature. Does well in dry soil. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

 

 

 

 

METASEQUOIA (Redwood) 

 
Metasequoia glyptostroboides ‘Gold Rush’  zones 4-7 

GOLDEN DAWN REDWOOD 

15-20’H x 10-12’W   sun   golden 

Beautiful golden ferny foliage all summer. Turns 

burnt orange in fall. Tolerates moist conditions. 
#7 Container ................................. $159.99 

#10 Container ............................... $169.99 

 

MICROBIOTA (Siberian Cypress) 
Microbiota is a genus of evergreen coniferous 

shrubs in the cypress family. It is known to be 

very hardy – it is native to Russia where it has 

been found above the tree line in the mountains. 

 
Microbiata decussata    zones 3-7 

RUSSIAN CYPRESS 

12”H x 10’W    part sun/sun    bright green 

The foliage is bright green, but turns bronzy-

purple with exposure to cold and sun. Makes a 

great no fuss groundcover. Tolerates dry soil – 

needs good drainage.  
#3 Container ................................. $ 49.99 
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PICEA (Spruce) 
Evergreen with a pyramidal habit and blue to 

green foliage. Fruit is a pendant cone. Well 

adapted for urban conditions. Tolerates pollution, 

salt spray, windy conditions, and a wide pH range. 

Performs well in heavy clay soils. Available in a 

wide range of sizes. 

 
Picea abies ‘Acrocona’    zones 3-7 

RED CONE NORWAY SPRUCE 

5-10’H x 5-10’W   sun   green 

Attractive, raspberry-red cones appear on the 

tips of its branches in spring. The unusual coning 

habit tends to modify growth rate and shape and 

to produce a broad, spreading pyramid, which 

becomes wider than tall with age. 
#6 Container ................................ $110.00 

#10 Container ............................... $249.99 

 

Contact Milaeger’s Tree & Shrub Care 

(262.639.0724 or 

milaegerslandscape.com) for assistance 

with all your plant care and pruning 

needs. 
 

 

Five year warranty on all trees & 

shrubs if you purchase and use MYKE 

at time of planting. 
 

 
Picea abies ‘Clanbrassiliana Stricta’    zones 3-7 

TOLLEYMORE COMPACT NORWAY SPRUCE 

5-8’H x 3-5’W   sun   green 

Named for Lord Clanbrassil of Ireland. Compact, 

broadly pyramidal habit. Slow to mature. 
#6 Container ................................. $ 84.99 

#10 Container ............................... $225.00 

 
Picea abies ‘Cupressina’    zones 3-7 

COLUMNAR NORWAY SPRUCE 

20-30’H x 8-10’W   part sun/sun   green 

The narrow, fastigiated form is in high demand 

for urban and boundary plantings where strong 

vertical accents are required. This selection 

grows quite quickly and withstands snow loads 

better than other fastigiated types. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 74.99 

#6 Container ................................. $149.99 
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Picea abies ‘Elegans’    zones 3-7 

ELEGANS DWARF NEST SPRUCE 

2-4’H x 3-4’W   part sun/sun   green 

The densely arranged, slightly ascending 

branches of this dark green, flat-topped, dwarf 

nest spruce will add classy elegance to any garden. 

Plants break bud and develop bright green new 

growth earlier in spring than other nest types. 

Use the irregularly rounded, slow-growing, 

spreading plant as a low garden accent. Grows 3-

5” a year. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 37.50 

#6 Container ................................ $ 74.99 

 
Picea abies ‘Little Gem’     zones 3b-7 

LITTLE GEM NORWAY SPRUCE 

10-12”H x 18”W   sun   green needles 

A slow growing, truly dwarf evergreen that needs 

no maintenance. This flat topped plant rarely 

reaches over 12” tall. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 47.50 

#3 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

#5PT ......................................... $184.99 

 
Picea abies ‘Pendula’     zones 3-7 

WEEPING NORWAY SPRUCE 

4’H x 8-10’W   sun   green 

A slow growing variety with spreading, pendulous 

branches. An eye-catching specimen. Larger with 

age. Can be grown horizontally or vertically---

stake to increase height. 
#10 Container ............................... $275.00 

 
Picea abies ‘Pumila’     zones 3b-7 

DWARF NORWAY SPRUCE 

3-4’H x 6-8’W   sun   blue green 

A useful dwarf evergreen. Reaches a height of 4’ 

or so, can be used as a hedge or landscape accent. 

It has a vaguely global shape with a flat top. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

#6 Container ................................. $ 74.99 
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Picea abies ‘Pusch’    zones 3-7 

DWARF NORWAY SPRUCE 

10-15’H x 8-10’W   part sun/sun   green/red cones 

Irregular growing in its early stages, slowly 

assuming a broad upright form. A very decorative 

feature is the production of long showy red cones. 

Low maintenance. Named collector’s conifer of 

the year in 2008. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 74.99 

#6 Container ................................ $144.99 

 
Picea abies ‘Rubra Spicata’     zones 3-7 

RED TIPPED NORWAY SPRUCE 

8-12’H x 6-8’W   part sun/sun   red new growth 

The new growth of the Red Tipped Norway 

Spruce is deep red, changing to green and makes 

a spectacular show for two weeks in the spring. It 

will mature to a large, openly conical habit and 

become a great specimen as a large shrub. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 74.99 

#6 Container ................................ $144.99 

 
Picea abies ‘Thumbelina’     zones 3-7 

THUMBELINA NORWAY SPRUCE 

12’H x 18’W   part sun/sun   rich green 

This cute, bun-shaped evergreen has very short, 

thin, rich green needles. Great for use in 

containers, rock gardens, or borders. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 89.99 

 

 

Milaegers can deliver and plant any 

trees and shrubs that we sell. 
 

 

Ask about any plant that we do not 

have available a nd we can probably 

order it for you. 
 

 

If we don’t have your plant today, 

leave your name and number. We will 

call you when it is in stock again. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Questions? 
Email us at 

gardenquestions@milaegers.com 
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All plant varieties and sizes may not 

always be available. Call ahead 
(262.639.2040 or 800.669.1229 ext 176) for 

present availability. 
 

 

Heights and widths are stated for 

mature plants left untrimmed. Most 

plants can be trimmed to achieve a 

smaller size and shape. 
 

 
Picea glauca ‘Conica’     zones 3b-7 

DWARF ALBERTA SPRUCE 

6-8’H x 4-5’W   sun/part sun   bright green 

A beautiful, formal evergreen. Has a dense 

network of branches that form a nearly perfect 

cone. Slow growing, about 2” per year. New 

growth in spring is bright green, turning to dark 

green. Can be pruned as desired, including 

ornamental shapes, such as spiral or topiary. 
#1 Container ................................ $ 19.99 

#2 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 69.99 

#10 Container ............................... $189.99 

#2 Spiral .................................... $119.99 

#5 Spiral .................................... $ 99.99 

#5 Spiral .................................... $199.99 

#15 Topiary ................................. $250.00 

 
Picea glauca conica ‘MonRon’     zones 3-8 

TINY TOWER® DWARF ALBERTA SPRUCE 

4-6’H x 2’W   sun/part shade   green 

Dwarf habit. Excellent pyramidal form. Its dense, 

bright green foliage turns an attractive gray-

green when mature. Great in containers. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

 
Picea glauca ‘Haal’      zones 3-6 

DWARF ALBERTA BLUE SPRUCE 

5-7’H x 2’W   sun/part sun    blue needles 

Very cold hardy evergreen for small spaces. The 

reliable silvery blue color does not revert to 

green. Slow growth in a tight conical form is very 

low maintenance. Ideal as a formal garden 

specimen or corner foundation planting. Works 

well in pairs.  
#2 Container ................................. $ 44.99 
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Picea glauca ‘Jean’s Dilly’     zones 2-6 

JEAN’S DILLY SPRUCE 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   sun/part shade   light green 

Miniature of ‘Conica.’ Shoots have twisted ends. 

Great plant for rockery or limited planting space. 
Liner #1 ..................................... $ 19.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 64.99 

 
Picea glauca ‘North Star’       zones 4-8 

NORTH STAR WHITE SPRUCE 

12’H x 4’W   sun   green 

Very resistant to harsh winter winds and sunburn. 

A compact tree with a dense habit in a classical 

pyramid shape. Medium green needles. 
#6 Container ................................ $134.99 

 
Picea glauca ‘Rainbow’s End’     zones 2-6 

RAINBOW’S END SPRUCE 

5-10’H x 3-4’W    sun/part shade   light green 

The midsummer growth flush is cream-yellow. Use 

as an accent. 
#1 Container ................................. $ 21.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 59.99 

#6 Container ................................. $134.99 

#15 Container ............................... $295.00 

 
Picea mariana ‘Golden’           zones 4-8 

GOLDEN BLACKHILL SPRUCE 

35’H x 10’W   part sun/sun    creamy to blue 

Upright, broad habit. A frosting of creamy yellow 

on the topside of the blue-gray needles enhances 

the horizontal branch structure. Size, texture 

and color make this a desirable tree for the 

corners of your garden or in a central island. 
#6 Container ................................. $149.99 
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Picea omorika ‘de Ruyter’           zones 4-7 

DE RUYTER’S SERBIAN SPRUCE 

12-14’H x 5-8’W   part sun/sun    blue & green 

This slow-growing evergreen forms a pyramid. 

Individual shoots display either blue needles that 

have a frosty feel or green needles – all on the 

same tree! Interesting in texture, shape and 

color. Great focal point for the garden. 
#6 Container ................................ $189.99 

Picea omorika ‘Nana’           zones 4-7 

DWARF SERBIAN SPRUCE 

4-8’H x 4-8’W   part sun/sun    glossy green 

This slow-growing evergreen forms a globe-

shaped mound. The glossy green needles have a 

silvery-blue underside. Use for a hedge, border, 

or foundation planting. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 69.99 

Picea omorika ‘Silberblue’    zones 4-7 

BLUE SERBIAN SPRUCE 

50-60’H x 20-25’W   sun   blue 

Bright and bushy, this omorika has classic two-

toned needles that display a bright silver-blue 

against a blue interior. A wide spreading base 

supports a sweeping upright peak. Very attractive 

when planted in deep, rich, well-drained soil.  
#6 Container ................................ $134.99 

#15 Container ............................... $239.99 

 
Picea orientalis ‘Aureospicata’     zones 5-8 

GOLD TIPPED ORIENTAL SPRUCE 

15-20’H x 6-8’W    part sun/sun   green/gold 

Broad, upright, pyramidal habit. The bright yellow 

spring growth contrasts brilliantly with the 

mature dark green needles. Purplish brown cones 

add to the show. Tall and stately, this dramatic 

Spruce makes a great focal point in the garden. 
#6 Container ................................. $189.99 

 
Picea orientalis ‘Firefly’     zones 4-8 

FIREFLY ORIENTAL SPRUCE 

6’H x 4’W    part sun/sun   green/gold 

Upright, pyramidal form. This shorter, compact 

spruce packs a punch. Its bright yellow outer 

needles brighten up any space year round. They 

also contrast well with the green inner foliage. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 99.99 
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Picea orientalis ‘Tom Thumb’    zones 4-8 

MINIATURE ORIENTAL SPRUCE 

3-4’H x 6-8’W   part sun/sun   gold 

Striking golden fingers of tight foliage point out 

from the center of this attractive layered globe. 

The combination of brightly colored needles, 

extremely slow growth, and compact nest shape 

make ‘Tom Thumb’ desirable for small garden 

spaces or in trough or rock gardens. 
#3 Container ................................ $134.99 

 

Ask about our delivery and planting 

service. 
 

 

Contact Milaeger’s Tree & Shrub Care 

(262.639.0724 or 

milaegerslandscape.com) for assistance 

with all your plant care and pruning 

needs. 
 

 

Picea pungens ‘Baby Blue Eyes’     zones 4-7 

BABY BLUE EYES SPRUCE 

10-15’ H x 10-12’W   sun   silver blue 

A small version of the much larger Colorado Blue 

Spruce. Great where space is limited. Bold, silver 

blue foliage makes a statement. Great conical 

shape. 
#15 Container ............................... $174.99 

#20 Container ............................... $250.00 

 
Picea pungens ‘Fat Albert’     zones 3-7 

FAT ALBERT COLORADO BLUE SPRUCE 

10-15’H x 10-12’W   sun   silver blue 

A superb form of Colorado blue spruce. This type 

is perhaps more desirable than the species, since 

it stays considerably shorter and is more dense. 
POT 20 (4-5’) ................................ $250.00 

B & B (5-6’) .................................. $275.00 

#25 Container ............................... $265.00 

 
Picea pungens ‘Glauca Globosa’     zones 3-7 

DWARF GLOBE BLUE COLORADO SPRUCE 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   sun   blue gray 

Upright, broad form and silvery-blue needles. The 

slow-growing, dwarf plant is globe-shaped when 

young, but will eventually form a leader as it 

matures and develop an upright, broad shape that 

is wider than tall. To maintain a globose or 

spreading habit, prune out upright shoots. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 69.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 59.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 84.99 

#5 Standard ................................. $ 99.99 

#6 Container ................................. $144.99 

#15 Standard ................................ $149.99 
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Picea pungens ‘Sester Dwarf’    zones 2-7 

SESTER’S DWARF BLUE SPRUCE 

6-8’H x 4-5’W   part sun/sun   blue 

Stunning blue needles, slow growth rate and 

classic conical form make this dwarf spruce an 

ideal plant for the modern landscape. Only about 

one fourth the size its parent, it is the perfect 

small form of Colorado Blue Spruce, and requires 

little pruning to keep its tidy shape.  
#6 Container ................................ $159.99 

#10 Container ............................... $265.00 
 

 

Five year warranty on all trees & 

shrubs if you purchase and use MYKE 

at time of planting. 
 

 

Milaegers can deliver and plant any 

trees and shrubs that we sell. 
 

 

Ask about any plant that we do not 

have available a nd we can probably 

order it for you. 
 

 

 

 

 

PINUS (Pine) 
A wonderful genus of coniferous, slow growing 

evergreens. Tolerant of most soils, but prefers 

moist, well-drained soil. Will tolerate some shade 

and dry soil. Useful in masses or as specimens. 

Easy to grow. 

 
Pinus aristata   zones 4-7 

BRISTLECONE PINE 

8-20’H x 10-20’W   sun   dark blue-green 

Bristly protrusions from the pinecones give this 

evergreen its name. Dark blue-green needles. 

Extremely slow growing and long lived. Grows well 

in rocky soil. Use as a specimen in a patio garden 

or rock garden. 
#5 Container ................................. $ 59.99 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If we don’t have your plant today, 

leave your name and number. We will 

call you when it is in stock again. 
 

Questions? 
Email us at 

gardenquestions@milaegers.com 
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Pinus cembra ‘Algonquin Pillar’   zones 3-7 

ALGONQUIN PILLAR SWISS STONE PINE 

20-30’H x 10-12’W   sun   silvery/green 

Very dense, narrow pyramidal habit. The silvery 

green foliage appears two-toned. They twist and 

weave together. The bushy branches require 

little pruning to maintain its slender form. The 

tree develops a large trunk and retains its foliage 

to its base unlike other pines. 
#15 Container ............................... $225.00 

 
Pinus cembra ‘Westerstede’   zones 3-7 

WESTERSTEDE SWISS STONE PINE 

12’H x 8’W   sun   green 

Upright,  full, pyramidal habit. A beautiful pine 

with luxurious, long needles. Coupled with the full, 

bushy habit of the tree, it almost appears 

“fluffy”. Striking cones complement its attractive 

color. Slower growing. Great for a small place. 
#15 Container ............................... $225.00 

 
Pinus contorta ‘Taylor’s Sunburst’   zones 4-7 

TAYLOR’S SUNBURST CONTORTED PINE 

6’H x 3’W   sun   green/golden yellow 

Brilliant golden yellow new growth erupts in 

spring. The striking color lasts for weeks, then 

gradually softens to a light yellow-green. Red 

pollen cones add contrast to this Lodgepole Pine 

that was introduced by Alan Taylor, who 

discovered it high in the Rockies.  
#3 Container ................................. $119.95 

#6 Container ................................. $225.00 

#15 Container ............................... $425.00 

 
Pinus flexilis ‘Extra Blue’    zones 2-7 

BLUE LIMBER PINE 

45’H x 30-35’W   sun   bluest-green needles 

A large, broad, upright Pine. Outstanding blue 

color. Needle clusters are comprised of five long, 

slightly curved needles. The light brown cones 

grow 3-6” long. 
#6 Container ................................. $189.99 

#15 Container ............................... $395.00 
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Pinus leucodermis ‘Banderica’    zones 2-7 

BANDERICA COMPACT BOSNISN PINE 

2-3’H x 3’W   sun   green 

Compact, dwarf habit. Dark green needles are 

held in clusters. White resin on buds, candles and 

stems give this conifer a lustrous appearance. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 84.99 

#6 Container ................................ $144.99 

 
Pinus mugo ‘Enci’     zones 3-7 

ENCI MUGO PINE 

3-5’H x 4-6’W   part shade/sun   green 

This compact, mounded dwarf is loaded with 

bright green needles. Great for rock gardens. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

 

 

 

Heights and widths are stated for 

mature plants left untrimmed. Most 

plants can be trimmed to achieve a 

smaller size and shape. 
 

 
Pinus mugo ‘Jakobsen’     zones 3-7 

JAKOBSEN DWARF MUGO PINE 

1’H x 2’W   sun   green 

Globe shaped. The dark green needles are set 

artfully against the strong trunk. Has the look of 

a manicured bonsai without any manipulation. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 84.99 

#6 Container ................................. $179.99 

 
Pinus mugo ‘Mitsch Mini’     zones 3-7 

MITSCH’S MINIATURE MUGO PINE 

1’H x 2’W   part shade/sun   green 

This compact, low growing, mounded dwarf sports 

so many short branches and so many short and 

slightly twisted needles it appears to have a 

smooth surface. Great for any small space. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 54.99 
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Pinus mugo var. pumilia     zones 3-7 

DWARF MUGO PINE 

2-3’H x 6-10’W   sun   dark green 

This dwarf pine is often used in mass or 

foundation plantings. Can be pruned to keep its 

spread in check, if needed. Needles are up to 3” 

long. Easy to grow. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

 
Pinus mugo ‘Slowmound’     zones 3-7 

SLOWMOUND DWARF MUGO PINE 

1-2’H x 3’W   sun   green 

Globe shaped. Reliable in color and texture. 

Dense, dark green needles, showy buds and 

naturally compact shape make this a desirable 

plant for small landscapes, rock gardens, and 

confined spaces. Beautiful year-round. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

#6 Container ................................ $ 94.99 

 
Pinus mugo ‘Valley Cushion’     zones 3-7 

VALLEY CUSHION DWARF MUGO PINE 

2-3’H x 2-3’W   sun   green 

Spreading habit but still very compact and dense. 

It stays low and flat. The new buds are a reddish 

color and complement the green needles. Easy to 

grow with little to no maintenance. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

#6 Container ................................. $ 94.99 

 
Pinus parviflora ‘Bergman’     zones 5-9 

RED CONED JAPANESE WHITE PINE 

4’H x 4-6’W    sun    bluish green 

Broad, upright habit. Bright, carmine-red pollen 

cones appear in spring. The intense color of these 

cones contrast well to its twisted blue-green 

needles. Great accent for a smaller space. 
#6 Container ................................. $234.99 
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Pinus parviflora ‘Goldilocks’     zones 5-9 

GOLDILOCKS JAPANESE WHITE PINE 

8’H x 8’W    sun    yellow 

Broad, upright, sweeping habit. The natural 

sweeping habit makes this a rare and desirable 

specimen. Golden highlights contrast the silvery 

undertones of the curved, green needles. 
#3 Container ................................ $119.99 

 
Pinus parviflora ‘Ogon janome’     zones 5-9 

VARIEGATED JAPANESE WHITE PINE 

8’H x 6’W    sun    yellow/green 

Broad, upright habit. Rare. Variegated foliage - 

yellow bands on green needles make this a show-

stopper. Mid-sized, “Dragon’s Eye” form of 

Japanese White Pine. 
#6 Container ................................ $279.99 

 
Pinus pumilla ‘Blue Dwarf’   zones 5-7 

BLUE DWARF JAPANESE STONE PINE 

2-3’H x 4-7’W   sun   blue-green 

Dwarf, spreading habit. This unusual low grower 

is treasured for its attractive carmine-red cones 

which appear in the spring. Interesting, twisted 

blue-green needles. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 99.99 

#6 Container ................................. $189.99 

 
Pinus strobus ‘Blue Shag’   zones 3-7 

BLUE SHAG DWARF WHITE PINE 

3-5’H x 3-5’W   sun   blue-green 

Beautiful intense blue-green to blue-silver 

needles. Round form. Great for rock gardens. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 59.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 79.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 79.99 

#6 Container ................................. $159.99 
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Ask about our delivery and planting 

service. 
 

 

Contact Milaeger’s Tree & Shrub Care 

(262.639.0724 or 

milaegerslandscape.com) for assistance 

with all your plant care and pruning 

needs. 
 

 

Pinus strobus ‘Contorta’   zones 3-8 

CONTORTED WHITE PINE 

15-40’H x 10-30’W   sun   blue-green 

Upright, loose pyramidal habit. Noted for its 

twisted (contorted) branches, branchlets and 

needles. Flexible, soft 5” needles. Slender, 

tapering cones reach 4-8” in length. 
#6 Container ................................ $164.99 

 
Pinus strobus ‘Macopiin’   zones 3-8 

MACOPIN EASTERN WHITE PINE 

1-3’H x 1-3’W   sun   blue-green 

This dwarf selection has an irregular, broadly 

upright, shrubby form. Soft, silvery blue-green 

needles. Abundant, light brown pine-cones are 

produced at an early age. Use in rock gardens, 

foundation planting or in a shrub border. 
#5 Container ................................ $119.99 

 
Pinus strobus ‘Mini Twists’   zones 3-8 

MINI TWISTS EASTERN WHITE PINE 

6’H x 4’W   sun   blue-green 

Broad, upright habit. Small, twisted and curvy 

needles and texture to the garden. A great fit for 

a smaller garden or landscape. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 99.99 

 
Pinus strobus ‘Tiny Kurls’    zones 3-8 

TINY KURLS EASTERN WHITE PINE 

3-6’H x 4’W   part sun/sun   green 

Dwarf, oval globe, with a pyramidal habit. 

Attractive, dark blue-green twisted foliage. The 

short curly needles give it a unique look. Great as 

a specimen in smaller gardens or can be used in 

mass plantings in larger landscapes. 
#5 Container ................................. $ 99.99 
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Milaegers can deliver and plant any 

trees and shrubs that we sell. 
 

 

Ask about any plant that we do not 

have available a nd we can probably 

order it for you. 
 

 

TAXODIUM (Baldcypress) 
An extremely flood tolerant conifer in the 

Cypress family. The leaves are borne on 

branchlets that are spirally arranged on the stem 

but twisted at the base to lie in two horizontal 

ranks. Unlike most other Cypress, it is deciduous, 

hence the name 'bald'. 

 
Taxodium ‘Shawnee Brave’   zones 4-7 

SHAWNEE BRAVE BALDCYPRESS 

50-60’H x 20-40’W   sun   green 

This attractive Baldcypress has deep sage green 

foliage. Narrow pyramidal habit. Exfoliating bark. 

Attracts songbirds. 
#15 Container ............................... $249.99 

#25 Container ............................... $425.00 

 
Taxodium distichum ‘Skyward’   zones 5-9 

LINDSEY’S SKYWARD™ BLAD CYPRESS 

18-20’H x 6’W   sun/part sun   blue-green 

This exciting new form of an ancient tree has 

fossil records dating back millions of years! A 

narrow, upright form selected by Mike Lindsey. 

Small, flat blue green needles are held on 3-4” 

stems which resemble feathers. Foliage turns a 

golden orange to bronze as weather cools. Resists 

winter snow and ice load damage. 
#6 Container ................................. $125.00 

#15 Container ............................... $249.99 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TAXUS (Yew) 
A familiar landscape plant that has a pyramidal 

and is oftentimes used alongside the front door, 

at corners, alongside entryways, or as accent 

plants. It looks good in all seasons. Requires well-

drained soil. Prune in May/June for a tidy 

appearance, but the “natural” unpruned look is 

desirable as well. One of the best evergreens for 

shade. Prefers an acid to neutral soil. Useful as a 

solid green backdrop for flower gardens. 

Questions? 
Email us at 

gardenquestions@milaegers.com 
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Taxus cuspitata capitata ‘Capitata’   zones 4-7 

UPRIGHT JAPANESE YEW 

6-10’H x 3-5’W   part sun/sun   green 

Upright, pyramidal form with lustrous, dark green 

foliage. An excellent choice for hedges, screens 

and foundations. Needles are single, flat, spirally 

arranged, approximately 1 inch long, dark green 

and shiny above to pale green or yellow below.  
#3 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 64.99 

#7 Container ................................ $134.99 

 
Taxus cuspitata ‘Moonloo’   zones 4-7 

EMERALD SPREADER JAPANESE YEW 

30”H x 8-10’W   part sun/sun   dark green 

Great for a large scale groundcover. ‘Moonloo’ 

retains its dark green coloring, even in the 

coldest of winters. Red berries in winter. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 37.50 

#5 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

 
Taxus x media ‘Densiformis’     zones 4-7 

DENSIFORMIS YEW 

3-4’H x 4-6’W   sun or shade   green 

A very densely branched yew with new needles 

colored bright green, not as dark as some yews. 

The new growth has a brownish cast its first 

winter. 
#5 Container ................................. $ 54.99 

 
Taxus x media ‘Hicksii’   zones 4-7 

HICKS UPRIGHT YEW 

6-8’H x 3-5’W   sun/shade   dark green 

Upright, columnar shrub with needles that are 

dark green above and light green below. An 

excellent choice for foundations, hedges and 

screens. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 54.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 59.99 

#7 Container ................................. $129.99 

#25 Container ............................... $225.00 
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Taxus x media ‘Tauntonii’   zones 4-7 

TAUNTON SPREADING YEW 

3-4’H x 4-6’W   sun/shade   dark green 

This hardy evergreen has dark short needles. 

Resistant to wind burn. Use as an accent, 

specimen, or foundation plant. 
#5 Container ................................ $59.99 

 

If we don’t have your plant today, 

leave your name and number. We will 

call you when it is in stock again.  

 

All plant varieties and sizes may not 

always be available. Call ahead 
(262.639.2040 or 800.669.1229 ext 176) for 

present availability. 
 

 

Heights and widths are stated for 

mature plants left untrimmed. Most 

plants can be trimmed to achieve a 

smaller size and shape. 

 
 

THUJA (Arborvitae) 
These useful evergreens come in a wide variety of 

shapes and sizes. Easy to grow in most rich, well-

drained soil---they will take considerable 

moisture, but they don’t do well in clay. Some 

types perform well in considerable shade. They 

thrive in areas with humid, moist air, so avoid 

drying winds. 

 
Thuja occidentalis ‘Danica’       zones 4-8 

DANICA ARBORVITAE 

2’H x 2’W   sun/part shade    bright green 

A versatile, dwarf, globe shaped habit with bright 

emerald green foliage. Perfect for foundation 

plantings, as a specimen, and for low hedges. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 35.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 54.99 

 
Thuja occidentalis ‘Degroot’s Spire’     zones 3-8 

DEGROOT’S SPIRE ARBORVITAE 

30’H   sun/part shade  emerald green 

Unique and refined in its texture. Can be planted 

as a specimen, or for screening in tight, 

restricted areas. 
#10 Container ............................... $ 99.99 

#15 Container ............................... $119.99 

#20 Container ............................... $139.99 
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Thuja occidentalis ‘Fire Chief’     zones 3-7 

FIRE CHIEF GLOBE ARBORVITAE 

3-4’H x 3-4’W  part sun/sun   green, reddish tips 

Distinctive foliage coloration which is reddish at 

the tips, when grown in full sun. When grown in 

shaded locations the foliage is more green in 

coloration. It has a rounded growth habit and 

good winter hardiness. The compact rounded 

growth habit requires little pruning.  
#1 Container ................................ $ 16.99 

#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 59.99 

 
Thuja occidentalis ‘Hetz Midget’     zones 3-7 

HETZ MIDGET DWARF GLOBE ARBORVITAE 

2-3’H x 3’W   sun/pt. shade   green w/ gold 

A low, globe shaped shrub. A slow grower, needing 

no pruning to maintain its shape. It has green 

needles, with the tips having a golden cast. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

 
Thuja occidentalis ‘Holmstrup’     zones 3-7 

HOLMSTRUP ARBORVITAE 

6-8’H x 3-4’W  part sun/sun  med. green 

This is a compact, upright arborvitae. It is 

pyramidal in form, but can grow taller than normal 

in certain. sites. It works well for hedges or as a 

specimen. Fairly slow growing, it should never 

need pruning. 
#5 Container ................................. $ 54.99 

#6 Container ................................. $ 69.99 

#10 Container ............................... $ 89.99 

 
Thuja occidentalis ‘Mr. Bowling Ball’   zones 3-7 

MR. BOWLING BALL GLOBE ARBORVITAE 

2-3’H x 2-3’W    sun/part shade  silver-green 

Has a lovely spherical habit that lends form and 

structure to the garden. The needles are a soft 

silver green with a fine lacy texture. A great 

contrast to other shrubs in the landscape. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

#6 Container ................................. $ 69.99 
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Ask about our delivery and planting 

service. 
 

 

Contact Milaeger’s Tree & Shrub Care 

(262.639.0724 or 

milaegerslandscape.com) for assistance 

with all your plant care and pruning 

needs. 
 

 

 
Thuja occidentalis ‘Smaragd’    zones 3-7 

EMERALD GREEN ARBORVITAE 

10-12’H x 3-4’W   part sun/sun   green 

This plant is fairly tight, compact, grower. 

Requires pruning if you want to keep it short. 

Foliage color holds well through the winter. Not 

susceptible to winter burn, but avoid windy sites. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 24.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

#7 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

#10 Container ............................... $ 59.99 

#10 Container ............................... $119.99 

#15 Container ............................... $125.00 

 
Thuja occidentalis ‘Techny’     zones 3-7 

UPRIGHT TECHNY ARBORVITAE 

10-15’H x 4-6’W   sun/part shade   dark green  

A slow growing variety, broadly pyramidal in 

shape. It is one of the best evergreens for 

hedges or screens. Very reliable and easy to grow. 
#15 Container ............................... $119.99 

 
Thuja occidentalis ‘Yellow Ribbon’    zones 4-8 

YELLOW RIBBON ARBORVITAE 

6-10’H x 2-3’W   part sun/sun   golden yellow 

Distinctive, a very narrow habit. Showy, dense 

foliage is golden yellow throughout the year. 

Attractive accent or screen. Use any place where 

brilliant color is needed. Needs regular watering 

– weekly or more in extreme heat. Prune in spring.  
#6 Container ................................. $ 69.99 

#10 Container ............................... $139.99 

Questions? 
Email us at 

gardenquestions@milaegers.com 
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Thuja occidentalis ‘Zmatlik’    zones 4-8 

COLUMNAR GREEN ARBORVITAE 

4-6’H    sun 

Hardy, adaptable arborvitae with a comfortable 

columnar habit, good color and fine texture. Its 

foliage resembles the thick, ruffled foliage of 

‘Degroot’s Spire’, but it has a smaller scale and 

darker color. Its upright form develops slowly to 

make a great focal point or privacy screen. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 35.99 

 
Thuja plicata ‘Green Giant’    zones 4-8 

GREEN GIANT ARBORVITAE 

25-30’H x 10-12’W   sun   green 

One of the finest new evergreens for screening, 

windbreak, and specimen use, this uniformly 

conical tree performs well in a variety of settings. 

Virtually disease-free and strong-rooted, it 

responds well to shearing. Evergreen. Grows 

quickly. Deer resistant. 
#15 Container ............................... $199.99 

 
Thuja plicata ‘Whipcord’     zones 5-7 

WHIPCORD WESTERN ARBORVITAE 

5’H x 4’W   sun/part shade   glossy green 

Multi-branched shrub with long tendrils giving a 

pendulous “mop” effect. Bronze cast in winter. 

Great for small landscapes. Fairly slow grower. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 35.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

#6 Container ................................. $ 89.99 

 

 

Five year warranty on all trees & 

shrubs if you purchase and use MYKE 

at time of planting. 
 

 

Milaegers can deliver and plant any 

trees and shrubs that we sell. 
 

 

TSUGA (Hemlock) 
A fully hardy and elegant evergreen tree with 

rich green foliage. A fine plant for northern 

winters. Low maintenance---little or no pruning 

needed, but it will take heavy pruning and 

shearing if desired. Thrives in moist, well-

drained, acidic soil, and tolerates shade well. 

Ideal for a hedge or screen. Good bird habitat. 
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Tsuga canadensis ‘Emerald Fountain’     zones 4-7 

EMERALD FOUNTAIN HEMLOCK 

6-10’H x 2-3’W    part sun/part shade    green 

Many dense branches of deep green with lighter 

green new growth. Foliage remains a nice dark 

green all winter. Grows larger with age, forming a 

bushy column. Excellent low maintenance hedge, 

screen, or foundation plant. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 74.99 

#10 Container ............................... $154.99 

 
Tsuga canadensis ‘Gentsch White’   zones 3-7 

WHITE GLOBE HEMLOCK 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   shade/part shade   whitish 

Creamy-white new growth eventually matures to 

typical hemlock green. The contrast of the 

current season’s white foliage seems particularly 

enhanced through autumn and into winter as the 

older foliage darkens. Annual shearing will 

produce a compact habit and encourage more 

fresh white foliage.  
#6 Container ................................ $134.99 

#10 Container ............................... $134.99 

 
Tsuga canadensis ‘Jeddeloh’   zones 4-7 

BIRD’S NEST GLOBE HEMLOCK 

3-4’H x 4-6’W   part sun   dark-green 

Dwarf, spreading mound with center of plant 

forming a unique, depressed funnel shape, often 

referred to as a “bird’s nest”. Finely textured 

with an almost gray-green appearance like its 

parent species. Another container or rock garden 

candidate best grown in partially shaded 

conditions in moist but well-drained soils.  
#3 Container ................................. $ 69.99 

 
Tsuga canadensis ‘Jervis’   zones 4-7 

JERVIS DWARF CANADIAN HEMLOCK 

5’H x 12’W   part sun   gray-green 

This broad, pyramidal form of Hemlock has dense 

branching and thick dark foliage. Slow growing. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 69.99 
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Tsuga canadensis ‘Monjers’   zones 4-8 

GOLDEN DUKE™ EASTERN HEMLOCK 

6-10’H x 2-3’W   part sun   gold 

Pyramidal in form with graceful arching branches. 

The golden-yellow foliage is stunning. Winter 

foliage is a bright yellow-orange. Its slow growing 

nature makes this a superb specimen for 

container gardening. Great choice for rock or 

woodland gardens too.  
#5 Container ................................ $ 74.99 

 
Tsuga canadensis ‘MonKinn’     zones 4-7 

GOLDEN DUCHESS EASTERN HEMLOCK 

3-4’H x 3-5’W    part sun/shade    golden 

Dwarf, mounding habit. Brilliant, golden-yellow 

foliage is held on graceful, arching branches. 

Great for use in a rock garden or container. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

 
Tsuga diversifolia ‘Loowit’     zones 4-7 

DWARF NORTHERN JAPANESE HEMLOCK 

3’H x3’W   sun   green 

The small smooth edged needles resemble rice. 

Slow growing, just 2-4” per year, this will make a 

small mound. Great for a small landscape, mass 

planting, or rock garden. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 84.99 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Questions? 
Email us at 

gardenquestions@milaegers.com 
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BROADLEAF EVERGREENS 
AZALEA 
The evergreen azaleas are glorious, spring-

flowering shrubs. They come in many showy 

colors, and the varieties we sell are fully hardy. 

They have some cultural requirements that are 

worth paying attention to. They need an acid soil, 

so peat moss and other organic materials are 

usually added when planting. They like a well-

drained, but moisture retentive soil and prefer 

some protection from wind and afternoon sun. 

 
Azalea x ‘Cascade’     zones 5-7 

CASCADE AZALEA (GLENN DALE HYBRID) 

3-4’H x 5-6’W   sun/part shade   white flowers 

Rounded habit. White flowers compliment the 

light green foliage. Excellent in natural settings 

or mass plantings. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

 

 

Ask about any plant that we do not 

have available a nd we can probably 

order it for you. 
 

 

If we don’t have your plant today, 

leave your name and number. We will 

call you when it is in stock again. 
 

 

 
Azalea x ‘Girard Hot Shot’     zones 5-7 

HOT SHOT AZALEA 

18-24”H x 18-24”W   sun/part shade   orange-red 

An exceptionally hardy azalea with fiery orange-

red flowers with wavy edges. Foliage is blue-green 

with thin white margins. Great for mass plantings. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

 
Azalea x ‘Herbert Purple’     zones 4-7 

HERBERT PURPLE AZALEA 

2-4’H x 3-5’W   sun/part shade   purple flowers 

Profusion of double, lavender orchid blooms. 

Premier flowering shrub for use as hedge, in 

borders or in massed planting for impressive 

display. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 49.99 
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Azalea x ‘Karen’     zones 4-7 

KAREN AZALEA 

2-4’H x 3-5’W    sun/part shade    lavender-purple 

An exceptionally hardy azalea with rich lavender 

purple flowers. Burgundy fall color. Vigorous. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

 
Azalea x ‘Kimberly’s Double Pink’     zones 4-7 

KIMBERLY’S DOUBLE PINK AZALEA 

4’H x 4-5’W    sun/part shade    pink flowers 

Clusters of double, clear pink flowers. They 

measure 2” in diameter. Dark green foliage turns 

to shades of oranges then purples in fall. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

 

 

 

All plant varieties and sizes may not 

always be available. Call ahead 
(262.639.2040 or 800.669.1229 ext 176) for 

present availability. 
 

 
Azalea x ‘Poukhanense Improved’     zones 5-8 

POUKHANENSE IMPROVED AZALEA 

4-5’H x 3-4’W   sun/part shade   lavender flowers 

Very hardy. Light lavender flowers. Excellent in 

natural settings or mass plantings. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

 
Azalea x ‘Stewartstonian’     zones 4-7 

STEWARTSTONIAN AZALEA 

5’H x 5’W   sun/part shade   red flowers 

Vibrant true red blooms in spring. Dark green 

leaves with mahogany-red winter color. Stays 

compact. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

 

Heights and widths are stated for 

mature plants left untrimmed. Most 

plants can be trimmed to achieve a 

smaller size and shape. 
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Azalea yedoense poukhanense ‘Compacta’  zones 5-9 

COMPACT KOREAN AZALEA 

2-3’H x 5-6’W   sun/part shade   lilac flowers 

Abundant lavender-lilac blooms with deep green 

foliage. Excellent in woodland, and mass plantings. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

 

BUXUS (Boxwood) 
A fine broadleaf evergreen that is an elegant 

alternative to yews. Can be used singly or in 

groups, and is ideal for low hedges and foundation 

plantings. Prefers well-drained lime soils, 

tolerates dry soil. Responds well to pruning and 

shearing---popular for topiaries. Feed with an all- 

purpose fertilizer in spring. 

 
Buxus x Conrowe’     zones 5-8 

GORDO™ BOXWOOD 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   sun/shade   dark green 

Compact habit. Very large dark green leaves give 

this rounded evergreen a full-bodied feel. Slow 

growing. Use as a hedge, or as an edging or 

foundation planting.  .  
#3 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

 
Buxus x ‘Green Mountain’     zones 5-7 

GREEN MOUNTAIN BOXWOOD 

3-4’H x 3’W   sun/ shade   dark green 

Fast growing, dense upright form. Naturally cone-

shaped when left unsheared. Leaves retain their 

color through winter. Ideal low hedge. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 59.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 99.99 

#5 Cone ...................................... $ 59.99 

#10 Spiral ................................... $159.99 

 
Buxus x ‘Green Velvet’     zones 5-7 

GREEN VELVET BOXWOOD 

2-3’H x 3’W   sun/ shade   dark green 

This boxwood has a dense, compact, rather 

rounded habit. Its dark leaves are smaller than 

most boxwood. Great for green relief in the 

flower garden. 
#1 Container ................................. $ 17.99 

#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 59.99 
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Buxus microphyllum ‘Winter Gem’     zones 5-9 

WINTER GEM BOXWOOD 

4-6’H x 4-6’W   sun/shade   green 

Excellent for small hedges. Very hardy. It turns 

a golden bronze in winter and returns to green in 

the spring. Creates lovely topiaries. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 59.99 

#7 Container ................................ $ 99.99 

 

 

Ask about our delivery and planting 

service. 
 

 

Contact Milaeger’s Tree & Shrub Care 

(262.639.0724 or 

milaegerslandscape.com) for assistance 

with all your plant care and pruning 

needs. 
 

 

Buxus x ‘Northern Charm’     zones 4-7 

NORTHERN CHARM BOXWOOD 

2-3’H x 2-3’W   sun/ shade   blue green 

Rounded, mounded habit. It has smaller bluish-

green leaves. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 59.99 

 
Buxus sempervirens ‘Green Tower’     zones 5-9 

GREEN TOWER BOXWOOD 

2-3’H x 3’W   sun/shade   dark green 

The perfect hedge plant for tight spaces. Dark 

green, finely textured leaves that do not brown 

out in winter. Creamy yellow flowers in spring. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 59.99 

 

 

Five year warranty on all trees & 

shrubs if you purchase and use MYKE 

at time of planting. 

 

Milaegers can deliver and plant any 

trees and shrubs that we sell. 
 

Buxus sempervirens ‘Katerberg’     zones 5-9 

NORTH STAR DWARF BOXWOOD 

24-32”H x 24-32”W   sun/part shade   green 

A cold hardy, dense globe with shiny dark green 

leaves that maintain their color through winter. 

Low maintenance. Use in a hedge or as a border. 

Looks great year ‘round. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 44.99 
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Buxus sempervirens ‘Unraveled’     zones 5-9 

UNRAVELED AMERICAN BOXWOOD 

18-24”H x 24-36”W   sun/part shade   green 

A unique, exceptionally textured, arching shrub. 

It drapes beautifully or if trained upright it will 

weep. Maintains its shiny green color year round. 

Great specimen for an entryway or cascading over 

a wall or down a hillside. A four season evergreen. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

 
Buxus sinica var. insularis      zones 5-9 

WEE WILLIE DWARF BOXWOOD 

18-24”H x 18-24”W   sun/shade   emerald green 

Rounded habit. A dwarf form with densely 

arranged leaf pairs. Foliage color holds through 

the coldest winters. 
8” pot ........................................ $ 29.99 

 

 

 

DAPHNE 

 
Daphne x burkwoodii ‘Carol Mackie’     zones 5-8 

CAROL MACKIE DAPHNE 

3’H x 4’W   sun/part shade   variegated 

Abundant, small pale pink fragrant flowers. Small 

leaves have a yellow margin that matures to 

creamy white. Great for beds, borders and 

foundation plantings. Semi-evergreen. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 59.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 59.99 

 

EUONYMUS 
Densely growing with rounded leaves---easily 

pruned if desired. Great as foundation plants and 

low hedges. Some types make great groundcover. 

Easy to grow, doing best in well-drained soil in full 

or part sun. 

 
Euonymus fortunei ‘Canadale Gold’     zones 5-8 

CANADALE GOLD EUONYMUS 

2-3’H x 3’W   sun/part shade   variegated 

A compact grower. Leaves are larger than others 

of this species. They are light green in color, with 

bright golden yellow margins. New growth is a 

little darker, lightening up with age. Use as a 

contrast color with purple leaved plants. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 49.99 
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Euonymus fortunei ‘Emerald Gaity’     zones 5-9 

EMERALD GAITY EUONYMUS 

3-5’H x 3-6’W   sun/part shade   variegated 

Irregular white margins with green centers Use 

in a hedge or as a border. Looks great year ‘round. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 29.99 

 
Euonymus fortunei ‘Ivory Jade’     zones 5-8 

IVORY JADE EUONYMUS 

2’H x 2-3’W   sun/part shade   variegated 

Larger leaves than most other varieties in this 

species. The leaves have the distinguishing 

feature of an ivory white margin. The margin 

turns pink when the weather turns cold. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

 
Euonymus fortunei ‘Moonshadow’     zones 5-8 

MOONSHADOW EUONYMUS 

1-2’H x 1-2’W   sun/part shade   variegated 

A small euonymus with wavy, pale yellow leaves 

that have thin green margins. Dense, compact 

grower. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

 
Euonymus fortunei ‘Roemertwo’     zones 5-8 

GOLD SPLASH WINTERCREEPER 

18-24”H x 18-24”W  sun/part shade   variegated 

The dramatic, large round leaves are bright and 

bold. The variegation is very stable, an 

improvement over older euonymus varieties. 

Disease resistant. Great for mass plantings, 

borders or container gardens. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#2S ........................................... $ 44.99 

 

 

Ask about any plant that we do not 

have available a nd we can probably 

order it for you. 
 

 

If we don’t have your plant today, 

leave your name and number. We will 

call you when it is in stock again. 
 

 

 

ILEX (Holly) 
Loved for its deep green evergreen leaves and 

bright red berries. Only the female has berries, 

requires a pollinating male. One male will pollinate 

up to six nearby females. Most varieties have 

male and female in the same pot. Over 40 species 

of birds are known to eat the berries. Easy to 

grow. Likes rich, moist, slightly acidic soil. Prune 

before new growth begins. 
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Ilex crenata ‘Sky Pencil’     zones 5-8 

SKY PENCIL JAPANESE HOLLY 

6-8’H x 12-18”W   sun/light shade   dark green 

The variety is densely branching and has a tall, 

narrow, columnar habit---unusual for holly. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

 
Ilex x meserveae ‘Blue Prince’ & ‘Blue Princess’ 

zones 5-9 

BERRI-MAGIC® ROYALTY HOLLY COMBO 

3-5’H x 3-5’W   sun/shade   dark green 

Bright red berries fall through winter. A male 

pollenizer is planted in the same container to 

ensure berries. Great for holiday decorating. 

Tolerates shearing well. Great as a specimen or as 

a dense hedge. 
#2 Container ................................. $39.99 

 
Ilex meserveae ‘Castle Spire’    zones 5-9 

CASTLE SPIRE HOLLY 

5-8’H x 3’W   sun/shade   blue-green 

Compact pyramid shape. Little pruning required. 

Female. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

 
Ilex x meserveae ‘Heckenstar’   zones 5-7 

CASTLE WALL MALE HOLLY 

5-8’H x 3-4’W  sun/shade  dark green 

Compact, pyramidal blue holly. Lustrous dark 

green leaves which are held on superior branches. 

Naturally compact, makes this great for use as a 

hedge or foundation planting. Pollinator. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 
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Ilex x meserveae ‘MonNieves’    zones 5-9 

SCALLYWAG DWARF MALE HOLLY 

4’H x 3’W   sun/shade   blue-green 

This upright holly is slow growing, with a compact 

habit. The shiny green foliage turns an attractive 

purple-burgundy in fall. This male will not produce 

berries; use as a pollinator. Disease resistant.  
#2 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 59.99 

 
Ilex meserveae ‘Royal Duet’     zones 5-9 

ROYAL DUET MALE AND FEMALE HOLLY 

8-10’H x 8’W    sun/shade     

Compact, broad, natural pyramid shape. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

 
Ilex x meserveae ‘Royal Family’     zones 5-9 

ROYAL FAMILY MALE AND FEMALE HOLLY 

8-10’H x 8’W   full/pt. shade   green leaves 

A self-pollinating combination of I. x meserveae 

‘Blue Prince’ and ‘Blue Princess.’ Compact, broad, 

natural pyramid with lustrous dark green leaves 

and purple stems. More fruit than ‘Blue Girl.’ 
#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

 

PIERIS (Lily of the Valley Bush) 
An unusual broad-leaved evergreen shrub that 

likes a moist, acidic soil in part shade. The leaves 

have a matte finish. Heavy blooming, with creamy 

white flowers in spring. Protect from winter 

winds. A beautiful specimen plant, it looks good in 

all seasons. Deer resistant. 

 
Pieris japonica ‘Forest Flame’    zones 4-7 

FOREST FLAME LILY OF THE VALLEY BUSH 

3-5’H x 3-5’W  sun/part shade  red-pink  

Beautiful brilliant red, then pink spring foliage 

backs profuse drooping clusters of heavy, broad 

white blooms. Foliage matures to green. Excellent 

companion shrub for other acid loving plants like 

rhododendron. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 64.99 

Questions? 
Email us at 

gardenquestions@milaegers.com 
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Pieris japonica ‘Katsura’    zones 5-9 

KATSURA ANDROMEDA 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   sun/part shade   rosy-pink flowers 

Racemes of fragrant, bell-shaped, pink to rose-

red flowers. Green foliage with burgundy red new 

growth all season. Great as an accent or specimen. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 59.99 

 
Pieris japonica ‘Mountain Fire’ 

MOUNTAIN FIRE LILY OF THE VALLEY BUSH 

3-5’H x 3-5’W   sun/part shade   white flowers 

New growth in spring is fiery burgundy red, 

maturing to a lush, deep green. Abundant white 

flower clusters. Perfect for foundations or mixed 

groupings.  
#2 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

 
Pieris japonica ‘Red Mill’ 

RED MILL LILY OF THE VALLEY BUSH 

4-6’H x 3-5’W   sun/part shade   white flowers 

New leaves are bright red. Dense habit. Long 

lasting white flowers in spring.  
#7 Container ................................. $ 99.99 

#10 Container ............................... $195.00 

 

All plant varieties and sizes may not 

always be available. Call ahead 
(262.639.2040 or 800.669.1229 ext 176) for 

present availability. 
 

 

Heights and widths are stated for 

mature plants left untrimmed. Most 

plants can be trimmed to achieve a 

smaller size and shape. 
 

 

RHODODENDRON 
Rhododendrons are a popular plant in our area. 

They are spectacular plants, but have some 

specific requirements. They must be sited in a 

spot where they are sheltered from drying winds. 

Do not allow to dry out, especially during the 

growing season. These broadleaf evergreens like 

acidic, well-drained soil, rich in organic matter. 

Peat moss and soil amendments are beneficial. 

They dislike clay. For best appearance, prune the 

seed heads just after flowering. Bloom time is 

usually late May into June. 
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Rhododendron catawbiense ‘Boursalt’  zones 5-7 

BOURSALT RHODODENDRON 

5-6’H x 3-4’W   sun/shade   rose-lilac flowers 

Rounded sturdy habit. Dark rose-lilac flowers are 

held above dark green foliage. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

#7 Container ................................ $ 99.99 

Rhododendron catawbiense ‘Bubble Gum’   zones 5-7 

BUBBLE GUM RHODODENDRON 

5-6’H x 3-4’W   sun/shade   rose-lilac flowers 

Dense, rounded, sturdy form. Clear bubblegum-

pink flowers are held above dark green foliage. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

Rhododendron catawbiense ‘Capistrano’  zones 5-7 

CAPISTRANO RHODODENDRON 

5-6’H x 3-4’W   sun/shade   rose-lilac flowers 

Rounded sturdy habit. Bright lemon yellow 

flowers are held above dark green foliage. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

 
Rhododendron chionoides        zones 4-8 

WHITE CHIONOIDES RHODODENDRON 

4’H x 4’W   part shade   white  

Bright white flowers with a compact habit.  
#3 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

Ask about our delivery and planting 

service. 
 

 

Contact Milaeger’s Tree & Shrub Care 

(262.639.0724 or 

milaegerslandscape.com) for assistance 

with all your plant care and pruning 

needs. 
 

 
Rhododendron x ‘English Roseum’    zones 4-8 

ENGLISH ROSEUM RHODODENDRON 

6’H x 8’W   sun/shade   rosy-purple flowers 

Large, round clusters of yellow-blotched, rose-

purple flowers. Dark green foliage. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 54.99 

 
Rhododendron x ‘Lakeview Pink’    zones 5-7 

LAKEVIEW PINK RHODODENDRON 

5-6’H x 4-5’W   sun/shade   light purple flowers 

Beautiful light pink to violet purple flowers. 

Attracts butterflies. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 59.99 
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Rhododendron x ‘March Madness’     zones 4-8 

MARCH MADNESS RHODODENDRON 

4-5’H x 4-5’W   partial sun   rose flowers 

Rose flowers with small red blotches.Great for 

use in borders or informal hedges. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 59.99 

 
Rhododendron x ‘Maximum Compacta’     zones 3-9 

COMPACT MAXIMUM RHODODENDRON 

3’H x 3’W   partial sun   pink flowers 

Exceptional dark green foliage. Numerous buds 

open into lilac-pink to pale pink flowers. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 59.99 

 
Rhododendron x ‘Maximum Roseum’     zones 4-9 

PINK MAXIMUM RHODODENDRON 

7’H x 9’W   partial sun   pink flowers 

Clusters of beautiful clear pink flowers. Dark 

green foliage on red stems. Great accent plant. 
#5 Container ................................. $ 59.99 

 
Rhododendron ‘Nova Zembla’     zones 4-8 

NOVA ZEMBLA RHODODENDRON 

5’H x 5’W   part sun   red flowers 

Dark red flowers in mid spring held in ball-shaped 

trusses on healthy, deep green leaves. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 54.99 

Questions? 
Email us at 

gardenquestions@milaegers.com 
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Rhododendron ‘P.J.M.’     zones 4-8 

RHODODENDRON P.J.M. 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   partial sun   lavender pink flowers 

A very hardy and famous variety. It is bud hardy 

and a heavy bloomer, with bold lavender flowers. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 59.99 

#3 Compact .................................. $ 49.99 

#3 Elite ...................................... $ 54.99 

 
Rhododendron x ‘Purple Gem’    zones 4-8 

PURPLE GEM RHODODENDRON 

2’H x 3’W   sun/shade   purple flowers 

Purple Gem has azalea-like foliage. Abundant, 

beautiful blue-purple flowers fill this evergreen 

shrub. Great specimen plant. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

 
Rhododendron x ‘Purple Passion’    zones 6-8 

PURPLE PASSION RHODODENDRON 

5’H x 5’W   sun/shade   deep-purple flowers 

Compact, rounded habit. Deep violet purple 

flowers. Dark green foliage. Great as a hedge or 

foundation planting. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 54.99 

 
Rhododendron ‘Ramapo’     zones 4-8 

RAMAPO RHODODENDRON 

2-3’H x 2-3’W   part shade   pink-violet flowers 

A compact, globe shaped evergreen shrub with 

trusses of pinkish violet flowers in spring. Dusty 

gray blue new growth turns a deep metallic color 

in winter.  
#2 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 59.99 
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Rhododendron ‘Roseum Elegans’     zones 4-8 

ROSEUM ELEGANS RHODODENDRON 

7’H x 7’W   part shade   lavender pink flowers 

Plentiful trusses of lavender pink flowers. 

Spreading habit that thrives in partial shade. 

Olive green leaves. Lovely accent or specimen. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 59.99 

 
Rhododendron x ‘Slam Dunk’     zones 4-8 

SLAM DUNK RHODODENDRON 

5’H x 5’W   partial sun   pink  

Raise the Roof® Series. The clusters of frilly, 

rich, rose-colored flowers have burgundy blotchs 

near their centers. A very showy accent plant, or 

use for a stunning low hedge. 
#5 Container ................................ $59.99 

 

 

SHADE AND 

ORNAMENTAL TREES 
ACER (Maple) 
Maples are reliable, deciduous trees and shrubs 

that are attractive in all seasons. The leaves are 

usually deeply cut and have spectacular fall color. 

Performs best in moist, well-drained, slightly 

acidic, loamy soil, but is tolerant of a wide range 

of pH levels. Best fall color in full sun, but they 

will tolerate light shade. 

 
Acer x freemanii ‘Jeffersred’   zones 4-7 

AUTUMN BLAZE® MAPLE 

50-60’H x 40’W    sun    rich green 

Rich green, deeply lobed leaves. It has an 

ascending branch habit, rapid growth rate, 

drought tolerance, and the ability to grow in most 

soils. Red orange fall color. 
#10 Container ............................... $175.00 

#15 Container ............................... $195.00 

#30 Container ............................... $395.00 

#45 Container ............................... $550.00 
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Acer ginnala    zones 3-7 

AMUR MAPLE TREE 

15-20’H x 10-15’W   sun    

This tree has a graceful, irregular shape formed 

by slender spreading branches. Extremely hardy, 

it is an excellent xeriscape plant, and offers 

outstanding fall color. 
#30 Container ............................... $350.00 

 
Acer griseum     zones 5-7 

PAPERBARK MAPLE 

15-20’H x 6-12’W   sun   russet in fall 

A very slow growing small maple from central 

China. Its leaves are more deeply cut than most 

maples. Reddish brown peeling bark. 
#15 Clump ................................... $375.00 

 
Acer platanoides ‘Crimson King’      zones 3-7 

CRIMSON KING NORWAY MAPLE 

30-40’H x 20-40’W    sun    red leaves 

Rich maroon leaves hold their color through 

summer. Ornamental maroon-yellow flowers. 
#7 Container ................................. $135.00 

#15 Container ............................... $235.00 

 
Acer pseudosieboldianum     zones 5-7 

NORTH WIND™ KOREAN MAPLE 

15-20’H x 15-20’W   sun/part shade   fall color 

North Wind™ is the flagship member of the Jack 

Frost® Series, a developing line bred by Iseli 

Nusery that combines the hardiness and 

durability of the Korean Maple with the beauty of 

the Japanese Maple. The leaves emerge red in 

spring, changing by midsummer to light green 

followed by a dramatic orange-scarlet in fall. An 

excellent substitute for the Japanese Maple in 

colder climates, it has withstood temperatures of 

-30°F in Iowa testing grounds. 
#6 Container ................................. $150.00 

#15 Container ............................... $399.99 
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Acer pseudosieboldianum ‘Arctic Jade’    zones 4-7 

ARCTIC JADE MAPLE 

15-20’H x 10-15’W   sun/part shade   fall color 

Arctic Jade® is a member of the Jack Frost® 

Series, a developing line bred by Iseli Nusery 

that combines the hardiness and durability of the 

Korean Maple with the beauty of the Japanese 

Maple. It has large, green, deeply cut leaves 

which, in autumn, transform into dazzling fusion 

of orange and red tones. 
#6 Container ................................ $150.00 

#15 Container ............................... $399.99 

 
Acer rubrum ‘Katicole’    zones 5-9 

SUMMER SENSATION RED MAPLE 

40-45’H x 30-35’W   sun    green 

New foliage is bright red and glossy, turning 

green with age. Fall color is an attractive 

burgundy red. Great shade tree. 
#15 Container ............................... $215.00 

 
Acer saccharum ‘Green Mountain’    zones 4-7 

GREEN MOUNTAIN SUGAR MAPLE 

60-70’H x 40-45’W   sun    green 

Does well in heat and is drought tolerant. It has 

an oval habit. The green foliage is thick and waxy. 

Turns yellow in fall with traces of orange and red. 
#15 Container ............................... $225.00 

 
Acer shirasawanum ‘Jordan’     zones 5-7 

JORDAN FULL MOON MAPLE 

15’H x 15’W   sun/part shade   fall color 

This selection of the Golden Full Moon maple has 

a spring display of lemon-yellow foliage, fading to 

a yellow-green in summer. The showy red samaras 

that push up above the leaves add an interesting 

contrast to the summer foliage. Expect a brilliant 

color show of red-orange, mixed with purples in 

the fall. Great focal point in the landscape. 
#6 Container ................................. $195.00 

#15 Container ............................... $525.00 
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Acer x truncatum ‘JFS-KW202’    zones 4-8 

CRIMSON SUNSET® MAPLE 

30-35’H x 20-25’W   sun    purple 

Upright and compact.  Deep purple foliage. Very 

tolerant of summer heat. 
#15 Container ............................... $215.00 

 

AMELANCHIER (Serviceberry) 
This attractive ornamental is easy to grow in 

shade to part sun in moist soil. Also tolerates dry 

soil. Clusters of small white flowers in spring 

followed by sweet dark purple fruits that appeal 

to the owner and to the birds. The autumn color 

is best in full sun. 

 
Amelanchier x canadensis Glenform’ zone 4-9 

RAINBOW PILLAR® SERVICEBERRY 

10-20’H x 10-15’W   sun/part sun   white flowers 

This multi-trunked small tree is very attractive, 

providing a spectrum of color from spring to fall. 

Nectar-rich blossoms are white with an apple-

blossom pink tinge, attracting butterflies in 

spring. In summer the flowers yield deep-purple 

fruits which are enjoyed by birds and other 

wildlife. Finally, in the fall, the green leaves turn 

brilliant shades of yellow to red. Use as a 

specimen tree, hedge or a privacy screen. 
#7 Tree Form ............................... $175.00 

 
Amelanchier x grandiflora ‘Autumn Brilliance’ zone 4-9 

AUTUMN BRILLIANCE SERVICEBERRY 

20-25’H x 15’W   sun/part sun   white flowers 

A very desirable smaller tree, usually with 

multiple trunks.  This tree has gray bark and small 

dark green leaves with a bluish cast that turn to 

a spectacular orange red in autumn. Covered with 

flowers in spring. 
#7 Container ................................. $125.00 

#10 Container ............................... $175.00 

#15 Container ............................... $195.00 

#20 Container ............................... $295.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Questions? 
Email us at 

gardenquestions@milaegers.com 
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BETULA (Birch) 
Birches have fresh green, finely toothed leaves 

that turn brilliant gold in fall. After leaf drop, 

they are still gorgeous with their handsome bark 

and delicate limb structure. Will grow in moist or 

slightly dry soils, but they prefer a well-drained 

soil on the acidic side. 

 
Betula nigra ‘Cully’     zones 3b-9 

HERITAGE RIVER BIRCH 

20’H x 10-20’W   sun   yellow fall color 

An outstanding birch. It is a much more vigorous 

grower than the species and other cultivars. The 

leaves are a darker green than other varieties. 

The species is usually found growing in damp sites 

along rivers, but is quite adaptable to most any 

garden site except the driest. The bark is most 

interesting---any branch over 2” diameter will 

have grayish bark that peels in plates and exposes 

the under layer which can range from salmon pink 

to cinnamon brown. Because the bark peels at 

different rates, the tree has a mottled look. 
#10 Clump ................................... $165.00 

#15 Container ............................... $195.00 

 
Betula platyphylla var.jap. ‘Whitespire’  zone 4b-6 

WHITESPIRE BIRCH 

40-50’H x 20’W   sun   yellow fall color 

The notorious enemy of birch is the borer, and 

‘Whitespire’ is the most borer resistant white 

birch to date. It is valued for its striking white 

bark, which does not peel. The small leaves are 

glossy green. The species is native to Asia, and 

Dr. Ed Hasselkus of UW-Madison introduced this 

cultivar in 1983. 
#10 Container ............................... $165.00 

 
Betula x ‘Royal Frost’     zones 4-7 

ROYAL FROST BIRCH 

30-40’H x 15-20’W   sun   burgundy red 

Beautiful white bark and contrasting burgundy 

red leaves. Outstanding specimen tree.  
#10 Clump .................................... $195.00 

#15 Container ............................... $225.00 
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CARPINUS (Hornbeam) 
Hornbeams are relatively small hardwood trees 

which yield very hard timber. Most have gray to 

brownish gray bark. 
Carpinus betulus ’Fastigiata’    zones 5-7 

EUROPEAN HORNBEAM 

35’H x 25’W   sun    gray 

The green foliage of this columnar tree turn 

yellow in fall. Interesting gray foliage. The 

columnar shapes rounds slightly with age. A 

dense, compact habit with ascending branches. 

Heat and drought tolerant. 
#15 Container ............................... $165.00 

 

CERCIDIPHYLLUM (Katsura) 
Elegant specimen tree with a striking low 

branching habit. New leaves are reddish purple, 

changing to blue-green. Fall color includes shades 

of yellow, orange and red. Needs ample moisture 

during its establishment period. Medium to fast 

growth rate. Native to the Orient. 

 
Cercidiphyllum japonicum     zones 4-8 

KATSURA TREE 

40-60’H x 25-60’W   sun/part shade   green 

Dense, rounded habit. Grown for its beautiful 

shape and its attractive foliage. Ovalish leaves (to 

4" long) resemble those of a small cercis 

(Redbud). Leaves emerge reddish purple in spring, 

mature to medium green with a slight bluish tinge 

in summer and turn quality shades of gold, orange 

and red in fall. Insignificant, small reddish 

flowers in spring. 
#15 Container ............................... $195.00 

 
Cercidiphyllum jap. ‘Morioka Weeping’    zones 4-8 

MORIOKA WEEPING KATSURA TREE 

20’H x 15’W   sun/part shade   green 

Leave emerge with a reddish-purple hue and 

lighten to blue-green in the summer. Fall color is 

a bright yellow with hints of peach, apricot and 

orange. Upright in habit when young, it weeps 

naturally as it matures. 
#6 Container ................................. $185.00 

 

Ask about our delivery and planting 

service. 
 

 

CERCIS (Redbud) 
Redbuds are smaller native trees and are among 

the most elegant trees we offer. They have a 

wonderful mid-spring display of intense pink 

flowers before any leaves appear. The flowers 

are held in small clusters, tight on the branches. 

The tree looks fabulous as a single specimen or a 

grouping. Particularly effective when used in 

front of a woodsy area. The leaves are heart 

shaped, up to 3” wide, with yellow autumn color. 

Open branching habit and dark gray to near black 

bark. Some trees are multi-stemmed. 
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Cercis canadensis     zones 4-9 

AMERICAN REDBUD 

15-20’H x 10-20’W   sun/part shade 

Pink flowers/spring   yellowish in fall 

The leaves are bronzy green upon emergence. 

They are green all summer, turning yellow in fall. 
#7 Container ................................ $149.99 

#10 Container ............................... $185.00 

#7 Clump ..................................... $149.99 

#25 Clump ................................... $525.00 

 
Cercis canadensis ‘Covey’        zones 5-8 

LAVENDER TWIST REDBUD 
6-8’ H x 6-8’W    sun/part shade    lavender pink flowers 

Rosy-pink flowers completely clothe the bare, 

slightly twisted weeping branches in early spring 

followed by rich green heart-shaped leaves. A 

slow growing, manageable specimen for large or 

small gardens. Pendulous, umbrella form. 
#5 Container ................................ $135.00 

#7 Container ................................ $165.00 

#15 Container ............................... $250.00 

 
Cercis canadensis ‘Forest Pansy’     zones 5-8 

FOREST PANSY REDBUD 

20’H x 25’W   sun/part shade   rosy pink flowers 

The heart-shaped leaves have a purple tinge on 

new growth, and mature to a maroon. Rosy pink 

flowers in spring. Yellow autumn leaves. 
#5 Container ................................. $115.00 

#15 Container ............................... $295.00 

 
Cercis canadensis ‘Hearts of Gold’     zones 5-9 

HEARTS OF GOLD REDBUD 

15’H x 18’W   sun/part shade   gold 

New leaves emerge red then turn to gold. When 

shaded, they turn green. This is the first known 

gold-foliaged cercis in the market. They provide 

spring interest when their flowers emerge before 

the foliage! Burn resistant - even in full sun.  
#5 Container ................................. $135.00 

#15 Container ............................... $225.00 
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Cercis canadensis ‘JN2’        zones 5-8 

THE RISING SUN EASTERN REDBUD 

6-12’ H x 8’W    sun/part shade   lime green 

Pea-like lavender flowers appear in spring before 

the foliage. The heart-shaped foliage emerges a 

brilliant apricot and evolves through shades of 

orange, gold and yellow, finally turning a lime 

green in the heat of summer. Quite a show when 

all colors are present at the same time. Finishing 

in a golden-orange in the fall. Use as a specimen 

or accent plant in the garden. 
#7 Container ................................ $185.00 

#15 Container ............................... $215.00 

 
Cercis canadensis ‘Merlot’        zones 6-9 

MERLOT REDBUD 

10-12’ H x 12-15’W    sun/part shade   dark purple 

Upright, vase-shaped habit. Rich, wine-red 

foliage follows a showy display of spring-time 

magenta-pink flowers. Merlot retains its purple 

foliage with improved heat and drought 

resistance. Ideal for smaller landscapes. 
#5 Container ................................ $115.00 

#15 Container ............................... $225.00 

B & B (1.5”) ................................. $215.00 

Contact Milaeger’s Tree & Shrub Care 

(262.639.0724 or 

milaegerslandscape.com) for assistance 

with all your plant care and pruning 

needs. 
 

 

Five year warranty on all trees & 

shrubs if you purchase and use MYKE 

at time of planting. 
 

 

Milaegers can deliver and plant any 

trees and shrubs that we sell. 
 

 

 
Cercis canadensis ‘Ruby Falls’   zones 5-9 

RUBY FALLS DWARF REDBUD 

6’H x 4’W   sun/part shade   dark pink flowers 

Elegant, unique, weeping habit. This small tree has 

dark rose-pink blossoms which appear before the 

foliage in spring. Large heart-shaped reddish-

purple leaves appear several weeks later. Foliage 

turns to green in late summer. Attracts birds, 

bees and butterflies. Great for small yards. 
#5 Container ................................. $135.00 

#7 Container ................................. $185.00 

#15 Container ............................... $225.00 
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CHIONANTHUS (Fringe Tree) 
An elegant, refined small tree that is a North 

American native. It can be grown either as a large 

shrub or small tree, depending on how it is pruned. 

It is usually multi-stemmed. Bark color is gray. 

Leaves vary in size and can be as long as 8”, but 

they are quite narrow and strap-like. Bears very 

showy white flowers in spring. Famous for its 

lovely sweet fragrance that is potent but not 

overpowering. Adaptable. 

 
Chionanthus virginicus    zones 4-9 

WHITE FRINGETREE, OLD MAN’S BEARD 

15-20’H x 12-15’W   sun   white flowers 

Leaf color is bright green, turning to dark green, 

and finally bright yellow in autumn. Very fragrant 

white “fringy” flowers in spring.  
#7 Container ................................ $125.00 

#15 Clump ................................... $295.00 

 

Ask about any plant that we do not 

have available and we can probably 

order it for you. 
 

 

If we don’t have your plant today, 

leave your name and number. We will 

call you when it is in stock again. 
 

 

CORNUS (Dogwood) 
An excellent, small native tree that looks great in 

all seasons. Moist soil and a sheltered site. 

Superb as a focal point, or in a mixed woodland. 

 
Cornus alternifolia     zones 3-7 

PAGODA DOGWOOD 

15-20’H x 20’W   part shade   white flowers 

The dark red branches have a horizontal emphasis 

so it is a good contrast plant against light colored 

buildings. The flowers are small, held in large, 

flat-headed clusters. Leaves are dark green, 

turning to dark purple in fall. The white flowers 

are followed by blue-black fruit in late summer--

-very attractive for birds. The fruit stalks are 

pinkish red. Can have either a single or multi 

stemmed trunk. 
#7 Container ................................. $ 69.99 

#15 Container ............................... $165.00 

 
Cornus alternifolia ‘W. Stackman’     zones 4-8 

GOLDEN SHADOWS PAGODA DOGWOOD 

10-15’H x 10-12’W   part shade   two-tone flowers 

Wonderful bicolor leaves are green with golden 

yellow margins. They are held on horizontal, 

tiered branches. Fragrant flowers. Dark blue 

fruit attracts birds. Also attracts songbirds. 
#5 Container ................................. $125.00 

#7 Container ................................. $125.00 
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Cornus x ‘KF111-1’    zones 6-9 

HYPERION® DOGWOOD 

20’H x 20’W   sun   white flowers 

Enormous white flowers are followed by showy 

red fruit which attracts birds. This prolific 

bloomer has bright green foliage that turns 

shades of yellow, purple and orange in the autumn. 
#15 Container ............................... $225.00 

 
Cornus x ‘KN30-G’    zones 5-9 

VENUS FLOWERING DOGWOOD 

15-20’H x 15-20’W   sun   white flowers 

Large white flowers, the size of a hand! The 

flowers produce strawberry-like fall fruit. Glossy 

green leave turn color in fall and give quite a show. 
#5 Container ................................ $135.00 
#15 Container ............................... $185.00 

 
Cornus kousa ‘Heart Throb’    zones 5-8 

HEART THROB® CHINESE DOGWOOD 

15-30’H x 8-10’W   part shade   pink flowers 

Showy clusters of pink flowers are followed by 

large, red, raspberry like fruits that attract 

birds. The bluish-green summer foliage turns an 

outstanding dark red in the fall. Attractive 

mottled, exfoliating bark appears on mature 

trees. Branches are held in horizontal tiers. 
#7 Container ................................. $135.00 

 
Cornus x ‘Rutgan’    zones 5-9 

STELLAR PINK FLOWERING DOGWOOD 

15-20’H x 15-20’W   sun   pink flowers 

This small tree has pretty, light pink flowers that 

gradually darken in color toward the petals edges. 

Foliage turns an attractive reddish-purple in fall. 

Fruit attracts birds.  
#7 Container ................................. $135.00 
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FAGUS (Beech) 
Beeches are among the most magnificent and 

stately of all trees. Sensual, smooth, olive-gray 

bark. Brilliant fall leaf color on some types. They 

like well-drained soil in sun or part shade. 

 
Fagus sylvatica ‘Purple Fountain’     zones 5-7 

PURPLE FOUNTAIN WEEPING BEECH 

15'H x 8’W    sun/part sun    reddish brown 

This beech has a very upright habit growing tall 

and narrow without training. The weeping 

secondary branches and reddish-brown leaves 

create an outstanding specimen. Does not need to 

be staked. 
#6 Container ................................ $149.99 

#15 Container ............................... $365.00 

 
Fagus sylvatica ‘Rohan Obelisk’    zones 4-7 

RED OBELISK EUROPEAN BEECH 

10-12’H x 3’W    sun   purple 

Dark purple leaves with dissected margins clothe 

the compact, columnar form. Narrow form and 

slow growth makes it ideal for smaller residential 

landscapes while also a striking vertical Accent or 

specimen in most any setting.  
#6 Container ................................. $149.99 

#15 Container ............................... $365.00 

 
Fagus sylvatica ‘Roseo-Margarita’     zones 4-7 

TRI COLORED BEECH 

50’H x 35’W   part shade to sun    variegated 

Superb upright tree with pyramidal form. The 

leaves are purple with irregular pale pink to white 

leaf margins. Too much sun can scorch the 

variegated leaf.  
#5 Container ................................. $115.00 

#7 Container ................................. $ 99.99 

 

GINKGO 
One of the most distinctive and easily 

identifiable of all trees. The ginkgo is from China 

but is completely at home here. A slow grower, 

but can become quite large with age—give plenty 

of space to grow. Roughly pyramidal shaped when 

young, branching out horizontally, with huge 

curiously shaped branches. The bark on older 

trees is deeply furrowed and grayish. The leaves 

are fan shaped, about 3” across. Plant this tree 

well apart from others so that its lovely, unique 

features stand out. This tree is remarkably 

resistant to pollution, pests, and diseases. Never 

needs spraying. Prefers full sun and well-drained, 

loamy, moist soil, but is tolerant of heat, drought, 

compacted soil, poor soil, soils of various pH, and 

salt. Makes a tough but beautiful street tree. 
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Ginkgo biloba ‘Autumn Gold’        zones 4-8 

AUTUMN GOLD GINKGO 

40-50’H x 25-35’W   sun/part sun   gold fall color 

Although the species is ancient, this cultivar was 

introduced around 1955. Grows broader than 

most ginkgo trees. Vibrant autumn color. Slow 

growing.  
#15 Container ............................... $335.00 

#25 Container ............................... $525.00 

 
Ginkgo biloba ‘Blagon’    zones 4-8 

GOLD SPIRE GINKGO 

14-16'H x 5-6'W   sun/part shade  gold fall color 

Upright, dense and pyramidal habit. It's richly 

green summer foliage gives way to golden yellows 

in the fall. Non-fruiting. Makes quite a 

statement in the landscape. 
#15 Container........................ $335.00 

#30 Container........................ $550.00 

 
Ginkgo biloba ‘Jade Butterflies’   zones 4-9 

JADE BUTTERFLY GINKGO 

12-15’H x 8-10’W   sun/part sun   gold fall color 

A dwarf, vase-shaped ginkgo with bright green 

leaves and lovely gold fall color. Bright yellow 

flowers appear in mid-spring. It’s slow growing, 

dense habit makes it a striking specimen.  
#5 Container ................................. $ 99.99 

 
Ginkgo biloba ‘Princeton Sentry’        zones 3-7 

PRINCETON SENTRY COLUMNAR GINKGO 

50-60’H x 10-15’W   sun/part sun   gold fall color 

Male form with stiffly upright branches. Tall and 

narrow, this Ginkgo is excellent for narrow street 

side planting. Vibrant yellow autumn color.  
#25 Container ............................... $550.00 
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GLEDITSIA (Honey Locust) 
Locust trees are fast growing members of the 

pea family. They are tolerant of dry sites, and 

they do not do well in wet soils. Late to leaf out in 

spring, these trees provide ample shade, but allow 

enough light through to grow a lawn beneath. 

Seedlings produce an abundance of long, flat seed 

pods. 

 
Gleditsia triacanthos inermis ’Skycole’   zones 4-7 

SKYLINE HONEY LOCUST 

45’H x 35’W   sun   yellow fall color 

Skyline Locust has a stronger trunk which gives it 

a pyramidal shape. Fragrant, white flowers appear 

in spring. Their rounded leaves have bright gold 

tips, turning a golden yellow in fall. Seedless. 
#10 Container ............................... $185.00 

#15 Container ............................... $215.00 

 

LARIX (Larch) 
A needle-bearing tree that drops its needles in 

fall after a brilliant, colorful show. The exposed 

twigs add a structural element to the winter 

garden. Likes a moist, well-drained, acidic soil, but 

is tolerant of a wide range of conditions. A 

striking specimen tree. 

 
Larix decidua ‘Pendula’  zones 4-6 

EUROPEAN WEEPING LARCH 

8-10’H x 10-12’W    sun    green 

This “needled” tree is deciduous. The mop-like 

form of Pendula gives it a fluffy appearance. Its 

branches are long and pendulous. It turns a 

brilliant golden yellow, almost orange, in fall. 
#5 Container ................................. $125.00 

 
Larix decidua ‘Prag’  zones 2-6 

PRAG EUROPEAN LARCH 

6’H x 6’W    sun    green 

Globe shaped, mounded habit. Delicate, bright 

green needles emerge in spring. They turn blue-

green as they age. Branches are short and slender 

which give it an airy appearance. Newer branches 

arch upward but spill down over time. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 99.99 
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LIQUIDAMBAR (Sweet Gum) 

 
Liquidambar styraciflua ‘Corky’         zones 5-9 

CORKY BARKED SWEET GUM 

30-35’H x 15-25’W    sun    red fall color 

Uniform, compact habit. Unique, attractive wing-

like profusions from the bark add texture to the 

landscape. Green leaves turn a brilliant red in fall. 
#7 Container ................................ $145.00 

 
Liquidambar styraciflua ‘Worplesdon’       zones 5-9 

WORPLESDON SWEETGUM 

40-50’H x 15-20’W    sun    red fall color 

Broadly pyramidal habit. Unique, defined, narrow-

lobed leaves. Brilliant apricot fall color. 
#15 Container ............................... $195.00 

 

LIRIODENDRON (Tulip Tree) 
Excellent specimen trees. Mature plants produce 

solitary, cup-shaped flowers resembling tulips, 

followed by cone-like fruits. Yellow fall color. 

Prefers fertile, moist but well-drained soil in full 

sun to part shade. Minimal pruning in late winter-

early spring. 

Liriodendron tulipifera ‘Little Volunteer’   zones 5-9 

TULIP TREE 

25-30’H x 10-15’W   full sun   yellow flowers 

Fun, unique, chartreuse flowers have an apricot-

orange throat and are tulip-shaped. Clear green 

foliage turns a golden yellow in the fall. Excellent 

choice for planting along the street or a 

residential area. 
#15 Container ............................... $195.00 

 

MAGNOLIA 
Magnolias thrive in rich, moist, peaty or sandy 

loam soil, but grow well in any garden soil. They 

have an outstanding spring show of flowers that 

range in color from white to deep pink. A 

wonderful specimen or accent plant. Prune just 

after flowering if desired. 
Magnolia x ‘Butterflies’     zones 5-7 

BUTTERFLIES MAGNOLIA 

16’H x 11’W    sun    yellow flowers 

Pyramidal habit. Large, 4-5”, rich-yellow flowers. 

They are held upright on their branches, 

resembling butterflies. Great show! 
#10 Container ............................... $145.00 

 
Magnolia x ‘Elizabeth’     zones 5-7 

ELIZABETH YELLOW MAGNOLIA 

20-25’H x 18-20’W    sun    yellow flowers 

Pyramidal habit. Beautiful, primrose-yellow 

flowers appear before the foliage in spring. 
#5 Container ................................. $135.00 

#15 Container ............................... $255.00 
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Magnolia x ‘Galaxy’     zones 5-7 

GALAXY MAGNOLIA 

20-25’H x 12-15’W    sun    red-purple flowers 

Tree-form magnolia with upward reaching 

branches. Deep red-purple flowers appear before 

the foliage. Great for planting in narrow areas. 
#5 Container ................................ $135.00 

#15 Container ............................... $255.00 

 
Magnolia x ‘Goldfinch’     zones 4-8 

GOLDFINCH MAGNOLIA 

10-12’H x 6-8’W    sun    yellow flowers 

Unique color for a Magnolia. Long, golden buds 

open to 8-10” light lemon yellow, fragrant flowers. 

The new leaves begin to unfold as the flowers are 

reaching their peak in mid-spring. 
#10 Container ............................... $145.00 

 
Magnolia x ‘Jane’     zones 4-9 

JANE MAGNOLIA 

10’H x 10’W   sun   reddish purple flowers 

Cup shaped reddish purple flowers in spring 

resemble tulips. Lighter color inside the flower. 
#7 Container ................................. $115.00 

 
Magnolia stellata ‘Royal Star’     zones 4-8 

ROYAL STAR MAGNOLIA 

10-15’H x 10-15’W   sun   white flowers 

A delicately small flowered magnolia, this plant 

has pink buds opening to white, slightly fragrant 

3” flowers. The yellow centered flowers have a 

star-like quality, with fairly narrow petals. The 

overall plant shape is rounded, and the branches 

have gray bark. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 54.99 

#7 Container ................................. $115.00 

#15 Container ............................... $165.00 
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Magnolia x ‘Susan’     zones 5-9 

SUSAN MAGNOLIA 

20’H x 20’W   sun   reddish purple flowers 

Mounded habit. Fragrant, cup shaped reddish 

purple flowers have shell pink overtones. They 

appear in spring before the green foliage arrives. 

Lighter color inside the flower. Great specimen. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 75.00 

 

MALUS (Crab Apple) 
Flowering Crab Apples are highly valued for their 

lovely, fragrant spring bloom and autumn fruit. 

The “apples” are attractive to birds. We offer 

only the newer varieties that are very disease 

resistant. 

 
Malus x ‘Coralcole’     zones 3-7 

CORALBURST DWARF CRAB 

8-10’H x 12-15’W   sun   pink flowers 

Compact, rounded habit. Semi-double, coral pink 

flowers and ruby red buds make this crab unique. 

Because it grows quite uniformly, it seldom needs 

to be pruned. 
#15 Container ............................... $225.00 

#25 Container ............................... $395.00 

 
Malus x ‘JFS-KW5’     zones 4-7 

ROYAL RAINDROPS FLOWERING CRAB 

20’H x 15’W   sun   red flowers 

Deep pink to red flowers are followed by red 

fruit. Purple green foliage is deeply lobed. 

Brilliant orange-red in the fall. The strong 

foliage, flower, and fruit colors make this a highly 

ornamental specimen in the landscape. 
#7 Container ................................. $115.00 

#10 Container ............................... $175.00 

#15 Container ............................... $195.00 

#15 Container ............................... $235.00 

 

All plant varieties and sizes may not 

always be available. Call ahead 
(262.639.2040 or 800.669.1229 ext 176) for 

present availability. 
 

 

Heights and widths are stated for 

mature plants left untrimmed. Most 

plants can be trimmed to achieve a 

smaller size and shape. 
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Malus sargentii ‘Tina’     zones 4-7 

TINA SARGENT FLOWERING CRAB 

5’H x 6’W   sun   white flowers 

This small, dense Crabapple puts on quite a show! 

In early spring, bright-red buds open into single 

white flowers that mature to small ¼” red fruit 

Great for lining a drive or framing an entrance. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 75.00 

#7 Container ................................ $115.00 

#7 Container ................................ $145.00 

#10 Container ............................... $175.00 

 

METASEQUOIA (Redwood) 

 
Metasequoia glyptostroboides   zones 5-8 

DAWN REDWOOD 

50-70’H x 25’W   sun   green 

Gorgeous in spring, when its fresh green ferny 

leaves emerge. Normally suggested for larger 

landscapes, though it is usually not a broad tree. 

There are reports of the tree having reached 120’ 

tall – but we have never seen one that large 

around here. Its bark is brown and has a vertical 

emphasis. It peels off in strips. A beautiful tree. 
#25 Container ............................... $195.00 

 
Metasequoia glyptostroboides ‘Gold Rush’  zones 4-7 

GOLDEN DAWN REDWOOD 

15-20’H x 10-12’W   sun   golden 

Beautiful golden ferny foliage all summer. Turns 

burnt orange in fall. Tolerates moist conditions. 
#5 Container ................................. $ 75.00 

#6 Container ................................. $165.00 

#15 Container ............................... $285.00 

 

NYSSA 

 
Nyssa sylvatica ‘Wildfire’   zones 3-7 

WILDFIRE BLACKGUM 

35-50’H x 25-30’W   sun   red fall color 

Brilliant red new growth appears in late spring and 

lasts through early summer, turning green as the 

summer progresses, then changing to a vibrant 

shade of red in fall. Attracts songbirds. 
#5 Container ................................. $135.00 
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POPULUS (Aspen) 

 
Populus tremuloides     zones 2-7 

QUAKING ASPEN 

60-80’W x 30’H   sun/part shade  green 

The small leaves appear to tremble in the wind. 

Adds grace and character to the landscape. The 

bark is an attractive greenish white. 
#15 Container ............................... $215.00 

 

PRUNUS 
A large group of beautiful trees greatly valued 

for their edible fruits, gorgeous spring flowers 

and some for their colorful leaves. 

 
Prunus incise ‘Little Twist’   zones 5-8 

LITTLE TWIST FUJI CHERRY 

6-7’H x 6-7’   sun   white flowers 

Tightly clustered, semi-pendulous white flowers 

have clear pink centers that darken with age. 

They are born on twisted stems and shoots. 

Foliage turns a maroon-red in fall. 
#7 Container ................................ $175.00 

 
Prunus serrulata ‘Kwanzan’     zones 5-8 

KWANZAN FLOWERING CHERRY 

20-25’H x 15-20’W   sun   deep pink blooms 

Clusters of large, double, deep pink blossoms 

followed by bronzy-red new growth. The trunk is 

shiny and covered with peeling, copper-colored 

bark. Has an upright habit and vase-shaped 

branching. 
#7 Container ................................. $135.00 

 
Prunus ‘Snofozam’   zones 4-7 

SNOW FOUNTAIN CHERRY 

10-12’H x 8-10’   sun   white flowers 

Arching branches with cascading white flowers in 

spring. Foliage turns a bronze-gold in fall. 
#7 Container ................................. $135.00 

#7 Container ................................. $155.00 

#10 Container ............................... $175.00 

#15 Container ............................... $235.00 

 

PYRUS (Flowering Pear) 
The Flowering Pear has a conic to rounded habit. 

Their leaves are oval, glossy dark green above, 

and lighter below. Their five-petaled flowers 

appear in spring, before their leaves are totally 

open. 
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Pyrus calleryana ‘Chanticleer’   zones 4-8 

CHANTICLEER FLOWERING PEAR 

25-30’H x 12-15’   sun   white flowers 

Covered with clusters of 1” white flowers in 

spring. Leaves turn shiny dark red to scarlet in 

fall. Has an upright branching habit, having an oval 

to slightly spreading shape with maturity. 

Resistant to blight and limb breakage. Very 

tolerant of urban conditions, drought, heat and 

cold. Adaptable to almost any well-drained soil.  
#15 Container ............................... $195.00 

 
Pyrus calleryana ‘Jaczam’     zones 4-8 

JACK FLOWERING PEAR 

15-20’H x 10-12’W   sun   white flowers 

Delicate, elegant white flowers appear before the 

leaves emerge. Foliage is golden in fall. Problem-

free yard accent, lawn or street tree. Ideal for 

urban applications. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 85.00 

QUERCUS (Oak) 
Oaks have spirally arranged leaves, with a lobed 

margin or serrated edge, depending on the 

species. Native to the Northern hemisphere. 

Produces acorns. 

 
Quercus bicolor     zones 4-8 

SWAMP WHITE OAK 

50-60’H x 40-50’W    sun   green 

Very large, with a rounded crown that can reach 

50-60’ tall with an almost equal width. The green 

leaves turn yellow in fall, although some reports 

of purple occur. Needs an acidic soil. Likes a moist 

area, hence its name Swamp Oak. 
#15 Container ............................... $250.00 

 
Quercus macrocarpa     zones 4-8 

BUR OAK 

70-80’H x 70-80’W    sun   green/silvery 

This large Oak can reach 70-80’ in height, with an 

equal width. Rich, glossy, green leaves have a 

silvery underside. Leaves are large, reaching 10-

12” across! Very dense shade. Great fall color. 
#15 Container ............................... $250.00 
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Quercus muehlenbergii     zones 4-8 

CHINKAPIN OAK 

40-60’H x 50-70’W   sun   green 

Narrow, oblong-lanceolate, shiny green leaves 

have coarse toothed edges. Leaves resemble the 

leaves of chestnut tree. Slow to mature. 
#15 Container ............................... $250.00 

 
Quercus x ‘Nadler’       zones 4-7 

KINDRED SPIRIT® OAK 

35-40’H x 4-6’W    sun    dark green 

Very narrow, upright habit. Uniform in width from 

base to top. The dark green leaves have silvery 

undersides which are resistant to powdery 

mildew. Extremely hardy, it is resistant to wind 

and ice damage. This is a tough tree! 
#15 Container ............................... $250.00 

 
Quercus robur ‘Fastigiata’ x bicolor     zones 4-7 

REGAL PRINCE OAK 

35-40’H x 15-20’W    sun   green 

Upright, oval habit. Bold, dark green foliage has a 

silvery underside. Turns a yellow-bronze to red in 

autumn. Large, showy tree for a confined space. 
#15 Container ............................... $235.00 

 
Quercus rubra          zones 4-9 

NORTHERN RED OAK 

60-80’H x 35-40’W    sun    red fall color 

This species is native to North America. It is an 

outstanding, large, pyramidal tree with brilliant 

orange, brown, and red fall color. Sends roots 

deep--- easy to garden under with shrubs, 

perennials, annuals. 
#15 Container ............................... $250.00 
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ROBINIA 
A North American native. Hanging clusters of 

pea-like flowers in spring. Beautiful specimen 

plants. Tolerates poor, dry soils. 

 
Robinia pseudoacacia ‘Purple Robe’    zones 4-9 

PURPLE ROBE TWISTED LOCUST 

20-30’H x 15-20’W   sun   rose-pink flowers 

These trees are shade trees – with bronze-green 

leaves which turn yellow in fall. The beautiful 

globe shaped locust has these dark rose-pink 

fragrant flowers and leaves that emerge a bronzy 

red before turning a bronzy green for the 

summer. It’s also drought tolerant! 
#3 Container ................................ $ 95.00 

#7 Container ................................ $135.00 

 
Robinia pseudoacacia ‘Twisty Baby’   zones 4-9 

TWISTY BABY CONTORTED LOCUST 

15’H x 15’W    sun    green 

Unique dwarf shrub with interesting twisted 

branches. The contorted form makes an excellent 

small patio specimen. Prune back annually to 

encourage contorted growth. 
#7 Container ................................ $145.00 

SYRINGA (Lilac) 
Tree lilacs are excellent, slow-growing, smaller 

trees. Blooms after common lilacs, later than 

most trees and shrubs. Tolerant of a range of soil 

conditions and salt. 

 
Syringa ‘Josee’        zones 2-9 

JOSEE REBLOOMING LILAC 

4-6’H x 4-5’W   sun   pink flowers 

This rebloomer has very fragrant, pinkish-

lavender flowers which appear in the spring, then 

again, in late summer and fall. Grows at a 

moderately fast rate. Attracts butterflies. 
#5 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

 
Syringa reticulata ‘Bailnce’        zones 3-7 

FIRST EDITIONS® SNOWDANCE™ 

JAPANESE TREE LILAC 

18’H x 20’W   sun   white flowers 

This exceptionally heavy bloomer has large, 

fragrant panicles of creamy white blooms. 

Luscious, dark green foliage. Great as a specimen 

and in group plantings. 
#10 Container ............................... $185.00 
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Syringa reticulata ‘Ivory Silk’        zones 3-7 

IVORY SILK JAPANESE LILAC 

15-25’H x 15-20’W   sun   white flowers 

An excellent, slow growing, small tree. Perfect 

where an interesting tree is desired, but space is 

limited. It spectacular in bloom. Its fragrant, 

creamy white flowers cover the top of the tree.  
#10 Container ............................... $165.00 

#15 Container ............................... $225.00 

 
Syringa reticulata ‘Signature’        zones 4-7 

SIGNATURE JAPANESE TREE LILAC 

20-25’H x 15-20’W   sun   white flowers 

Quite floriferous! Creamy white, fragrant 

flowers are held above blue-green foliage. Great 

a specimen. Nice street side planting. 
#7 Container ................................ $135.00 

 
Syringa reticulata ‘Summer Storm’        zones 3 

SUMMER STORM JAPANESE TREE LILAC 

20’H x 12’W   sun   white flowers 

This sweetly scented Lilac Tree is not your typical 

Lilac. It retains its upright form with little 

maintenance. 9” panicles of creamy white flowers 

are held above its yellowish-green foliage. Great 

in a border or street-side. 
#15 Container ............................... $185.00 

 

Ask about our delivery and planting 

service. 
 

Contact Milaeger’s Tree & Shrub Care 

(262.639.0724 or 

milaegerslandscape.com) for assistance 

with all your plant care and pruning 

needs. 
 

 

TAXODIUM (Baldcypress) 
An extremely flood tolerant conifer in the 

Cypress family. The leaves are borne on 

branchlets that are spirally arranged on the stem 

but twisted at the base to lie in two horizontal 

ranks. Unlike most other Cypress, it is deciduous, 

hence the name 'bald'. 
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Taxodium distichum ‘Pevee Minaret’ 

DWARF BALD CYPRESS 

8-10’H x 4-5’W   sun   yellow fall color 

A dwarf pyramidal form with spongy leaves. 

Shades of yellow in autumn. Tolerant of urban 

conditions and wet sites. Great accent tree.  
#7 Container ................................ $165.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SHRUBS 
ACER (Japanese Maple) 
A wonderful collection of plants with a beautiful 

range of leaf shapes and colors. They have very 

interesting lovely spring blossoms and brilliant 

summer leaf colors, followed by spectacular fall 

leaf colors. They all make striking specimens, and 

are suitable for almost any landscape. 

Breathtaking combinations can be made with 

rhododendrons, azaleas and roses. They are very 

adaptable to soil and climate conditions. They like 

full sun, but they do like some protection from 

hot afternoon sun. The ideal soil is slightly acidic 

sandy loam. Their root system is a fibrous 

network in the upper soil level. Roots deeper with 

age, but never to an excessive depth. Normally 

not affected by disease or insects. 

 
Acer japonica ‘Aconitifolium’     zones 5-7 

FERNLEAF FULL-MOON MAPLE 

10-12’H x 15’W   sun/part shade   fall color 

Small, rounded habit. Graceful, deeply cut, dark-

green leaves turn a rich ruby-crimson color in fall. 

Great for use an accent especially for its 

outstanding fall show. Slow growing. 
#6 Container ................................. $125.00 

 
Acer japonicum ‘Rising Sun’     zones 5-8 

RISING SUN FULL MOON MAPLE 

12-15’H x 10-12’W  sun/part sun  crimson fall color 

Uncommonly large, heavily textured leaves can 

reach 8” across! Giving it a tropical feel. Vigorous, 

study limbs and rigid twigs. Autumn show is quite 

spectacular, with leaves of red, yellow and orange. 
#15 Container ............................... $375.00 

Questions? 
Email us at 

gardenquestions@milaegers.com 
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Acer japonica ‘Vitifolium’     zones 5-7 

GRAPELEAF FULLMOON MAPLE 

10-20’H x 15-25’W   sun/part shade   fall color 

True to its name, the leaves look like grapevine 

foliage. The leaves emerge light green and turn to 

deep green when open changing to gold and russet 

in fall. Very attractive. Early, showy, red and 

white flowers add extra ornamental value. 
#6 Container ................................ $125.00 

#15 Container ............................... $375.00 

 
Acer palmatum ‘Beni Komachi’   zones 5-7 

BEAUTIFUL LITTLE GIRL JAPANESE MAPLE 

5-7’H x 5-7’W   sun   red 

Curly, deeply dissected bright red leaves turn a 

blush-red in summer. Fall color is a spectacular 

shade of red. May be grown as a feature plant, in 

a mixed border or in a container. 
#5 Container ................................ $145.00 

 
Acer palmatum ‘Beni Schichihenge’   zones 5-7 

BENI SCHICHIHENGE JAPANESE MAPLE 

8-10’H x 6-8’W   sun   variegated 

This is a rare and desirable cultivar. The tri-color 

foliage has strong white edges along with an 

orange-pink blush on a light green leaf base. Very 

showy. Use as a feature plant or even a container. 
#5 Container ................................. $145.00 

 
Acer palmatum ‘Bloodgood’   zones 5-8 

BLOODGOOD JAPANESE MAPLE 

15’H x 8-15’W   sun/part shade  red/burgundy  

Leaf color is rich wine-red to burgundy in spring 

and holds its color well, especially in partial shade.  

In full sun, the leaves may turn a bronzy-green by 

late summer. Leaves turn red again in fall. Lovely 

form. 
#5 Container ................................. $149.99 

#15 Container ............................... $299.99 
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Acer palmatum var. dissectum ‘Crimson Prince’ 

CRIMSON PRINCE JAPANESE MAPLE 

15-20’H x 10-15’W    sun    red leaves 

Hardy and vigorous with deep red leaves. Tolerant 

of urban conditions.  
#5 Container ................................ $149.99 

 
Acer palmatum var. dissectum ‘Crimson Princess’ 

zones 5-7 

CRIMSON PRINCESS JAPANESE MAPLE 

8’H x 8’W    sun    red 

Excellent dissectum maple with red leaves and 

cascading branches. Holds red color well through 

the summer. Scarlet autumn color. More compact 

than ‘Crimson Queen’. 
#5 Container ................................ $149.99 

 
Acer p. var. dissectum 'Crimson Queen'  zones 5-8 

CRIMSON QUEEN LACELEAF MAPLE 

10’H x 10’W   sun/part shade   dark red/scarlet 

fall 

A slightly weeping form of Japanese maple, with 

narrow leaves colored red-purple. The leaves take 

on a bronzy cast in the summer, turning scarlet in 

autumn. Rounded form. The cascading form looks 

lovely when grown pond side. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 99.99 

#5 Container ................................. $149.99 

#10 Container ............................... $299.99 

#15 Container ............................... $375.00 

#15 Container ............................... $475.00 

 
Acer palmatum dissectum ‘Emerald Lace’ zones 5-8 

EMERALD LACE WEEPING JAPANESE MAPLE 

4-6’H x 7-9’W   sun/part shade  yellow/green 

Fast growing. Shaping and pruning when young 

helps it to keep its shape as a specimen. Spring 

growth is lime green with orange margins if in the 

sun. Turning bright red as the season progresses 

into fall. 
#5 Container ................................. $149.99 
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Acer palmatum var. dissect. ‘Red Dragon’ zone 5-8 

RED DRAGON JAPANESE MAPLE 

3-5’H x 3-5’W   sun/ part shade   red 

Lace leaf selection that maintains cherry red 

color in heat. Resistant to leaf scorch. Has a 

cascading habit. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 99.99 

#5 Container ................................ $149.99 

#7 Container ................................ $159.99 

#15 Container ............................... $395.00 

#15 Container ............................... $495.00 

 
Acer palmatum dissectum ‘Tamukeyama’   zones 5-8 

TAMUKEYAMA JAPANESE MAPLE 

8-10’H x 10-12’W   sun   purple 

Broadly mounding habit. Lacy leaves emerge  a 

rich crimson in spring, turning purple red in early 

summer. They retain their color throughout the 

hot of mid to late summer maturing to bright 

scarlet-red in the fall 
#3 Container ................................ $ 59.99 

#5 Container ................................ $149.99 

 
Acer palmatum ‘Oshio Beni’     zones 4-8 

OSHIO-BENI JAPANESE MAPLE 

12-15’H x 12-15’W   sun/part sun   red leaves 

Foliage emerges a brilliant orange, turning to 

green with bronze shading, finally becoming a 

deep brick red in fall. Oshio-Beni puts on quite a 

show. 
#15 Container ............................... $375.00 

 
Acer palmatum ‘Ryusen’     zones 5-8 

RYUSEN WEEPING JAPANESE MAPLE 

15-18’H x 4-5’W   sun   green 

Ryusen’s truly weeping habit sets it apart from 

other Japanese maples. It grows straight up and 

cascades over. The green palmate leaves turn 

brilliant shades of gold, red and orange in fall. 

Great for narrow spaces. 
#15 Container ............................... $295.00 
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Acer palmatum ‘Shaina’      zones 4-8 

SHAINA DWARF JAPANESE MAPLE 

6’H x 3’W    sun    red leaves 

New tree selection displaying a dwarf, compact 

form. Bright red new foliage matures to deep 

maroon-red. Freely branching growth becomes 

dense with maturity. Slow growing.  
#2 Container ................................ $ 99.99 

#5 Container ................................ $149.99 

 
Acer palmatum ‘Waterfall’        zones 5-8 

WATERFALL JAPANESE MAPLE 

6-8’H x 6-8’W    sun    green 

Improved green-leaved selection makes an 

attractive garden or patio tree. Cascading 

branches with large deeply divided green leaves 

and golden fall color. Useful small tree for garden 

accents. Slow growing.  
#5 Container ................................ $149.99 

#10 Container ............................... $299.99 

 

 

Five year warranty on all trees & 

shrubs if you purchase and use MYKE 

at time of planting. 
 

 

Milaegers can deliver and plant any 

trees and shrubs that we sell. 
 

 

Ask about any plant that we do not 

have available and we can probably 

order it for you. 
 

 

If we don’t have your plant today, 

leave your name and number. We will 

call you when it is in stock again. 
 

 

 

 
Acer shirashwanum ‘Aureum’    zone 5-7 

GOLDEN FULL MOON MAPLE 

16’H x 16’W   part shade   chartreuse 

This Maple needs shade or its leaves will burn. 

Beautiful deeply lobed leaves emerge pale yellow, 

maturing to chartreuse in summer, then gold with 

a red margin in fall. The spectacular color of the 

foliage brightens up a shady spot. Needs 

protection from sun and wind to keep its leaves 

from scortching and curling at the edges. 
#6 Container ................................. $235.00 

#15 Container ............................... $525.00 
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Acer shirasawanum ‘Autumn Moon’     zones 5-7 

AUTUMN MOON FULLMOON MAPLE 

8-12’H x 6-8’W   sun/part shade   fall color 

This beautiful, small tree boasts leaves with a 

unique color and firm texture. The unusual burnt-

orange/bronzy-gold shade is strongest with lots 

of sun, more yellow-green where shaded. 

Outstanding fall color–rich orange and red–

creates a spectacular show. Use the multi-

branched tree with angular branching and a 

striking winter form as a specimen or focal point. 

In areas of intense sun, protect it from scorching 

summer exposure.. 
#5 Container ................................ $149.99 

#10 Container ............................... $299.99 

#15 Container ............................... $450.00 

#15 Container ............................... $525.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AESCULUS  (Horsechestnut) 
Easy to grow in average sites; avoid planting in dry 

areas. Flowers are borne in upright, many-

flowered panicles and are showy. Fruit is a large, 

fleshy nut.  

 
Aesculus carnea ‘Ft. McNair’      zones 4-7 

 HORSECHESTNUT 

30’H x 30’W   sun   red flowers/ gold fall leaves 

Autumn leaves change color several times, going 

through shades of gold, orange, and red. Great 

hedge or screen. Edible berries are red, then 

purple. 
#25 Container ............................... $375.00 

 

ARONIA (Chokeberry) 
North American native, attractive leaves, 

brilliant autumn colors. Flowers in spring. Colorful 

fruit. Likes moist, well-drained soils. Mass 

plantings or gardens. 

 
Aronia arbutifolia ‘Brilliantissima’     zones 5-8 

BRILLIANT RED CHOKEBERRY 

6-9’H x 5-8’W   sun/shade   white flowers 

Brilliant red berries in fall. Dark green leaves, 

turning red in fall, some feel it is superior to 

burning bush. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

Questions? 
Email us at 

gardenquestions@milaegers.com 
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Aronia melanocarpa ‘Elata’     zones 3-6 

GLOSSY BLACK CHOKECHERRY 

3-6’H x 3-6’W   shade/part shade   red fall color 

These shrubs have a brilliant fall color show! Fall 

foliage ranges from deep crimson red to apricot. 

The .25” tart and bitter blue-black fruit attracts 

wildlife. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

 
Aronia melanocarpa ‘Viking’     zones 3-8 

VIKING BLACK CHOKECHERRY 

3-5’H x 3-5’W   shade/part shade   red fall color 

Fragrant white flowers in spring turn into black 

berries. Glossy green leaves turn red in fall. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

 

AZALEA 
The deciduous azaleas are glorious, spring-

flowering shrubs. They come in many showy 

colors, and the varieties we sell are fully hardy. 

They have some cultural requirements that are 

worth paying attention to. They need an acid soil, 

so peat moss and other organic materials are 

usually added when planting. They like a well-

drained, but moisture retentive soil and prefer 

some protection from afternoon sun. 

 
Azalea x ‘Lemon Lights’     zones 4-7 

LEMON LIGHTS AZALEA 

4-5’H x 3-6’W   sun/part shade   yellow flowers 

Part of the ‘Light Series’ developed at the 

University of Minnesota. Beautiful yellow flowers 

in spring and maroon fall color. Powdery mildew 

resistant. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 42.50 

 
Azalea x ‘Mandarin Lights’     zones 4-7 

MANDARIN LIGHTS AZALEA 

4-6’H x 4-6’W   sun/part shade   orange flowers 

A nearly fluorescent blend of deep mandarin 

orange with red and rosy tones. Green foliage. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 42.50 
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Azalea x ‘Northern Hi-Lights’     zones 4-7 

NORTHERN HI-LIGHTS AZALEA 

4-5’H x 5’W    sun/part shade    cream/yellow 

Blooms are a creamy white with yellow upper 

peatals. The deep green foliage turns an 

outstanding bronzed burgundy in the autumn. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 42.50 

 

BERBERIS (Barberry) 
A large group of ornamental shrubs. The leaves 

have the best color when in full sun. Barberry will 

tolerate dry soil but they do not like excessive 

moisture. The stems are studded with tiny 

thorns. They have small, rounded leaves and a 

dense habit and look equally well left "natural" or 

trimmed into a tight hedge. Also works well as a 

single shrub accent. 

 
Berberis ‘Tara’     zones 4-7 

EMERALD CAROUSEL® BARBERRY 

4-5”H x 4-5”W   sun   green 

Rounded habit. Arching branches hold deep green 

foliage which turns a deep red to reddish-purple 

in fall. Yellow flowers in summer. Quite hardy. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 35.99 

 
Berberis thunbergii ‘Admiration’     zones 5-8 

ADMIRATION BARBERRY 

12-15”H x 18”W   sun   burgundy red 

This dwarf upright Barberry has orange-red 

foliage with yellow margins. Keeps its color well. 

Slow growing. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 42.50 

#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

 
Berberis thun. atro. ‘Moretti Select’    zones 4-7 

FIRST EDITIONS® CABERNET® BARBERRY 

2’H x 2-3’W    sun    purple 

Exclusively from Bailey Nurseries and First 

Editions®, an extremely dense, compact form of 

B. 'Crimson Pygmy' which requires essentially no 

pruning. Bright crimson new growth is followed by 

rich burgundy to purple foliage. Only propagated 

from cultured stock blocks to ensure a true 

strain. Drought tolerant once established. From R 

& V Moretti Nursery. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 42.50 
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Berberis thunbergii atro. 'Rose Glow’   zones 4-8 

ROSE GLOW BARBERRY 

3-6’H x 4-6’W   sun   reddish mottled leaves 

A distinctive form of the purple leaved barberry 

in that its new leaves are rose pink, mottled with 

deep red purple blotches---becoming less distinct 

as the season progresses, leaves being nearly 

solid burgundy. Regular pruning ensures new 

growth and variegated leaves. It can reach 6' in 

height if unpruned. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

 
Berberis thunbergii ‘Aurea Nana'     zones 4-7 

DWARF GOLDEN BARBERRY 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   sun   yellow 

Upright habit. Noted for its bright yellow foliage. 

Leaves emerge yellow and retail their color 

throughout the summer. Stems have sharp 

thorns. Small pale yellow flowers in spring 

followed by glossy red berries in the fall. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

 
Berberis thunbergii 'Bogozam'     zones 4-8 

BONANZA GOLD DWARF BARBERRY 

12-15”H x 15-18”W   sun   brilliant gold leaves 

This is the dwarf form of the more familiar 

'Aurea' barberry. It is no more than half the 

height of 'Aurea', and forms a low mound. 

Requires no pruning. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 29.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

 
Berberis thunbergii ‘Concorde’     zones 5-8 

CONCORDE DWARF BARBERRY 

12-18”H x 24-36”W     sun     purple 

Purple summer leaves turn to red by fall. White 

inconspicuous spring blooms. Slow dense growth. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 42.50 
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Berberis thunbergii 'Crimson Pygmy'     zone 4-8 

CRIMSON PYGMY BARBERRY 

20-24”H x 30-36”W   sun   burgundy red leaves 

Nationwide, this is the most popular barberry of 

all. It is identical to the larger ‘atropurpurea’ in 

culture and overall appearance---it differs only in 

size. A mature plant can be as much as 5' wide. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

 
Berberis thunbergii ‘Crimson Ruby’   zones 4-8 

CRIMSON RUBY BARBERRY 

2’H x 2’W    sun    burgundy red 

This dense, small shrub has outstanding burgundy 

red leaves that last through the warm summer 

months. Provides rich color to the garden. Low 

hedge or foundation plant. 
#1 Container ................................ $ 16.99 
#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

 
Berberis thunbergii 'Golden Devine'     zones 4-8 

GOLDEN DEVINE BARBERRY 

24”H x 24”W   sun   brilliant yellow 

Globe-shaped habit. Creamy yellow foliage, edged 

in pink. Holds its color throughout the summer. 

Inconspicuous tiny spines. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

 
Berberis thunbergii 'Golden Nugget'     zones 4-8 

GOLDEN NUGGET DWARF BARBERRY 

24”H x 24”W   sun   brilliant gold 

This is the midsize form of the gold leaved 

barberry. Its height is between that of 

'Bogozam' and 'Aurea'. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

 

All plant varieties and sizes may not 

always be available. Call ahead 
(262.639.2040 or 800.669.1229 ext 176) for 

present availability. 
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Berberis thunbergii ‘Golden Ruby’   zones 4-8 

GOLDEN RUBY BARBERRY 

2’H x 2’W    sun    red with gold edges 

A beautiful, slow growing, compact plant. Striking 

coral-red leaves that are accented by a golden 

margin later in the season.  
#1 Container ................................ $ 19.99 

#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

 
Berberis thunbergii 'Golden Torch'     zones 4-8 

GOLDEN TORCH BARBERRY 

6’H x 3’W   sun   brilliant gold 

Its narrow, upright form with bright yellow leaves 

that are tinged with red gives this Barberry a 

torch-like appearance, adding drama to the 

garden. Useful in narrow places and containers as 

well as in the landscape. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

 
Berberis thunbergii ‘Helmond Pillar’    zones 4-8 

HELMOND PILLAR BARBERRY 

6’H x 2’W    sun    purple 

Nice column shaped barberry. Leaves are tinted 

green in spring, deepening to vivid purple in 

summer. Great structural element in pairs.  
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

 
Berberis thunbergii ‘Maria’     zones 4-7 

SUNJOY GOLDEN PILLAR BARBERRY 

3-4’H x 2’W   sun   yellow 

Upright, pillar habit. New foliage emerges red 

turning to a bright yellow. The burn resistant 

foliage turns a bright orange-red in fall. Adds 

great verticle line to your garden. 
#2S ........................................... $ 44.99 

#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 
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Berberis thunbergii ‘Mimi’    zones 4-9 

SUNJOY MINI SALSA BARBERRY 

18-24”H x 24-30”W    sun    purple 

Mounding habit. Rich, vivid, dark red, colorfast 

foliage. Brightens up a border or use for a mass 

planting. Low-maintenance. 
#1S .......................................... $ 26.50 

#2S .......................................... $ 44.99 

 
Berberis thunbergii ‘OByrne’     zones 4-8 

SUNJOY® TANGELO BARBERRY 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   sun   orange chartreuse 

Proven Winners© selection. Attractive and 

unusual, the bright orange foliage with a 

chartreuse margin adds color to the landscape all 

season. Almost appears fluorescent. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

 

Heights and widths are stated for 

mature plants left untrimmed. Most 

plants can be trimmed to achieve a 

smaller size and shape. 
 

 
Berberis thunbergii ‘Orange Rocket’     zones 4-8 

ORANGE ROCKET BARBERRY 

4’H x 2’W   sun   orange red 

The foliage on this upright growing Barberry 

emerges orange-red, deepening to dark red. Light 

yellow flowers in spring followed by small dark red 

fruit. The color intensifies in fall for a brilliant 

autumn show. Fruits attract birds. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

 
Berberis thunbergii ‘Pygruzam’     zones 4-8 

PYGMY RUBY DWARF BARBERRY 

18”H x 36”W   sun   deep red 

Shiny, red leaves cover this globe-shaped shrub. 

It has a naturally dense habit. Very low-

maintenance, no trimming required to maintain its 

global shape. Use in a mass planting, low border or 

as a specimen. 
#1 Container ................................. $ 19.99 

#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 
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Berberis thunbergii ‘Sunjoy Citrus’     zones 4-8 

SUNJOY® CITRUS BARBERRY 

2-3’H x 2-3’W   sun   deep red 

Mounded habit. Grown for its bright yellow 

foliage, it provides season-long interest. Deer 

resistant. Use as hedges or in borders and 

foundation plantings. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 42.50 

 
Berberis thunbergii ‘Tiny Gold’     zones 4-8 

TINY GOLD DWARF BARBERRY 

18”H x 24”W   sun/part shade   yellow 

This dwarf has what we’ve seen described as 

”Sunshine Yellow” foliage. Compact, global habit. 

It has small glossy red berries in fall which 

compliment the yellow foliage. Easy to care for. 

Drought resistant. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

 

BUDDLEIA (Butterfly Bush) 
In Wisconsin, especially during harsh winters, the 

Butterfly Bush behaves as a perennial rather than 

a shrub. That is, it dies down to the ground and 

shoots up from the base the following year. This 

does not diminish the value of this plant, but it 

does change the way it is planted. It should be 

planted about 3-4" deeper than it is in the 

container it was grown in. After growth has 

started in late spring, prune the dead wood, 

leaving a symmetrical plant. Butterfly bushes look 

best when planted in small groups. Tree form 

must be buried each fall to survive the winter. 

 
Buddleia davidii 'Black Knight'     zones 5-9 

BUTTERFLY BUSH BLACK KNIGHT 

4-6’H x 3-5’W  sun/part sun  dark purple flowers 

This is reputed to be one of the hardiest of the 

Buddleia davidii types. Therefore it may need less 

pruning in our climate, and it may be taller than 

others because it has less dieback. The dark 

purple flowers are densely packed along the long 

branches. Butterflies love them. Leaves are gray 

green. Will take some shade. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 29.99 

 
Buddleia davidii ‘Fourth of July’   zones 5-9 

FOURTH OF JULY BUTTERFLY BUSH 

5-7’H x 5-7’W    sun   mixed flowers 

A combination of three varieties of butterfly 

bush. Bright pink, white, and purple flowers give 

the appearance of “Red, White, and Blue” hence 

the name Fourth of July. Flower spikes can reach 

5-10’ high. A butterfly magnet! 
#3 Container ................................. $ 34.99 
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Buddleia davidii ‘Lo & Behold Blue Chip’    zones 5-9 

LO & BEHOLD® BLUE CHIP BUTTERFLY BUSH 

2’H x 2’W   sun   blue flowers 

Dwarf habit with fragrant blue flowers.  
#2S .......................................... $ 44.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

 
Buddleia d. ‘Lo & Behold Blue Chip Jr.’   zones 5-9 

LO & BEHOLD® BLUE CHIP JR. BUTTERFLY 

BUSH 

1-2’H x 1-2’W    sun   mixed flowers 

Dwarf, slightly spreading habit. This small shrub 

had rich lavender blue flowers that last summer 

through frost without deadheading! Fragrant. 

Drought tolerant and deer resistant makes this 

great for use as a mass planting, or in a more 

traditional garden setting. 
#2S .......................................... $ 34.99 

 
Buddleia davidii ‘Lo & Behold® Lilac Chip’    zones 5-9 

LILAC CHIP SUMMER LILAC 

2-3’H x 2-3’W   sun   white flowers 

Dwarf, compact habit. Silvery green foliage. The 

fragrant spikes of soft pink flowers bloom 

continuously from summer to fall without 

deadheading! Attracts butterflies. Great for 

mass planting, perennial gardens and mixed 

borders. Plant along walkways to enjoy the 

fragrance. 
#1 Container ................................. $ 24.99 

 
Buddleia davidii ‘Lo & Behold® Pink Micro Chip’ zones 5-9 

LO & BEHOLD® PINK MICRO CHIP 

2’H x 2’W   sun   magenta pink flowers 

A Proven Winners Selection. This small, tight, 

compact rebloomer has stunning magenta-pink 

fragrant flowers. Bright green foliage. Attracts 

butterflies, bees and hummingbirds.  
#1 Container ................................. $ 24.99 

#2S ........................................... $ 44.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

 
Buddleia davidii ‘Lo & Behold® Purple Haze’ zones 5-9 

PURPLE HAZE SUMMER LILAC 

2-3’H x 2-3’W   sun   dark purple-blue flowers 

Unique horizontal branches. The arching deep 

purple-blue flowers are abundant and fragrant. A 

unique Butterfly Bush, great as a specimen. 

Attracts butterflies. 
#1 Container ................................. $ 24.99 
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Buddleia davidii ‘Miss Ruby’   zones 5-9 

MISS RUBY BUTTERFLY BUSH 

4-5’H x 3-4’W    sun   rich pink flowers 

Miss Ruby is a charming plant that displays 

bright, rich pink flowers. Silvery leaves 

compliment this new flower.  
#2S .......................................... $ 44.99 

 
Buddleia davidii ‘PIIBD-I’   zones 5-9 

FIRST EDITIONS® GROOVY GRAPE™ 

BUTTERFLY BUSH 

8-10’H x 6-8’W    sun   violet purple flowers 

Rounded, upright habit. Dark green foliage with 

grayish undersides. Rich, violet-purple 

inflorescences are very upright and quite 

fragrant. The flowers measure 6-8” long. 

Deadhead to promote rebloom. If done regularly 

they will bloom into the fall. Attracts butterflies 

and bees. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

 
Buddleia davidii ‘PIIBD-II’   zones 5-9 

FIRST EDITIONS® FUNKY FUCHSIA™ 

BUTTERFLY BUSH 

6-8’H x 6-8’W    sun   reddish-pink flowers 

Rounded, upright habit. Dark green foliage with 

grayish undersides. Reddish-pink inflorescences 

are very upright and quite fragrant. The rich 

flowers measure 6-8” long. Deadhead to promote 

rebloom. If done regularly they will bloom into the 

fall. Attracts butterflies and bees. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

 

Ask about our delivery and planting 

service. 
 

 

Contact Milaeger’s Tree & Shrub Care 

(262.639.0724 or 

milaegerslandscape.com) for assistance 

with all your plant care and pruning 

needs. 
 

 

Five year warranty on all trees & 

shrubs if you purchase and use MYKE 

at time of planting. 
 

 

Milaegers can deliver and plant any 

trees and shrubs that we sell. 
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Buddleia davidii ‘PIIBD-III’   zones 5-9 

FIRST EDITIONS® PSYCHEDELIC SKY™ 

BUTTERFLY BUSH 

4-6’H x 4-5’W    sun   blue flowers 

Rounded, upright habit. Dark green foliage with 

grayish undersides. Clear blue flowers are very 

upright and quite fragrant. The tidy flowers 

measure 6-8” long. Deadhead to promote rebloom. 

If done regularly they will bloom into the fall. 

Attracts butterflies and bees. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

 
Buddleia davidii ‘Pink Delight’   zones 5-9 

PINK DELIGHT BUTTERFLY BUSH 

6-8’H x 4-6’W    sun    pink flowers 

Conical clusters of bright pink flowers in summer 

emit delightful fragrance that attracts 

butterflies. Good background or accent plant with 

a compact habit of growth. Fast growing.  
#3 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

 
Buddleia ’Miss Molly’     zones 5-9 

MISS MOLLY BUTTERFLY BUSH 

4-5'H x 3-4'W    sun    wine red flowers 

Silvery foliage with a compact habit. The rich 

wine-red flowers appear in summer. They are 

quite fragrant. Attracts hummingbirds and 

butterflies. Deadhead spent flowers to 

encourage rebloom. 
8” Container .................................. $ 24.99 

#1S ........................................... $ 24.99 

#2S ........................................... $ 44.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

Buddleia Podaras series     zones 5-9 

FLUTTERBY PETITE™ SERIES 

2-4’H x 2-3’W   sun   green 

Plant in full sun. A dwarf series of upright 

Buddleia. All varieties have green foliage and are 

non-invasive. Little to no pruning necessary. 

Blooms from early summer through frost. 

Varieties listed below. 
Flutterby Flow™ Mauve Pink – mauve pink flowers 

#1 Container ................................. $ 14.99 

Flutterby Petite™ Lavendar – pink/purple flowers 

#1 Container ................................. $ 14.99 
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Flutterby Petite™ Tutti Fruitti - Purple-pink flowers 

#1 Container ................................ $ 14.99 

#2 Container ................................ $ 26.50 

 
Buddleia x ‘Summer Skies’   zones 5-9 

SUMMER SKIES BUTTERFLY BUSH 

4-5’H x 5-6’W    sun   lavender blue flowers 

Summer Skies stands out among other Butterfly 

Bush for its attractive variegated foliage---

bright green with yellow and white margins. 

Wonderful, fragrant lavender-blue flowers. 

Attracts butterflies, hummingbirds and 

songbirds. Wonderful accent plant for any 

garden. Deer resistant. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

 

 

Ask about any plant that we do not 

have available and we can probably 

order it for you. 
 

 

 

CALYCANTHUS (Allspice) 
A handsome, densely growing shrub. 

 
Calycanthus x ‘Aphrodite’    zones 5-9 

APHRODITE SWEETSHRUB 

6-7’H x 5-6’W   sun/shade   green 

This upright shrub has bright red fragrant 

flowers which resemble magnolia flowers. Glossy 

green foliage. Repeat to continuous bloomer.  
#3 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

 
Calycanthus floridus    zones 5-9 

SWEETSHRUB or CAROLINA ALLSPICE 

4-6’H x 3-4’W   sun/shade   green 

This upright shrub has brown-red flowers with a 

spicy fragrance. Dried wood has a camphor-like 

aroma. Excellent as a background shrub. Great 

shade shrub if you have the space. Be sure you 

place it in an area where you can appreciate the 

aroma of the leaves and flowers.  
#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 
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CARAGANA (Peashrub) 
A widely adaptable shrub that tolerates poor soil, 

drought, and wind. Small, bright yellow blooms in 

May. Very hardy. Can winter over in a container. 

 
Caragana arborescens ‘Walker'     zones 2-7 

WALKER’S WEEPING PEASHRUB 

5’H x 3-4’W   sun   green 

This is a "standard", with horizontal branching 

occurring near the top of the plant. It has a 

strongly weeping form and small, bright green 

leaves and yellow flowers in spring. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 99.99 

#5 Container ................................ $165.00 

#7 Container ................................ $165.00 

 

CARYOPTERIS (Bluebeard) 
A valuable Asian shrub, noted for two distinctive 

properties: it blooms in late summer and fall, 

when few other shrubs are flowering, and its 

flowers are blue, which is a rare color for shrubs 

in any season. The flowers attract butterflies. It 

is usually rather short, under 4' tall, because of 

occasional partial winter dieback. For this reason 

we recommend planting it 2-3" deeper than a 

normal shrub. 

 
Caryopteris x clandonensis 'Blauer Splatz’   zone 5-9 

SAPPHIRE SURF BLUEBEARD 

2’H x 3’W   sun   dark blue flowers 

Dark green foliage, low mounded habit. Numerous, 

pretty dark blue flowers completely cover the 

bush. Quite a floral show. Attracts butterflies. 

Good for cutting. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

 
Caryopteris x clandonensis 'Dark Knight'   zone 6-9 

DARK KNIGHT BLUEBEARD 

24-30”H x 30”W   sun   dark blue flowers/fall 

Flower color is deep blue purple. 
#1 Container ................................. $ 14.99 

#2 Container ................................. $ 29.99 

Questions? 
Email us at 

gardenquestions@milaegers.com 
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Caryopteris x clandonensis ‘Lil’ Miss Sunshine’ 

LIL’ MISS SUNSHINE DWARF BLUEBEARD 

24-30”H x 24-36”W   sun   blue flowers 

This lovely plant has sunny yellow leaves that 

glows all season long. This beauty produces an 

abundance of blue flowers in late summer.  
#2 Container ................................ $ 29.99 

 

CEPHALANTHUS (Buttonbush) 

 
Cephalanthus occidentalis   zones 5-9 

BUTTON BUSH 

5-12’H x 4-7’W    part sun/sun   white 

Creamy white, fragrant flowers with interesting 

seed heads which attract butterflies, 

hummingbirds and songbirds. Like wet areas. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 29.99 

 
Cephalanthus occidentalis ‘SMCOSS’  zones 5-10 

SUGAR SHACK™ BUTTONBUSH 

3-4’H x 3-4’W    part sun/sun   white 

This compact shrub packs a punch! Extremely 

fragrant white flowers in summer. Produces red 

fruit in late summer. Glossy foliage emerges red 

changing to green. Fall color is brilliant burgundy. 

Attracts hummingbirds and butterflies. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 54.99 

 

 

All plant varieties and sizes may not 

always be available. Call ahead 
(262.639.2040 or 800.669.1229 ext 176) for 

present availability. 
 

 

Heights and widths are stated for 

mature plants left untrimmed. Most 

plants can be trimmed to achieve a 

smaller size and shape. 
 

 

Ask about our delivery and planting 

service. 
 

 

Contact Milaeger’s Tree & Shrub Care 

(262.639.0724 or 

milaegerslandscape.com) for assistance 

with all your plant care and pruning 

needs. 
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CHAENOMELES (Quince) 
Shrubs from the mountain woodlands of China and 

Japan. Beautiful flowers in spring, followed by 

apple-like fruits in autumn. Grow in moderately 

fertile, well-drained soil in sun or part shade. Best 

flowering in full sun. Tolerates urban pollution. 

Prune after flowering. 

 
Chaenomeles ‘Pink Storm’   zones 5-8 

PINK STORM THORNLESS FLOWERING QUINCE 

3-4’H x 3-4’W    part sun/sun   rose pink 

This thornless quince flowers in early spring with 

big, double flowers that resemble rosy-pink 

camellias. It is fruitless and extremely drought 

tolerant. Excellent for hedging, mass planting and 

flower arrangements.  
#3 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

 
Chaenomeles ‘Orange Storm’  zones 5-8 
ORANGE STORM THORNLESS FLOWERING QUINCE 

3-4’H x 3-4’W    part sun/sun   coral orange 

Thornless. The large, clear, coral-orange double 

flowers make a beautiful display in early spring. 

Drought tolerant once established. Good cut 

flower. Deer resistant. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

 
Chaenomeles speciosa ‘Scarlet Storm’  zones 5-8 

DOUBLE TAKE™ SCARLET STORM QUINCE 

3-4’H x 3-4’W    sun   red 

Thornless and fruitless. Large, rich double red 

flowers in the early spring. Good cut flower – 

branches look great in a vase arrangement. 

Drought tolerant once established. Attracts 

butterflies and hummingbirds. Deer resistant. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 54.99 

 

CLETHRA (Summersweet) 
The Summersweet is among the finest of all 

compact flowering shrubs. Despite its 

compactness, it spreads by underground 

rhizomes, but not at an alarming rate. Likes a 

moist, rich, acid soil. Best in partial shade, but will 

tolerate full shade. A great plant for low areas 

where water may collect. The fragrant flowers 

bloom in midsummer and attract butterflies. 

 

 

If we don’t have your plant today, 

leave your name and number. We will 

call you when it is in stock again. 
 

Contact Milaeger’s Tree & Shrub Care 

(262.639.0724 or 

milaegerslandscape.com) for assistance 

with all your plant care and pruning 

needs. 
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Clethra alnifolia ‘Caleb’     zones 4-9 

VANILLA SPICE SUMMERSWEET 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   sun/part shade   vanilla flowers 

Deep, glossy green foliage turns an attractive 

yellow in fall. Extra-large , fragrant, vanilla 

colored florets are double the size of other 

Summersweet. Attracts butterflies and 

hummingbirds. Deer resistant. Great in wet, semi-

shady areas. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

 
Clethra alnifolia ‘Crystalina’     zones 4-9 

SUGARTINA SUMMERSWEET 

28”H x 36”W   sun/part shade   white flowers 

Deep, glossy green foliage turns an attractive 

yellow in fall. Tight, dense habit requires little to 

no pruning to keep its shape. The very fragrant 

pure white flowers are large, and appear in late 

summer. Attracts butterflies and hummingbirds. 

Deer resistant. Good fit for small areas. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

 
Clethra alnifolia ‘Hummingbird’     zones 4-9 

HUMMINGBIRD SUMMERSWEET 

3-5’H x 3-4’W   sun/heavy shade   white flowers 

This plant is considered by some to be the most 

desirable of all Clethra. The leaves are dark 

green, about 2” long, and turn yellow in autumn. 

The pink flower clusters are up to 7” long, and are 

located at the branch tips and in the axils. Very 

heavy flowering. 
#1 Container ................................. $ 14.99 

#1 Container ................................. $ 19.99 

#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

 
Clethra alnifolia ‘Ruby Spice’ 

RUBY SPICE SUMMERSWEET 

4-6’H x 3-5’W   sun/shade   rose pink flowers 

Small rich rose pink flowers in 4” spikes above 

shiny green leaves. Compact habit. Slow growing. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 
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Clethra alnifolia ‘Sixteen Candles’     zones 4-9 

SIXTEEN CANDLES SUMMERSWEET 

3’H x 4’W   sun/part shade   white flowers 

White flowers in summer. Slow growing, compact 

habit. Green leaves turn rich yellow in autumn. 
#1 Container ................................ $ 14.99 

#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

 

CORNUS (Dogwood) 
A very vigorous, adaptable, and hardy shrub. Will 

take shade and moisture. Popular for hedges. 

 
Cornus alba 'Bailhalo' (‘Ivory Halo’)     zones 3-7 
IVORY HALO VARIEGATED REDTWIG DOGWOOD 

5-6’H x 5-6’W   sun/part shade   white flowers 

Boldly variegated leaves. It’s brightly colored 

bark looks good year 'round, especially in winter. 

Flowers are off white and held in clusters. They 

appear in late spring and early summer. When 

mature, prune out a third of the shrub every year. 

The species is native to northern Asia. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

 
Cornus alba 'Grecan'     zones 3-7 

WINTER CANARY DOGWOOD 

5’H x 6’W   sun/part shade   white flowers 

Large, spreading habit. Creamy white flowers are 

held in clusters at its branch ends. Bright yellow 

stems provide winter interest.  
#3 Container ................................. $ 35.99 

 
Cornus alba 'Prairie Fire'     zones 2-7 

PRAIRIE FIRE DOGWOOD 

7’H x 5’W   sun/part shade   white flowers 

Creamy white flowers appear in spring and they 

are followed by white berries. Bright, golden 

foliage fades to a soft yellow in the summer 

eventually becoming a brilliant red. Orange-red 

stems throughout the winter. This colorful shrub 

adds interest to the garden year round. 
#5 Container ................................. $ 59.99 
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Cornus obliqua 'Powell Gardens'     zones 4-8 

RED ROVER™ SILKLY DOGWOOD 

4-5’H x 4-5’W   sun/part shade   red stems 

A new compact Proven Winners© selection. 

Attractive year round, its white flowers appear in 

summer. They are followed by blue fall fruit that 

attracts songbirds. Clean green foliage turns a 

deep purple in fall eventually becoming bright red. 

Winter brings attractive bright red stems to the 

landscape. Ideal for residential landscapes. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 35.99 

 
Cornus sericea 'Bergeson Compact'     zones 2b-7 

BERGESON COMPACT REDWIG DOGWOOD 

4-6’H x 4-6’W   sun/part shade   red stems 

This compact selection had a dense, mounded 

shape. It has great fall color and attractive red 

stems. Leaf spot resistant. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

 
Cornus stolonifera 'Farrow'     zones 3-7 

ARCTIC FIRE™ RED TWIG DOGWOOD 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   sun/part shade   red stems 

This compact selection of Dogwood is grown 

primarily for its attractive, showy red stems. 

They provide a spectacular show especially in the 

winter sunlight. Commonly used in flower 

arrangements and winter decorating. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#2S ........................................... $ 39.99 

 

 

 

 

Five year warranty on all trees & 

shrubs if you purchase and use MYKE 

at time of planting. 
 

 

Milaegers can deliver and plant any 

trees and shrubs that we sell. 
 

 

Ask about any plant that we do not 

have available and we can probably 

order it for you. 
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CORYLUS (Filbert) 
A picturesque shrub that grows well in any garden 

soil. Suitable for alkaline soil. Can be pruned often 

to maintain a certain size and shape. 

 
Corylus avellana 'Contorta'     zones 4-8 

CONTORTED EUROPEAN FILBERT 

6-7’H x 4-6’W   sun   interesting branching 

Also known as Harry Lauder's Walking Stick and 

Corkscrew Hazel. A curiously shaped shrub. It 

has small crinkly leaves with heavy veining and 

soft, golden brown catkins in late winter. The 

branches are twisted in fascinating shapes, and 

look especially good on older plants, adding to 

their winter interest. Prune out branches that are 

not “contorted.” 
#3 Container ................................ $ 64.99 

#15 Container ............................... $195.00 

 

COTINUS (Smoke Bush) 
A striking shrub that grows best in a sunny spot 

with well-drained soil. “Smoky” spring blooms. 

Tolerates drought and salt. Deer resistant. Great 

focal plant--- shows up well in front of light 

colored buildings. 

 
Cotinus coggyria ‘Ansot’     zones 4-8 

GOLDEN SPIRIT SMOKE BUSH 

7-8’H x 6’W   sun   golden 

The leaves are lime green in spring and then 

brighten to a golden yellow in summer. 

Spectacular fall colors of brilliant orange and red. 

The whitish pink flower plumes in late summer are 

great for cut flowers. 
#5 Container ................................. $ 64.99 

#5 Tree Form ............................... $ 84.99 

 
Cotinus cog. ‘Magical Green Fountain’   zones 4-8 

MAGICAL GREEN FOUNTAIN SMOKEBUSH 

4-6'H x 6-8'W    sun    pink flowers 

Dramatic, long-lasting, brownish-pink, smoke-like 

airy seed clusters smother the deep green leaves 

in late spring to early summer. Dense, compact 

habit provides a neat shrub with low maintenance. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 49.99 
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Cotinus coggyria 'Royal Purple'     zones 4b-8 

ROYAL PURPLE SMOKE BUSH 
8-15’H x 10-15’W   sun   purple leaves, pink flowers 

Dark red purple leaves that turn scarlet in fall. 

Its tiny but plentiful flowers are held above the 

leaves in "puffs", hence the name. Can reach 15' 

in height. Can be easily pruned.  
#5 Container ................................ $ 64.99 

#5 Standard ................................. $145.00 

 
Cotinus x ‘Grace’                 zones 4-8 

GRACE SMOKE BUSH 

3-4’H x 5’W     sun    lavender-pink flowers 

The large 6” leaves are vibrant wine-red when 

young, and darken to a plum red by midseason, and 

finally turn a brilliant orange-red in fall. Feathery 

puffs of flowers in mid-summer. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 64.99 

#5 Standard ................................. $ 84.99 

#7 Container ................................ $115.00 

#7 Tree Form ............................... $145.00 

If we don’t have your plant today, 

leave your name and number. We will 

call you when it is in stock again. 
 

 

All plant varieties and sizes may not 

always be available. Call ahead 
(262.639.2040 or 800.669.1229 ext 176) for 

present availability. 
 

 

Ask about our delivery and planting 

service. 
 

 

 

COTONEASTER 
Leaves are oval, dark green, and glossy---they 

turn purplish red in autumn. Used as a 

groundcover, bank cover, or a foundation planting. 

Small white flowers in midsummer, followed by 

round, bright red fruits. Each stiff branch has 

smaller branches projecting out along its sides, 

arranged herringbone fashion. 

 
Cotoneaster apiculatus 'Tom Thumb'     zones 4-7 

TOM THUMB CRANBERRY COTONEASTER 

1’H x 4’W   sun   red fall color red berries 

A dwarf variety of the species.  It is shorter, at 

only 12", but it spreads well and can reach 48" 

wide. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 
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DEUTZIA 

 
Deutzia gracilis ‘Duncan’   zones 5-8 

CHARDONAY PEARLS DWARF DEUTZIA 

20-30”H x 20-30”W   filtered sun   yellow 

Bright yellow foliage all season. In spring, pearl-

like buds open to clear white flowers. Quite 

fragrant. Deer resistant. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

#2S .......................................... $ 44.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

 
Deutzia ‘Yuki Cherry Blossom’   zones 5-8 

YUKI CHERRY BLOSSOM 

1-2’H x 1-2’W   sun/part sun   green 

A Proven Winners Selection. Very showy! 

Abundant, creamy white blooms are painted with 

magenta giving this flower the appearance of 

cherry blossoms. Dark green foliage turns 

burgundy in the fall. Attracts hummingbirds. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

#2S .......................................... $ 34.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

 
Deutzia ‘Yuki Snowflake’   zones 5-8 

YUKI SNOWFLAKE DWARF DUETZIA 

1-2’H x 1-2’W   sun/part sun   green 

Abundant, fragrant white flowers. Deer 

resistant. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#2S ........................................... $ 44.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

 

EUONYMUS 
Euonymus can be grown in almost any soil, but 

does best in well-drained soil in full or part sun. 

Tolerant of dry, shallow, alkaline soil, and salt. 

Densely growing with round leaves. 

 
Euonymus alatus ‘Compactus’   zones 4-8  

COMPACT BURNING BUSH 

6-8’H x 6-8’W    sun   brilliant red fall color 

Hardy shrub from central China. It has 

distinctive “corky” bark that makes it a great 

choice where winter interest will be appreciated. 

The leaves are matte green throughout the 
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growing season, but turn the most brilliant red. It 

looks best if left naturally shaped, but it can be 

pruned to taste. Although the name ‘Compactus’ 

indicates this is a short plant, it can reach 10’ in 

height and width. 
 #2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

#15 Tree Form .............................. $175.00 

Euonymus alatus ‘Fire Ball’  zones 3-8 

FIRE BALL COMPACT BURNING BUSH 

5-6’H x 3-4’W    sun    red fall color 

A compact burning bush with tight branching. 

Green leaves turn vivid scarlet in fall. Pruning is 

best done in late fall. Attracts songbirds.  
#5 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

 
Euonymus alatus ‘Rudy Haag’  zones 4-8 

RUDY HAAG BURNING BUSH 

4’H x 4’W    sun    red fall color 

Slow growing, dwarf burning bush. The compact 

habit is perfect for hedges, groupings and mass 

plantings. Tolerant of many conditions, but best 

color in full sun. Striking red color in fall. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 59.99 

 

FORSYTHIA 
A well-known garden shrub with masses of 

perfect golden yellow flowers in late spring. Great 

in mass plantings, hedges, shrub borders and cut 

flowers. Deer resistant. 

 
Forsythia x intermedia ‘Minfor6’    zones 4-8 

SHOW OFF SCARLET COMPACT FORSYTHIA 

5-6’H x 4-6’W    sun/part sun    yellow flowers 

Fully covered, from top to bottom, with large, 

bright yellow flowers in early spring. Quite a 

spring show! Unlike other Forsythia, it has 

attractive dark green foliage which provides 

interest the entire season. Great as a hedge or 

cut flower. Deer resistant.  
#1S ........................................... $ 24.99 

#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

 
Forsythia x intermedia ‘Ninbus’    zones 4-8 

SHOW OFF™ SUGAR BABY DWARF FORSYTHIA 

18-30”H x 18-30”W  sun/part sun  yellow flowers 

Miniature, upright, dwarf habit. Delivers more 

bright yellow flowers per inch to create an 

outstanding, showy display. Flowers in spring. 
#2S ........................................... $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 
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FOTHERGILLA 
A fully hardy native shrub, grown for their 

bottlebrush flowers. Prefers an acidic soil that 

doesn’t dry out, and full to mostly sun. 

 
Fothergilla major ‘Mount Airy’   zones 5-8 

DWARF FOTHERGILLA 

2-3’H x 2-3’W    part sun    white flowers 

A small shrub that becomes a dense, rounded 

shrub with maturity. Creamy white bottle-brush 

shaped flowers. Very fragrant. Brilliant yellow-

orange to red fall color. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

 
Fothergilla gardenii    zones 5-8 

MOUNT AIRY FOTHERGILLA 

5-6’H x 4-5’W    sun   blue-green 

Deep blue-green foliage, with white undersides, 

is noted for its consistent fall color ranging 

from yellow through orange and red. Abundant, 

fragrant white flower spikes in spring. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

HAMAMELIS (Witch Hazel) 
This is a rugged and carefree plant that does well 

in poorly drained soils high in organic matter. 

Tolerant of many poor conditions, including city 

conditions; avoid extremely dry soils. Showy 

flowers. Excellent for woodland plantings, rock 

gardens, mixed gardens. 

 
Hamamelis x intermedia ‘Arnold Promise’ zones 4-8 

ARNOLD PROMISE WITCH HAZEL 

15-20’H x 10-15’W    sun/shade    yellow flowers 

Unique starburst yellow flowers in late 

winter/early spring. Spreading form can be 

pruned as desired.  
#5 Container ................................. $ 89.99 

 
Hamamelis x intermedia ‘Carmine Red’   zones 5-8 

CARMINE RED WITCHHAZEL 

15-20’H x 15-20’W    sun/shade    red flowers 

Red flowers appear in late winter – very early 

spring. The green foliage puts on quite a fall show, 

turning vibrant shades of red, orange and yellow. 

Red flowers appear in late winter. 
#5 Container ................................. $ 89.99 
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Hamamelis x intermedia ‘Jelena’   zones 5-8 

JELENA WITCHHAZEL 

15-20’H x 10-15’W   sun   coppery-orange 

An unusual shrub. The flowers are a rich coppery-

orange, held on bare branches, which add color to 

the winter landscape. They have a unique wavy, 

strap-like form. The high tannin content, which 

was used in an old-fashioned astringent called 

witch hazel, is how it received its common name. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 89.99 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HEPTACODIUM 
This relatively new plant to North America was 

brought here from China in 1980. It is a loosely 

configured, yet upright growing large shrub (or 

small tree.) Beautiful suraleaves emerge later 

than most shrubs, soft green in color, later 

darkening. Flower buds begin developing in early 

summer, and finally open in September.  

 
Heptacodium miconioides ‘Autumn Lilac’    zones 4-8 

SEVEN SONS FLOWERING SHRUB 

10-20’H x 8-15’W   part sun/sun white 

Flowers in September with fragrant, creamy 

white florets on 6” long panicles. They appeal to 

butterflies. The exfoliating bark is a worthwhile 

feature.  
#5 Container ................................. $ 59.99 

 

HIBISCUS/ROSE OF SHARON 
The Rose of Sharon is one of the best late 

flowering shrubs. It comes in a wide range of 

flower color. Flower size can be 4” wide, and many 

are double. Its habit is vase-shaped and some are 

quite tall. The leaves are mid green, with jagged 

edges. Can be used as a showy screening plant or 

specimen. New growth starts very late in 

spring, so please be patient. 

 
Hibiscus x ‘Joles’     zones 5-8 

CANDIDE™ ROSE OF SHARON 

8-10’H x 8-10’W   sun   lavender flowers 

Beautiful, extra-large lavender flowers with 

cherry red eyes. It has a tropical feel to it. 

Excellent for screens or hedges. Attracts 

butterflies. Deer resistant. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

Questions? 
Email us at 

gardenquestions@milaegers.com 
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Hibiscus syriacus 'Aphrodite'     zones 5-8 

APHRODITE ROSE OF SHARON, ALTHEA 

8-10’H x 6’W   part sun/sun   rose pink flowers 

Beautiful rose pink flowers. Darker green leaves. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

 
Hibiscus syriacus ‘Blue Chiffon’  zones 5-8 

BLUE CHIFFON ROSE OF SHARON 

8-10’H x 4-8’W   sun   lavender blue flowers 

The semi-double blue flowers have a lacy center 

of lighter lavender blue petals. Flowers profusely 

July through September.  
#3 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

 

 

Five year warranty on all trees & 

shrubs if you purchase and use MYKE 

at time of planting. 
 

 
Hibiscus syriacus ‘Blue Satin’     zones 5-8 

BLUE SATIN® ROSE OF SHARON 

6’H x 4-6’W   sun   blue flowers 

Large, single, rich blue flowers with a wine red 

eye. Unique blue color for your garden. Attracts 

butterflies and hummingbirds. 
#5 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

 
Hibiscus syriacus ‘DS02SS’   zones 5-10 

STRAWBERRY SMOOTHIE ALTHEA 

8’H x 4’W   sun/part shade   pink 

Upright habit. Medium sized. Beautiful, pink 

strawberry flowers. Green serrated leaves. 
#5 Container ................................. $ 49.99 
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Hibiscus syriacus ‘DS03RS’   zones 5-10 

RASPBERRY SMOOTHIE ALTHEA 

8’H x 4’W   sun/part shade   blue 

Upright habit. Medium sized. Beautiful, double, 

raspberry pink colored flowers. Green serrated 

leaves. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

 
Hibiscus syriacus ‘Fireworks’   zones 5-10 

FIREWORKS TRICOLOR ROSE OF SHARON 

8-10’H x 6-8’W   sun   pink, red & purple flowers 

Medium sized, upright form. The large 5-6” 

double flowers are pink, red and purple giving it a 

“red, white & blue” appearance – like fireworks.. 

Heavy bloomer. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

 
Hibiscus syriacus ‘Lavender Chiffon’    zones 5-8 

LAVENDER CHIFFON™ ROSE OF SHARON 

4-5’H x 4-5’W    part sun/sun   lavender flowers 

Single lavender flowers adorned with a frilly 

center to create an anemone-like flower.  
#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

 
Hibiscus syriacus ‘Lil’ Kim’     zones 5-8 

LIL’ KIM™ ROSE OF SHARON 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   sun   white with red eyes 

The first dwarf Rose of Sharon. ‘Lil’ Kim’ is a 

unique little shrub with dainty white flowers with 

showy red eyes. The flowers last 3 days before 

falling off, which is longer than the usual 1 day of 

other varieties. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

#2S ........................................... $ 44.99 
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Hibiscus syriacus ‘Mineru’      zones 5-8 

FIRST EDITIONS® TAHITI™ HIBISCUS 

5-8’H x 4-7’W    sun   purple/pink flowers 

Lightly ruffled, semi-double purplish-pink flowers 

with a rich, purple-red eye. Blooms mid-summer 

through fall. Attracts butterflies. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

#5 Tree Form ............................... $ 99.99 

 
Hibiscus syriacus ‘Minerva’      zones 5-8 

MINERVA ROSE OF SHARON 

8-10’H x 6-7’W    part sun/sun   pink flowers 

This type was selected for extended bloom period 

– reportedly late June into September. Lightly 

ruffled, brightly colored flowers with a rich, dark 

red eye. Attracts butterflies and hummingbirds. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

 
Hibiscus syriacus ‘Minfren’      zones 5-8 

FIRST EDITIONS® BALI™ HIBISCUS 

5-8’H x 4-7’W    sun   white flowers 

Lightly ruffled, semi-double white flowers with a 

rich, purple-red eye.  Blooms mid-summer. 

Attracts butterflies and hummingbirds. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

#5 Tree Form ............................... $ 99.99 

 
Hibiscus syriacus ‘Mingrand’      zones 5-8 

FIRST EDITIONS® HAWAII™ HIBISCUS 

5-8’H x 4-7’W    sun   white/pink flowers 

Large showy blossoms are a lovely true blue 

accentuated with a red-purple heart. Blooms mid-

summer. Great specimen, very dramatic. Attracts 

butterflies and hummingbirds. 
#5 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

#5 Tree Form ............................... $ 99.99 
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Hibiscus syriacus ‘Minspot’      zones 5-8 

FIRST EDITIONS® FIJI™ HIBISCUS 

5-8’H x 4-7’W    sun   white/pink flowers 

Medium pink buds open into lightly ruffled, semi-

double flowers. They have white petals with pink 

markings, which fade to a light pink and deep 

purple-red eyes. Blooms mid-summer. Attracts 

butterflies and hummingbirds. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

#5 Tree Form ............................... $ 99.99 

 

 

Milaegers can deliver and plant any 

trees and shrubs that we sell. 
 

 

Ask about any plant that we do not 

have available and we can probably 

order it for you. 
 

 

HYDRANGEA 
An old fashioned shrub with large, dark green 

leaves that have a matte finish. It grows best 

with well-drained soil in shade but it will tolerate 

sun as long as the soil doesn't dry out. Even in 

shade, it shouldn't dry out. The flowers dry well. 

If desired, pruning should be done in winter or 

very early spring. 

 
Hydrangea x ‘After Midnight'     zones 6-9 

AFTER MIDNIGHT HYDRANGEA 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   part shade   purple flowers 

The dark pink to purplish blue flowers are unique 

in color for Hydrangea. The vibrant, richly 

colored flowers retain their color for a long time. 

Blooms summer through fall. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

 
Hydrangea arborescens 'Annabelle'     zones 3b-9 

SMOOTH HYDRANGEA ANNABELLE 

4-5’H x 3-5’W   sun/shade   white flowers 

A heavy bloomer, with huge, imposing flower 

clusters up to 12" across. This plant flowers on 

new wood, so it should be cut to the ground 

before growth starts in spring. If deadheaded 

early, it will rebloom. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 
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Hydrangea arborescens ‘Incrediball’    zones 3-7 

INCREDIBALL HYDRANGEA 

4-5’H x 4-6’W   sun/part sun   white flowers 

Clusters of massive white flowers appear on 

sturdy stalks in summer. Flowers the size of 

basketballs open a key lime color that matures to 

a creamy white. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

 
Hydrangea arborescens ‘Invincibelle’      zones 3-7 

INVINCIBELLE SPIRIT HYDRANGEA 

3-4’H x 4-5’W    sun/part sun    pink 

Loads of hot pink flowers from early summer to 

frost. For each plant sold, a one dollar donation 

will be made to the Breast Cancer Research 

Foundation.  
#3 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

 
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Bailmer’    zone 4-9 

ENDLESS SUMMER HYDRANGEA 

3’H x 5’W  sun/part sun  pink or blue flowers 

Large globe-shaped blue or pink flowers bloom in 

Spring and repeat in fall. Blooms are pink in 

alkaline soils and blue in acidic soils. Cold hardy. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 54.99 

 
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Berner’    zone 5-9 

LET’S DANCE BIG EASY HYDRANGEA 

2-3’H x 3-4’W  sun/part sun  pink/green flowers 

Reliable, repeat bloomer. Will bloom every year on 

old and new wood. The largest mophead 

Hydrangea! The huge blooms change color 

dependent on season. They start off a pinkish-

green, then turn entirely pink, then back to green. 

(Soil pH affects blossom color.) Great cut flower. 

Great specimen plant. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

#2S ........................................... $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 
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Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Color Fantasy’    zone 5-9 

COLOR FANTASY HYDRANGEA 

2-3’H x 2-3’W   sun/part sun   red flowers 

Distinctive, shiny dark green foliage. Very showy, 

large red flowers. Perfect for small gardens. 
19cm ......................................... $ 24.99 

 
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘ES14’   zones 5-9 

LET’S DANCE® RHYTHMIC BLUE HYDANGEA 

2-3’H x 2-3’W   sun/part shade    blue flowers 

Rich, vibrant blue, mophead blooms are distinct 

for their geometric shape. They are held on 

sturdy stems which gives it a tidy appearance. 

Wilt-resistant. Reblooms in fall. The attractively 

colored flowers can vary depending on soil pH. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

 
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Fanfare’   zones 5-9 

WEDDING RING HYDRANGEA 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   sun/part shade   bicolor 

Clusters of large, double, mop-head blooms in 

shades of pastel purple and pink with white 

scalloped edges. Flowers summer through fall. 

Great choice for smaller gardens. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

 
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Grenan’   zones 4-9 

NANTUCKET BLUE HYDRANGEA 

4-6’H x 4’W   sun/part shade   blue or pink flowers 

Large, blue flowers. Dense leathery green foliage. 

The attractively colored flowers can vary 

depending on soil pH. Blooms on both old and new 

wood. Repeat bloomer. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 
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Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Harbits’   zones 5-9 

EDGY ORBITS HYDRANGEA 

2-3’H x 2-3’W   sun/part sun    hot-pink flowers 

Large, hot-pink flowers with a white margin and 

eye. The attractively colored flowers can vary 

depending on soil pH. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

 
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Hokomarevo’   zones 5-9 

EVERLASTING REVOLUTION HYDRANGEA 

2-3’H x 2-3’W   sun/part sun    multicolor flowers 

Unique blooms. This mophead contains the color 

combinations of deep pink, maroon, and true blue 

with green added in as blooms mature. Continuous 

bloomer with long lasting flowers. Blooms on both 

old and new wood.  
#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

 
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Hokomathyst’   zones 5-9 

EVERLASTING™ AMETHYST HYDRANGEA 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   sun/part sun    multicolor flowers 

Unique blooms. This mophead contains the color 

combinations of bright fuchsia-pink, violet blue 

(depending on acidity) turning reddish-pink with 

lime green markings with age. Continuous bloomer 

with long lasting flowers. Blooms on both old and 

new wood. Developed by the cut flower trade, it 

has thick sturdy stems. It is an outstanding plant 

to be enjoyed in the garden or cut indoors. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

 
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Horwack’   zones 5-9 

PISTACHIO HYDRANGEA 

2-3’H x 3-5’W   sun/part sun    rose and green 

An exciting new color combination in the 

Hydrangea world! The stunning petals have true 

green edging turning to rosy red with purple 

centers. Pistachio puts on quite a show in the 

landscape. Sturdy stems. Repeat bloomer.  
#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 
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Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Hulk’   zones 5-9 

EVERLASTING™ EMERALD HYDRANGEA 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   sun/part shade   pink flowers 

Unique colors. These gorgeous flowers fade to 

antique shades as they mature. The thick and 

sturdy stems make this an ideal cut flower. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

 
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Kolmaru’   zones 4-9 

EVERLASTING™ RUBY RED HYDRANGEA 

4-6’H x 4’W   sun/part shade   red flowers 

The reddest hydrangea to date that we know of. 

Ruby red flower clusters age to a deeper wine 

color. Dark green foliage is nearly black. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

 
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Lemon Daddy’    zones 5-9 

LEMON DADDY HYDRANGEA 

4'H x 4'W    sun/part sun     pink or blue flowers 

A vigorous sport from Big Daddy. Lights up the 

shade garden with chartreuse yellow leaves. Blue 

or pink flowers. One of the most unique shrubs 

this year.  
#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

 
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Lynn’   zones 5-9 

STARLIGHT REBLOOMING HYDRANGEA 

2-3’H x 2-3’W   sun/part sun    pink  

A mophead-lacecap flower head that reblooms 

and flowers on old and new wood. Large rose-pink 

or blue (depending on pH) flower on sturdy stems. 

Use in groups or as a specimen 
#2S ........................................... $ 44.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 54.99 
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Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Monmar’   zones 5-9 

ENCHANTRESS HYDRANGEA 

3-5’H x 3-5’W   sun/part sun   blue or pink flowers 

Unique ruby-black stems set Enchantress apart 

from other hydrangea. Their interesting color 

showcases the pink or blue mophead flowers 

which fade to cream-splashed green. Repeat 

bloomer. Superb as an accent planting. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

 
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Paris Rapa’   zones 5-9 

CITYLINE PARIS BIGLEAF HYDRANGEA 

1-3’H x 1-3’W   sun/part sun    pink/green eye  

The pinkish-red flowers have a green eye, as they 

mature, flowers becomes more green. Extremely 

mildew resistant. Great cut flower. 
#2S .......................................... $ 44.99 

#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

 
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘PIIHN-II’   zones 4-9 

BLOOMSTRUCK HYDRANGEA 

3-4’H x 4-5’W   sun/part sun    rose-pink, violet 

or blue flowers 

Part of the Endless Summer collection. Intense 

rose-pink, violet or blue mopheads average 3½ - 5” 

across! The attractively colored flowers can vary 

depending on soil pH. They are held upright on 

woody red-purple stems. Glossy dark green 

foliage. Flowers on old or new wood. Repeat 

bloomer. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

 
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘PIIHP-I’   zones 4-8 

BABY LACE® HYDRANGEA 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   sun/part sun    white flowers 

An attractive dwarf hydrangea. Petite lacy white 

blooms are held above the dark rich green foliage 

– an attractive pairing. Makes a great cut flower. 
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Use in borders, as an accent, or as a mass planting. 

Easy to care for and mildew resistant. 
#2S .......................................... $ 44.99 

 
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Ragra’   zones 5-8 

CITYLINE RIO BIGLEAF HYDRANGEA 

2-3’H x 2-3’W   sun/part sun   blue/chartreuse eye 

Compact habit. One of the best blues. This long 

blooming blue flower has a chartreuse eye when 

first open. Extremely mildew resistant. 
#2S .......................................... $ 44.99 

#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

 
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Ramars’   zones 5-9 

CITYLINE MARS HYDRANGEA 

2-3’H x 2-3’W   sun/part sun    red/white 

This Hydrangea has strong stems which hold up 

the heavy red and white variegated flowers, 

changing to green with age. Long lasting blooms. 

Mildew resistant. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

 
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Red Sensation’   zones 5-9 

RED SENSATION HYDRANGEA 

2-3’H x 3-5’W   sun/part sun    light red flowers 

Light red mophead flowers. Shiny, green foliage. 

The attractively colored flowers can vary 

depending on soil pH. Blooms on both old and new 

wood. Repeat bloomer. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

 
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Robert’    zones 5-10 

LET’S DANCE® MOONLIGHT HYDRANGEA 

2-3’H x 3’W    part sun/sun   pink or blue 

A new generation of reblooming hydrangea, these 

varieties flower on old and new wood. Large 

mophead flowers on sturdy stems. 
#2S ........................................... $ 44.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 54.99 
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Hydrangea macrophylla ‘SMHMP1’   zones 5-9 

PARAPLU® BIGLEAF HYDRANGEA 

3’H x 3’W   sun/part shade   rosy pink flowers 

The dramatic, large, double rosy pink mop-heads 

repeat bloom throughout the summer. The 

compact habit make this a great choice for 

smaller areas or containers. 
#3S .......................................... $ 49.99 

 
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Xian’   zones 5-9 

EVERLASTING™ OPAL HYDRANGEA 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   sun/part sun   pink flowers 

Unique colors and gorgeous flowers that mature 

to antique shades as they age. Developed by the 

cut flower trade, it has thick sturdy stems. It is 

an outstanding plant to be enjoyed in the garden 

or cut indoors. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

 

Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Zebra’   zones 5-9 

ZEBRA HYDRANGEA 

3-4’H x 2-3’W   sun/part sun    white 

The flowers on the Zebra hydrangea are quite 

magnificent---beginning green and changing to 

white and blooming all summer long. The blooms 

can reach 3½” -5½” wide. Green foliage is held on 

nearly black stems providing an attractive 

contrast with its flowers.  
#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

 

If we don’t have your plant today, 

leave your name and number. We will 

call you when it is in stock again. 
 

 

 
Hydrangea maculata ‘Twist & Shout’     zones 4-8 

TWIST & SHOUT ENDLESS SUMMER 

HYDRANGEA 

3-5’H x 3-5’W   sun/shade   pink or blue 

Reblooming lacecap flowers are pink or blue. 

leaves turn burgundy in the autumn. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 54.99 
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Hydrangea paniculata ‘Bombshell’     zones 3-8 

BOMBSHELL HYDRANGEA 

2-3’H x 3-4’W   sun/part shade   white blooms 

A heavily branched petite hydrangea. Abundant 

white flowers summer through fall. Little or no 

pruning required to keep its shape. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

 
Hydrangea paniculata ‘ILVOBO’     zones 5-8 

BOBO® HARDY HYDRANGEA 

3’H x 3-4’W   sun/part shade   white blooms 

Dwarf, reaching only 3’. Enormous, creamy white 

flowers turn blush-pink once cool weather arrives. 

Abundant white flowers summer through first 

frost. Very showy in the small landscape. 
8” Pot ........................................ $ 24.99 

#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

#6 Container ................................ $ 59.99 

 
Hydrangea paniculata ‘Limelight’     zones 4-8 

LIMELIGHT HYDRANGEA 

6-8’H x 6-8’W   sun/part shade   lime green 

blooms 

Covered with lime green flower panicles from 

mid-summer until frost. Yellow-green fall color. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

#2S ........................................... $ 44.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 54.99 

#7 Patio Tree ............................... $149.99 

#7 Tree Form ............................... $149.99 

 
Hydrangea paniculata ‘Little Lime’   zones 5-9 

LITTLE LIME HYDRANGEA 

2-3’H x 2-3’W   part sun/sun   white 

Hardy little dwarf hydrangea you can fit in any 

spot in your garden. Easy to grow, it produces 

huge lime-green flowers that stay true to their 

color on strong sturdy stems. Great flowers for 

floral arrangements – fresh or dried.  
#1 Container ................................. $ 24.99 

#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 54.99 
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Hydrangea paniculata ‘Mystical Flame’   zones 3-9 

MYSTICAL FLAME HYDRANGEA 

3-4’H x 2-3’W    part sun/sun   white to pink 

Creamy white panicles bloom early. Flowers turn 

burgundy-red once cool weather arrives. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

 
Hydrangea paniculata ‘Pinky Winky’      zones 3-8 

PINKY WINKY HYDRANGEA 
6-8’H x 6-8’W   sun/part sun   white & pink flowers 

A unique new hardy hydrangea with massive, white 

to pink flowers. Strong upright stems hold the 

large blooms up well so that the flowers never pull 

the plant down. Flowers last midsummer to frost. 

The new flowers are white and mature to dark 

pink---creating a lovely bicolor effect. Not 

affected by pH.  
#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

#2S ........................................... $ 44.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 54.99 

#10 Tree Form .............................. $175.00 

 
Hydrangea paniculata ‘Quickfire’     zones 4-8 

QUICKFIRE HYDRANGEA 

6’H x 8’W     sun/part sun     dark pink flowers 

Blooms about a month before other H. paniculata 

varieties. The flowers are dark pink and not 

affected by pH. They become an extremely dark 

rosy pink in autumn. Beautiful cut flowers. Blooms 

on new wood. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

#3S ........................................... $ 44.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 54.99 

#7 Tree Form ............................... $149.99 

#10 Tree Form .............................. $175.00 

 

 

Questions? 
Email us at 

gardenquestions@milaegers.com 
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Hydrangea paniculata ‘Rensun’     zones 4-8 

STRAWBERRY SUNDAE COMPACT HYDRANGEA 

4-5’H x 3-4’W  sun/part sun  white to pink flowers 

Compact habit. Flowers emerge creamy white in 

midsummer, change to pink and finally to 

strawberry red. Great show in small area. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

 
Hydrangea paniculata ‘SMHPFL’     zones 3-9 

FIRE LIGHT® HARDY HYDRANGEA 

5-6’H x 5-6’W     sun/part sun     pomegranate 

Fire Light™ is said to be the new standard in 

hardy hydrangeas. The upright panicles are quite 

floriferous. The florets transform from pure 

white in summer to a rich pomegranate-pink in 

late summer and fall. The thick, sturdy stems hold 

the large panicles upright. This versatile shrub is 

great for the back of the border, as a landscape 

shrub and the cutting garden. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

#3S .......................................... $ 44.99 

 
Hydrangea paniculata ‘SMHPLQF’     zones 3-9 

LITTLE QUICK FIRE™ HARDY HYDRANGEA 

4-5’H x 3’W     sun/part sun     pink flowers 

Blooms a month earlier than other hydrangea. 

White flowers progress to pink-red as the season 

goes on. Its early bloom time will extend your 

gardens hydrangea season. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#2S ........................................... $ 44.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

#3S ........................................... $ 49.99 

#6 Container ................................. $ 59.99 

 
Hydrangea paniculata ‘SMHPRZEP’     zones 3-9 

ZINFIN DOLL® HARDY HYDRANGEA 

5-6’H x 5-6’W     sun/part sun     white/pink 

Proven Winners© selection. Beautiful, full, 

mophead blooms open a pure white turning bright 

pink from the bottom up eventually becoming 

pink-red for the remainder of the season. Strong 

stems hold these large flowers upright. They 

make great cut flowers.  
#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 
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Hydrangea paniculata ‘Vanilla Strawberry’ 

FIRST EDITIONS® VANILLA STRAWBERRY™ 

HYDRANGEA 

6-7’H x 4-5’W  sun/part sun   pink/white flowers 

A beautiful new creation from France. The 

enormous flower panicles are a blend of vanilla 

and strawberry, held on red stems. They emerge 

creamy white in midsummer, change to pink and 

finally strawberry red. New white flowers give 

the plant a multi-colored effect in late summer 

and early fall. Upright habit becomes more 

cascading later in the season. Excellent for fresh 

flower bouquets.  
#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

#7 Tree Form ............................... $149.99 

 

All plant varieties and sizes may not 

always be available. Call ahead 
(262.639.2040 or 800.669.1229 ext 176) for 

present availability. 
 

 

Heights and widths are stated for 

mature plants left untrimmed. Most 

plants can be trimmed to achieve a 

smaller size and shape. 

 
Hydrangea quercifolia ‘Alice’   zones 5-9 

ALICE OAKLEAF HYDRANGEA 

8-12’H x 8-12’W    sun/part sun   white flowers 

This full, rounded, large shrub bears 10-12” long 

white spikes changing to a dusty pink as they age. 

The green oak-like leaves turn a burgundy red in 

fall. Mature stems exfoliate to reveal a cinnamon 

brown inner bark which is attractive in winter. 
#5 Container ................................. $ 54.99 

 
Hydrangea quercifolia ‘Snow Queen’   zones 5-9 

SNOW QUEEN OAKLEAF HYDRANGEA 

4-6’H x 5-6’W    sun/part sun   white flowers 

Upright 6-8” long white spikes change to a dusty 

pink as they age. The green oak-like leaves turn a 

rose-pink in fall. Mature stems exfoliate to reveal 

a cinnamon brown inner bark which is attractive 

in winter. 
#1 Container ................................. $ 24.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 
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Hydrangea quercifolia ‘Queen of Hearts’  zones 5-8 

QUEEN OF HEARTS OAKLEAF HYDRANGEA 

6-7’H x 9’W    sun/part sun   pink flowers 

Upright. Heavy blooming, its flowers open white 

before mature to deep pink.. The green oak-like 

leaves turn shades of mahogany and red in fall.  
#3 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

 
Hydrangea quercifolia ‘Ruby Slippers’    zones 5-9 

RUBY SLIPPERS OAKLEAF HYDRANGEA 

3-4’H x 4-5’W    sun/part sun   pink flowers 

Large upright flower panicles, ruby red when 

mature. Outstanding fall foliage color is a brilliant 

mahogany red. Great for mass plantings. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

Hydrangea serrata ‘MAKD’   zones 5-9 

TINY TUFF STUFF™ HYDRANGEA 

1½’-2’H x 1½’-2’H W    sun/part sun   pink flowers 

Small, very hardy consistant rebloomer. The 

lacecap flowers are abundant and lean toward 

blue in color. However, color can range from blue 

to pink to white but all age to pink.  
#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

 
Hydrangea serrata ‘MAK20’   zones 5-9 

TUFF STUFF REBLOOMING MOUNTAIN 

HYDRANGEA 

2-3’H x 2-3’W    sun/part sun   pink flowers 

Pretty, reddish-pink lacecap flowers create a 

mass of color from early summer through the 

first frost. Flower color can vary depending on 

soil pH. 
#2S ........................................... $ 44.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

 

HYPERICUM (St. John’s Wort) 
St. John’s Wort is a tough plant and tolerates 

poor soil and hot, dry locations. Great for massing. 

It has an upright habit and can be used as a small 

hedge. 

 
Hypericum inordorum ‘Kolmamoc’    zones 5-9 

FIRST EDITIONS® MOCCA HYPERICUM 

2½-3’H x 2½-3’W    sun    brown-red berries 

Classic, bright yellow spring flowers. Beautiful 

warm brown-red berries appear in the fall. 

Berries are suited for fall bouquets. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 
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Hypericum inordorum ‘Kolmapuki’    zones 5-9 

FIRST EDITIONS® PUMPKIN HYPERICUM 

2½-3’H x 2-2½’W    sun    orange berries 

Classic, bright yellow spring flowers. Beautiful 

glowing orange berries appear in the fall. Berries 

are suited for fall bouquets. Great in mixed 

containers or in clusters in the garden. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

 
Hypericum inordorum ‘Kolmaref’    zones 5-9 

FIRST EDITIONS® RED FLAME HYPERICUM 

2-3’H x 2-3’W    sun    red berries 

Upright, rounded habit. Bright yellow flowers in 

the spring are followed by fire-engine red 

berries. The berries contrast well with the dark 

green foliage of late summer. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

 
Hypericum inordorum ‘Mystical Red Star’  zones 5-8 

MYSTICAL RED STAR ST. JOHN’S WORT 

3’H x 3’W   sun   bright red berries 

Large bright red berries.  
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

 
Hypericum kalmianum ‘PIIHYP-I’     zones 4-7 

FIRST EDITIONS® COBALT-n-GOLD™ 

HYPERICUM 

2-3'H x 4-5'W    sun    yellow flowers 

Mounding habit. The silver-green foliage is 

blanketed with ¾” sunny yellow flowers that are 

irresistible to butterflies. Blooms in late spring 

and early summer. The green foliage puts on a fall 

show---transforming to yellow, orange, and red. 

Exfoliating bark in the fall. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 
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Hypericum frondosum 'Sunburst'     zones 5-8 

SUNBURST HYP., GOLDEN ST.JOHNS 

WORT 

2-3’H x 2-3’W   sun   yellow flowers 

A small shrub with blue green leaves and bright 

yellow flowers in early summer. Flower size is 

small, about 2" across, but they are plentiful. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

 

ITEA (Sweetspire) 
Sweetspire is an appealing shrub with a vase-like 

shape. In full sun it will grow densely, but part 

shade will do if a more open habit is acceptable. 

Attracts birds and butterflies. 

 
Itea virginica ‘Little Henry’    zone 5-9 

DWARF SWEETSPIRE 

18-24”H x 2-3’W   sun or shade   white flowers 

Sweet-scented, pure white flowers on arching 

spires in early summer. Fiery red fall color. 
8” Pot ........................................ $ 21.99 

#1S .......................................... $ 21.99 

#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

#2S .......................................... $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

KERRIA 
This is a tough and easy to grow plant for gardens 

and mass plantings. Tolerant of dry and alkaline 

soils. 

 
Kerria japonica ‘Golden Guinea’     zones 5-9 

GOLDEN GUINEA KERRIA 

4-5’H x 4-5’W    sun/shade   golden yellow 

A wonderful shrub. Large golden yellow single 

flowers in spring, and repeat flowering through 

the summer. Flowers well in sun or shade. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 35.99 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LAGERSTROEMERIA (Crepe Myrtle) 
One of the most notable features of crepe myrtle 

is the spectacular flowers, formed in large 

panicles reaching 6-8” long and 3-5” wide. The 

petals have a crinkled appearance, similar to 

crepe paper. Grows best in moist, well-drained 

soils, but is adaptable to a variety of conditions. 

Prefers full sun and is drought resistant. Prune 

before new growth begins in spring. Native to 

warm-temperate regions from Asia to Australia – 

we recommend planting them 2-3” deeper than it 

is in the container that it was grown in.  

Questions? 
Email us at 

gardenquestions@milaegers.com 
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Lagerstroemia ‘Violet Filli’     zones 5-8 

VIOLET FILLI DWARF CRAPEMYRTLE 

1-2’H x 1-2’W   sun   violet flowers 

Outstanding violet flowers on new wood. Great in 

masses and in mixed gardens. Nice red-orange fall 

color. Compact habit.  
#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

 

Lagerstroemia ‘Red Filli’     zones 5-8 

RED FILLI DWARF CREPEMYRTLE 

18”H x 24”W   sun   red flowers 

Cherry red flowers cover this plant in the heat of 

the summer. The leaves turn plum color in fall. 

Flowers on new wood from midsummer – frost.  
#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

 

 

 

Ask about our delivery and planting 

service. 
 

 

LEPTODERMIS 

 
Leptodermis oblonga      zones 5-7 

LEPTODERMIS 

15-18”H x 15-18”W    sun   violet 

A wonderful, low mounding, fragrant shrub. 

Violet, lilac-type flowers from late spring until 

frost.  
#1 Container ................................. $ 21.99 

#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

 

LESPEDEZA (Bush Clover) 

 
thunbergii ‘Gibralter’    zones 4-7 

GIBRALTER BUSH CLOVER 

A semi-woody legume with arching branches of 

delicate blue green leaves. Blooms heavily with 

fragrant, bright rosy-purple pea-like flowers. 

Great fresh and dried cut flowers. Cut down to 6” 

in spring. Great for naturalizing. Deer resistant. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 39.99 
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PHILADELPHUS (Mock Orange) 
A wonderful old-fashioned shrub. One of our most 

fragrant shrubs, with sweetly smelling, 2" wide, 

white flowers in late spring and early summer. It 

has a rather rigid, upright habit. Not fussy about 

soil. Cut branches are great for arrangements. 

 
Philadelphus x ‘Snow White Fantasy’     zones 4-8 

FIRST EDITIONS® SNOW WHITE™ MOCK 

ORANGE 

4-6’H x 4-6’W    sun/part shade   white flowers 

Vase shaped habit. The double snow-white 

flowers have a sweet citrusy fragrance in early 

summer. Attracts butterflies and bees. Makes a 

nice backdrop for roses. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

  
Philadelphus x ‘Snowbelle’ zones 4-8 

SNOWBELLE MOCK ORANGE 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   sun   white flowers 

This is an incredibly fragrant shrub, with clusters 

of double, clean white blossoms. Ideal for small 

spaces. Plant near patio or path – anywhere the 

deep fragrance can be enjoyed. Attracts 

butterflies. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

 
Philadelphus x virginalis ‘Dwarf Snowflake’ zones 5-8 

DWARF SNOWFLAKE MOCK ORANGE 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   sun   white flowers 

Dwarf deciduous shrub with a fountain shape. 

Dense branches are covered by fragrant double 

flowers. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

 

PHYSOCARPUS (Ninebark) 
A thicket-forming shrub native to North 

America. Highly adaptable but prefers moist, 

well-drained soil. Will tolerate drier conditions 

once established. In Europe, branches are used in 

arrangements. Prune to keep bushy. Interesting 

exfoliating bark. 

 
Physocarpus opulifolius ‘Center Glow’     zones 3-7 

CENTER GLOW NINEBARK 

8-10'H x 8-10'W   sun   gold to burgundy 

The attractive leaves start gold and change to 

burgundy with intermediate leaves having some of 

both. Plant in full sun for the brightest color. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 39.99 
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Physocarpus opulifolius ‘Coppertina’      zones 3-8 

COPPERLEAF NINEBARK 

6-8'H x 6-8'W     sun    soft pink flowers 

A spectacular Ninebark that adds dramatic color 

to the landscape. The new leaves are a lovely 

orange-copper color in spring and rich red in 

summer. The pink flowers in early summer 

contrast wonderfully with the leaves. Bright red 

seed capsules in autumn.  
#2S .......................................... $ 39.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

 
Physocarpus opulifolius ‘Donna May’    zones 3-7 

LITTLE DEVIL DWARF PURPLE NINEBARK 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   sun   purple 

This cute “little devil” will add deep red-purple 

color to your garden. This is a compact shrub that 

is easy to grow and maintain. Especially useful in 

small urban gardens, as it needs little to no 

pruning and is pest and disease resistant. Button-

like white pink flowers in June. Attracts 

butterflies. Drought tolerant.  
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

 
Physocarpus opulifolius ‘Jefam’    zones 3-7 

FIRST EDITIONS® AMBER JUBILEE NINEBARK 

5-6’H x 4’W   sun   orange to green, purple 

Upright, dense, mounded habit. The attractive, 

striking yellow, orange to green foliage turns red 

and purple in fall. Delicate white flowers in spring. 

Great for use in hedges. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#6 Container ................................. $ 54.99 

#7 Tree Form ............................... $149.99 

Physocarpus opulifolius ‘Podaras’     zones 3-7 

LEMON CANDY NINEBARK 

2-3’H x 3-5’W   sun/part shade   white flowers 

Foliage is yellow-green and almost appears two-

toned. Foliage color stays consistent from spring 

through fall. White flowers in the spring. Great 

for mixed borders or in small hedges. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

 

 

Contact Milaeger’s Tree & Shrub Care 

(262.639.0724 or 

milaegerslandscape.com) for assistance 

with all your plant care and pruning 

needs. 
 

 

Five year warranty on all trees & 

shrubs if you purchase and use MYKE 

at time of planting. 
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Physocarpus opulifolius ‘POIPD2’     zones 3-8 

PETITE PLUM® NINEBARK 

5’H x 4’W   sun/part shade   plum flowers 

Compact, mounded habit. The striking burgundy-

plum colored foliage is complimented by a show of 

dense clusters of pink flowers in spring which are 

followed by attractive seed pods. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

 
Physocarpus opulifolius ‘Seward’     zones 2-7 

SUMMER WINE NINEBARK 

5-6’H x 5-6’W   sun/pt shade  pink-white flowers 

An improved Ninebark with neat, compact 

branching and fine, deeply cut, crimson-red 

leaves. Pinkish white button-like flowers in 

midsummer. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

#7 Tree Form ............................... $149.99 

 
Physocarpus opulifolius ‘SMPOTW’    zones 3-7 

TINY WINE NINEBARK 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   sun   pink flowers 

Dwarf habit. White spring flowers and dark 

maroon-bronze foliage all season. Adds long-

lasting color to the small garden. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

 

Milaegers can deliver and plant any 

trees and shrubs that we sell. 
 

 

Ask about any plant that we do not 

have available and we can probably 

order it for you. 
 

 

If we don’t have your plant today, 

leave your name and number. We will 

call you when it is in stock again. 
 

 

POTENTILLA 
A small shrub valued for its long season of bloom-

--pretty much from June until frost. Potentilla is 

quite durable, tolerating drought, flooding, and 

extreme cold. Prune the oldest stems in late 

winter to prevent from becoming leggy. Flower 

color can fade during the hottest part of the 

summer, but it typically returns with cooler 

temperatures. Fast growing. 
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Potentilla fruticosa ‘Bailbrule’     zones 2-6 

FIRST EDITIONS® CREME BRULEE™ 

POTENTILLA 

3-4'H x 2-3'W     sun    cream flowers 

Upright, rounded habit. Bright white, double 

flowers add a pop of white to the garden. They 

are complimented by dark green foliage. 
#2S .......................................... $ 32.50 

 
Potentilla fruticosa ‘Bailmeringue’     zones 2-6 

FIRST EDITIONS® LEMON MERINGUE™ 

POTENTILLA 

2-3'H x 2-3'W     sun    yellow flowers 

Neat, mounded habit. Quite floriferous! Pale 

lemon yellow double flowers resemble roses in 

shape. They are complimented by dark green 

foliage. Neat and tidy nature, but may require a 

little pruning. Great for mass planting. 
#2S .......................................... $ 32.50 

 
Potentilla fruticosa ‘Kupinpa’     zones 2-7 

HAPPY FACE® PINK PARADISE POTENTILLA 

2-3'H x 2-3'W     sun    pink flowers 

This continuous bloomer has a compact habit. 

Clear pink, semi-double flowers hold their color 

better than other pink potentillas. Even so, they 

will fade in extreme heat. Great for mass 

plantings or mixed borders in a northern climate. 

Low maintenance and very durable. 
#2S ........................................... $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

 
Potentilla fruticosa ‘Lundy’     zones 2-7 

HAPPY FACE® YELLOW POTENTILLA 

2-3'H x 2-3'W     sun    yellow flowers 

This continuous bloomer has a compact habit. 

Abundant, large, sunny yellow flowers contrast 

well with its dark green foliage. Adds bright color 

to the summer landscape. Low maintenance. 
#2S ........................................... $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 39.99 
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Potentilla fruticosa ‘Mango Tango’     zones 2-6 

MANGO TANGO POTENTILLA 

2'H x 2'W     sun     bicolor flowers 

The bicolor flowers have orange-red centers that 

blend outward into a deep yellow. Deeper red 

flower color in cooler weather. Tidy compact 

habit. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 29.99 

 
Potentilla fruticosa ‘Pink Beauty’    zones 2-6 

PINK BEAUTY POTENTILLA 

2’H x 2’W   sun   pink flowers 

Compact, bushy habit. Pink flowers bloom all 

season. Color will fade when nights are extremely 

hot. Attracts butterflies. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 29.99 

 

 

All plant varieties and sizes may not 

always be available. Call ahead 
(262.639.2040 or 800.669.1229 ext 176) for 

present availability. 
 

 

 

 

Heights and widths are stated for 

mature plants left untrimmed. Most 

plants can be trimmed to achieve a 

smaller size and shape. 
 

Ask about our delivery and planting 

service. 
 

Contact Milaeger’s Tree & Shrub Care 

(262.639.0724 or 

milaegerslandscape.com) for assistance 

with all your plant care and pruning 

needs. 
 

 

Potentilla fruticosa ‘Sunset’    zones 3-7 

SUNSET POTENTILLA 

2’H x 3’W   sun    orange/yellow 

Masses of color from the glowing brick orange to 

golden yellow flowers held on dense branches. 

Neat, compact shrub habit.  
#2 Container ................................. $ 29.99 

 

PRUNUS 
This is one of the most decorative larger shrubs. 

Its habit is upright and it is relatively slow 

growing. It is usually grown as a shrub, but it can 

be pruned up to give it the appearance of a small 

tree. These ornamental varieties are valuable for 

their white or pink flowers, which are cup-shaped 

with five petals. They are usually followed by 

ovoid fruits. Grow in any moist, well-drained, 

moderately fertile soil in full sun. 
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Prunus x cistena   zones 3-6 

PURPLE LEAF SANDCHERRY 

6-8’H x 5-6’W   sun   pink 

Very hardy. The pink, fragrant flowers appear in 

spring. Foliage emerges bright reddish-purple, 

maturing to a deep crimson-purple through the 

summer, changing to bronze in fall. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

 

RHAMNUS (Buckthorn) 

 
Rhamnus frangula ‘Ron Williams’     zones 2-7 

FINE LINE® FERN LEAF BUCKTHORN 

5-7’H x 2-3’W   sun/part shade   green 

Narrow, columnar habit. Fern-like green foliage 

turns yellow in fall. Adds texture and movement 

to the garden. Great for containers, in hedges, to 

frame doors and pathways, or as an accent 

specimen. Attracts birds. 
#2S ........................................... $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

#7 Container ................................. $ 79.99 

#10 Container ............................... $110.00 

 

Five year warranty on all trees & 

shrubs if you purchase and use MYKE 

at time of planting. 
 

 

Milaegers can deliver and plant any 

trees and shrubs that we sell. 
 

 

 

RHUS (Sumac) 
An almost prehistoric looking plant, its exotic 

appearance enhances any garden. Exceptional fall 

leaves. Flowers are greenish yellow and bloom in 

early summer. Tolerates poor, dry soil. 

 
Rhus aromatica 'Gro-low'     zones 3-9 

GROW–LOW FRAGRANT SUMAC 

3’H x 6-8’W   sun   orange 

A low, widely spreading shrub that is especially 

noted for its autumn coloration. It is a carefree 

plant. Can be sheared back hard to keep in 

control. Best color is attained in a sunny site. 

Useful for controlling erosion on slopes or 

hillsides. Attracts birds. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 
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Rhus typhina ‘Tiger Eyes’     zones 4-8 

TIGER EYES CUTLEAF SUMAC 

6’H x 6’W   sun   gold 

A golden-leaved form of cut leaf form of 

Staghorn Sumac. New growth is lively chartreuse 

green, changing quickly to bright yellow, 

contrasting with pink leaf stems. Yellow, orange 

and scarlet fall color. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

#10 Container ............................... $ 99.99 

 

 

If we don’t have your plant today, 

leave your name and number. We will 

call you when it is in stock again. 
 

 

All plant varieties and sizes may not 

always be available. Call ahead 
(262.639.2040 or 800.669.1229 ext 176) for 

present availability. 
 

 

Ask about our delivery and planting 

service. 
 

 

 

 

SALIX (Willow) 
An eye-catching shrub, known for its fuzzy 

catkins in spring. Tolerates any soil, wet or dry. 

Fast growing. 
Salix caprea ‘Pendula’     zones 4-8 

WEEPING PUSSY WILLOW 

8’H x 6’W   sun   pinkish gray pussy willow buds 

An umbrella shaped tree with pink tinged gray 

pussy willow buds in spring. Highly ornamental. 
#15 Container ............................... $149.99 

 
Salix discolor     zone 2-7 

PUSSY WILLOW 

20’H x 15’W   sun   mottled leaves 

Hardiest of the pussy willows. Large shrub or  

small tree up to 20 feet with silvery catkins 

appearing before leaves. Deep brown branches. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 29.99 

Salix integra ‘Flamingo’     zone 4 

FLAMINGO WILLOW 

5-7’H x 5-7’W   part sun   variegated 

A very attractive shrub with year-round interest. 

Large leaves begin a pink-red and become a 

variegated green and white as the season 

progresses. Arching bold red stems compliment 

the showy foliage. Drought and heat tolerant, the 

leaves are sunburn resistant. Tolerates moist soil. 
#1 Container ................................. $ 15.99 

#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

#15 Tree Form .............................. $175.00 
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Salix integra ‘Hakuro Nishiki’     zone 6 

DAPPLED WILLOW 

4-6’H x 4-6’W   part sun   mottled 

A very attractive small shrub. Its arching stems 

have salmon pink bark and buds, then light green 

leaves heavily mottled with white and pink; some 

leaves are all white. Only the new growth is 

multicolored, so continue pruning all season as 

needed. 
#1 Container ................................ $ 15.99 

#7 Tree Form ............................... $149.99 

 

Heights and widths are stated for 

mature plants left untrimmed. Most 

plants can be trimmed to achieve a 

smaller size and shape. 
 

Five year warranty on all trees & 

shrubs if you purchase and use MYKE 

at time of planting. 
 

 

SAMBUCUS (Elder) 
The dark purple berries provide food for birds in 

the fall. The fruit can also be used to make 

elderberry wine. Grows well in almost any moist 

well drained soil. 

 
Sambucus nigra ‘Eiffel’     zones 4-8  

BLACK TOWER ELDERBERRY 

6-8’H x 3-4’W   sun/part sun   pink flowers 

Upright habit. The softly cut edges of the 

burgundy leaves provide an elegant, yet dramatic, 

effect in the garden. Bright pink spring flowers 

are followed by blackish red berries in the fall.  
#5 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

 
Sambucus nigra ‘Eva’     zones 4-8  

BLACK LACE ELDERBERRY 

8’H x 8’W   sun/part sun   pink flowers 

Lacy, intense purple-black leaves. Large, 10” 

clusters of pink flowers cover the plant in 

midsummer and have a light lemon fragrance. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 
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Sambucus racemosa ‘Lemony Lace’     zones 4-7 

LEMONY LACE™ ELDERBERRY 

3-5’H x 3-5’W   sun   white flowers 

Proven Winners Selection! Mounded habit. Deeply 

cut leaves emerge in the spring with coppery red 

overtones and mature to chartreuse yellow. They 

provide interest all season. Abundant white 

flowers give way to red fruit that attracts 

songbirds. Provides great contrast in the garden. 

Foliage is resistant to leaf burn. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

#6 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

Sambucus racemosa ‘Sutherland Gold’     zones 4-7 

GOLDEN FERN LEAF ELDERBERRY 

7-9’H x 5-7’W   sun   creamy flowers 

Deeply cut leaves emerge in the spring with 

coppery overtones and mature to golden yellow. 

They provide interest all season. Abundant 

creamy flowers give way to red fruit that 

attracts songbirds. Provides great contrast in the 

garden. Foliage is resistant to leaf burn. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SORBARIA (False Spirea) 
This shrub resembles a large astilbe with large, 

fluffy blooms in early summer. Suckers and 

spreads. Prefers moist, well-drained soils. Fast 

growth rate. 

 
Sorbaria sorbifolia ‘Sems’     zones 2-7 

RED TIPPED ASHLEAF FALSE SPIREA 

3'H x 3’W     part sun    white flowers 

Compact, better-branched, and denser than 

others, it creates a tight, bushy mound in the 

garden, making a fine low hedge or accent. The 

leaves are pinkish-red in spring, maturing to 

chartreuse and remain that way until frost. 

White flowers over a long period in summer. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

 

 

Contact Milaeger’s Tree & Shrub Care 

(262.639.0724 or 

milaegerslandscape.com) for assistance 

with all your plant care and pruning 

needs. 
 

 

Milaegers can deliver and plant any 

trees and shrubs that we sell. 
 

 

 

Questions? 
Email us at 

gardenquestions@milaegers.com 
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SPIRAEA (Spirea) 
Spiraea are low, rounded, dense shrubs which are 

easy to grow. Perfect for rock gardens, low 

hedges, and mixing into the perennial garden. If 

necessary, prune in spring before growth starts. 

Although maximum flower output is achieved in 

full sun, this plant will be quite happy in a half day 

of shade. 

 
Spiraea betulifolia ‘COURISPI01’     zones 3-8 

FIRST EDITIONS® PINK SPARKLER™ 

BIRCHLEAF SPIREA 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   part sun/sun   yellow-green 

Large, bright pink flowers appear at the terminals 

of this mounded shrub in early summer. Although 

smaller, flowers will appear along the axils in each 

stem in the fall. The yellowish green foliage will 

become an attractive burgundy in the autumn. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 32.50 

 
Spiraea betulifolia ‘Tor’     zones 3-8 

BIRCHLEAF SPIREA 

2-3’H x 2-3’W   part sun/sun   gray-green 

Dark gray-green, birch-like leaves. Dazzling 

purple buds open to tiny white flowers that cover 

the plant in late spring. Removal of spent blooms 

will provide additional bloom in late summer. 

Compact habit. Great for a low hedge along paths, 

walkways or for a rock garden. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

 
Spiraea betulifolia ‘Tor Gold’     zones 3-8 

GLOW GIRL BIRCHLEAF SPIREA 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   part sun/sun   gold 

Full, compact rounded habit. Pink buds open to 

clusters of white flowers. The lemon-lime foliage 

is burn resistant and holds it color through the 

season turning a brilliant orange in the fall. 
8” Pot ......................................... $ 19.99 

#2 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

 
Spiraea betulifolia ‘Tor White Frost’     zones 3-8 

WHITE FROST BIRCHLEAF SPIREA 

2-3’H x 3-4’W   part sun/sun   yellow-green 

White flowers that cover the shrub in late spring. 

Resembles frost over the green leaves. Removal 

of spent blooms will provide additional bloom in 

late summer. Yellow-gold leaves turn a burgundy 

red in the fall. Compact habit. Great for a low 

hedge along paths, walkways or for a rock garden. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 34.99 
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Spiraea x bumalda ‘Gold Mound’     zones 3-8 

GOLD MOUND SPIREA 

2-3’H X 4’W   sun/part shade   gold 

This compact variety maintains its golden leaves 

throughout the growing season, turning greenish 

towards the autumn. The pink flower clusters are 

at their best in late spring and early summer. 
#1 Container ................................ $ 14.99 

#2 Container ................................ $ 29.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

 
Spiraea japonica ‘Little Princess’    zones 3-8 

LITTLE PRINCESS SPIREA 

2’H x 3’W    sun    pink flowers 

Showy flat-topped clusters of pink flowers in 

early summer. Forms a dense tight mound. Very 

attractive in groupings. Great fall color.  
#2 Container ................................ $ 29.99 

 
Spiraea japonica 'Magic Carpet'     zones 4-8 

MAGIC CARPET SPIREA 

18-24”H x 3’W  sun/pt shade   bronze 

One of the best dwarf spirea. Green leaves have 

red tips. Flower color is a blend of rose, pink, and 

white. Great fall color. 
#1 Container ................................. $ 14.99 

#2 Container ................................. $ 29.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 34.99 

 
Spiraea japonica ‘Tracy’    zones 4-9 

DOUBLE PLAY BIG BANG SPIREA 

2-3’H x 2-3’W    part sun/sun    pink flowers 

This is a very showy plant in flower and foliage. 

The bright yellow foliage shows off the massive 

pink flowers. Foliage glows orange in spring. 
#2S ........................................... $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 39.99 
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Spiraea japonica 'Yan'     zones 4-9 

DOUBLE PLAY® GOLD SPIREA 

16-24”H x 16-24”W   sun   gold 

Neat, compact, mounded habit. The brilliant 

golden-yellow foliage contrasts well with the hot 

pink flowers. Deadheading after flowering 

promotes regrowth. Attracts butterflies. 
#2S .......................................... $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

 
Spiraea nipponica 'Snowmound'     zones 3b-7 

SNOWMOUND SPIREA 

3-5’H x 3-5’W   sun/part shade   white flowers 

Taller than many of the more compact types that 

are popular today. The most distinctive 

difference is that its flowers are held on 

graceful, arching branches. The spring flowers 

are pure white. Best unpruned. Often referred to 

as Dwarf Bridal Wreath. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 29.99 

 
Spiraea  x vanhouttei  ‘Renaissance’     zones 3-7 

RENAISSANCE BRIDAL WREATH SPIREA 

5-7’H x 6-8’W   sun   white flowers 

Selected at Bailey Nurseries for its more disease 

resistant foliage. Similar in all respects to 

Vanhoutte Spirea. Flowers in April-May, very 

showy white flower. Habit is arching, vase shaped. 

Leaves are bluish green. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 29.99 

 

 

Ask about any plant that we do not 

have available and we can probably 

order it for you. 
 

 

If we don’t have your plant today, 

leave your name and number. We will 

call you when it is in stock again. 
 

 

SYRINGA (Lilac) 
The lilacs are some of our most recognized and 

beloved shrubs. Many have an intoxicating 

fragrance. Flower color varies, with “lilac purple” 

being the most familiar. All like a full sun location 

but some shade is tolerated. Average, well-

drained soil is adequate. If pruning is desired, do 

so immediately after flowering. 
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Syringa ‘Bailbelle’     zones 3-7 

TINKERBELLE DWARF LILAC 

5-6’H x 4-5’W    sun    pink flowers 

Upright, rounded, non-suckering habit. Wine-red 

flower buds open to pink. Flowers have a pleasant 

spicy fragrance.  
#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

 
Syringa ‘Bloomerang’     zones 3-7 

BLOOMERANG REPEAT BLOOMING LILAC 

4-5’H x 4-5’W    sun    purple flowers 

‘Bloomerang’ is a remarkable lilac with fragrant 

purple flowers that explode in spring and then 

again in mid-summer and continue right up until 

frost. The compact, full growth habit makes it 

the perfect shrub for small gardens.  
#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

#3S .......................................... $ 49.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

#7 Tree Form ............................... $175.00 

#15 Tree Form .............................. $195.00 

 
Syringa x ‘Declaration’     zones 5-7 

DECLARATION LILAC 

6-8’H x 5-6’W    sun    reddish-purple flowers 

The extra-large flowers bloom 7-10 days before 

other Lilacs. The dramatic flower clusters are 

reddish-purple and quite fragrant. Makes a great 

cut flower. 
#5 Container ................................. $ 59.99 

 
Syringa x ‘Pink Perfume’     zones 3-7 

BLOOMERANG® PINK PERFUME LILAC 

4-5’H x 4-5’W   sun   pink flowers 

Classic fragrance. Clear pink flowers appear in 

spring then again in mid-summer through fall. 

Great for mixed borders or containers. 
#3S ........................................... $ 49.99 
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Syringa x ‘Scent and Sensibility Pink’     zones 3-7 

SCENT AND SENSIBILITY PINK LILAC 

3-4’H x 5-6’W   sun   pink flowers 

This dwarf Lilac is wider than it is tall! Dark pink 

buds open to soft, lilac-pink, fragrant flowers. 

Flowers sporadically throughout the summer. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

#3S .......................................... $ 49.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 59.99 

 
Syringa x ‘SMSJBP7’ PPAF     zones 3-7 

BLOOMERANG® DARK PURPLE 

4-6’H x 4-6’W   sun   dark purple flowers 

Rounded habit. Slightly larger than the original 

Bloomerang®, it has very showy, large, fragrant, 

dark purple flowers in spring and again in mid-

summer to frost. This plant amazes from spring 

through frost. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

 
Syringa vulgaris alba     zones 3-7 

COMMON WHITE LILAC 

8-10’H x 6’W     sun    white flowers 

Large and extremely fragrant spikes of white 

flowers for an extended period in spring. 

Wonderful hedge. 
#5 Container ................................. $ 59.99 

 
Syringa vulgaris ‘Charles Joly’    zones 3-7 

CHARLES JOLY MAGENTA LILAC 

One of the earlier French hybrids, this lilac is 

still popular. Small panicles of purple buds that 

turn to magenta double flowers.  
#5 Container ................................. $ 59.99 
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Syringa vulgaris ‘Ludwig Spaeth’   zones 4-7 

LUDWIG SPAETH LILAC 

8-10’H x 6-8’W   sun   purple 

Vase shaped habit. Very fragrant, single, dark 

purple flowers appear in spring. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 59.99 

 
Syringa vulgaris ‘Krasavitsa Moskvy’    zones 4-7 

KRASAVITSA MOSKVY LILAC 

8-10’H x 5-6’W   sun   white flowers 

Vase shaped habit. Fragrant, double white 

flowers in spring. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 59.99 

 
Syringa vulgaris ‘President Grevy’  zones 4-7 

PRESIDENT GREVY LILAC 

10-12’H x 8-10’W   sun   blue 

Upright habit. Very fragrant, large, double 

blooms. Buds appear purple but become a true 

blue when they open. Very pretty. 
#5 Container ................................. $ 59.99 

 
Syringa vulgaris ‘President Lincoln’  zones 3-8 

PRESIDENT LINCOLN LILAC 

10’H x 6’W   sun   blue 

Upright, erect habit. Very fragrant, single 

Wedgewood blue blooms. Quite an outstanding 

color. Rich green foliage. 
#5 Container ................................. $ 59.99 
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Syringa vulgaris ‘Sensation’  zones 3-7 

SENSATION LILAC 

6-10’H x 6-10’W   sun   purple & white flowers 

A uniquely colored variety with single, deep purple 

flowers, each with a distinct white edge.  Mild 

fragrance. Rich green leaves.  
#3 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 59.99 

 
Syringa vulgaris ‘Tiny Dancer’  zones 3-7 

TINY DANCER LILAC 

4-5’H x 3-4’W   sun   purple flowers 

Compact, upright habit. The large, intensely 

fragrant flowers reach 4-5” in length.  Blooms in 

spring. Mildew resistant. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

#5 Tree Form ............................... $ 99.99 

Syringa vulgaris ‘Yankee Doodle’    zones 3-7 

YANKEE DOODLE LILAC 

15’H x 10’W   sun   purple flowers 

This lilac is considered to have the darkest purple 

flowers of any lilac. Very large individual flowers 
#5 Container ................................ $ 59.99 

TAMARIX 

 
Tamarix ramosissima ‘Summer Glow’   zones 2-7 

SUMMER GLOW TAMARIX 

8-10’H x 6-8’W   sun   rose pink flowers 

The feathery texture of the silvery-blue foliage 

provides great garden interest. Rosy pink flower 

spikes bloom all summer.  
#2 Container ................................. $ 35.99 

 

VIBURNUM 
An excellent ornamental accent plant. Easy to 

grow in average to moist soil, on the acid side. 

Prune just after flowering. 

 
Viburnum x bodnantense ‘Pink Dawn’   zones 4-7 

PINK DAWN VIBURNUM 

8-10’H x 6-8’W   sun   fragrant pink flowers 

Wonderful show year-round. Fragrant pink 

flowers in spring, rich green leaves in summer 

followed by scarlet fall leaves and blue fruit. 
#5 Container ................................. $ 49.99 
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Viburnum carlesii     zones 4b-7 

KOREANSPICE VIBURNUM 

4-6’H x 4-5’W   sun/part shade   white flowers 

A smaller shrub that is especially valued for its 

fragrance.  In May it has very fragrant white 

flowers preceded by rosy pink buds. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

 
Viburnum cassinoides ‘SMNVCDD’   zones 3-8 

LIL’ DITTY® VIBURNUM 

1-2’H x 1-2’W    sun/part sun    white flowers 

This Proven Winners© selection is described as a 

“puffball of creamy white, fragrant flowers”. The 

spring blossoms are followed by showy fruit that 

begin green, turning to pink-red then finishing 

blue. Eventually the fruit will blacken and remain 

on the plant to provide winter interest and early 

food for spring songbirds. Easy to grow. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

 
Viburnum x cayuga     zones 4-7 

DWARF KOREANSPICE VIBURNUM 

4’H x 4’W   sun/shade   white flowers 

Very fragrant white flowers open from pink buds. 

Dense growth habit.  
#5 Container ................................. $ 69.99 

 
Viburnum dentatum ‘Christom’     zones 3-8 

BLUE MUFFIN™  ARROWWOOD VIBURNUM 

5-7’H x 5-7’W   sun/part sun  white flowers 

More compact than other Viburnum. Glossy green 

foliage. Clean white flowers in mid-summer 

followed by remarkable blueberries that inspired 

the BLUE MUFFIN™ name. Berries attract birds. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

#7 Container ................................. $ 59.99 
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Viburnum dentatum ‘Ralph Senior’     zones 2b-8 

AUTUMN JAZZ ARROWWOOD VIBURNUM 

10-15’H x 10-12’W   sun/part shade   white flowers 

This is a multi-stemmed shrub with dark green 

leaves on red stalks. Broad white flower clusters 

in late spring. It has dark blue berries in fall, set 

against multicolored fall leaves of yellow, orange, 

red and maroon. An absolutely stunning shrub. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

 
Viburnum x juddii    zones 4-8 

JUDD VIBURNUM 

6’H x 6’W    sun/part sun    white flowers 

This plant has a very strong, pleasant fragrance, 

a full, dense habit and is very hardy. The leaves 

are medium green and turn reddish in autumn. The 

flower buds are light pink, opening to white 

flowers with a tinge of pink.  
#5 Container ................................ $ 59.99 

 
Viburnum opulus ‘Roseum Sterile’     zones 3-8 

EASTERN COMMON SNOWBALL VIBURNUM 

8-10’H x 8-10’W   sun/part shade   white flowers 

Large double white flowers in April-May. Very 

showy, profuse bloomer. Does not bear fruit. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

 
Viburnum plicatum f. plic. ‘Popcorn’    zones 5-8 

POPCORN DOUBLEFILE VIBURNUM 

5-8’H x 4-7W   sun/part shade   white flowers 

Dense and upright. Popcorn-like attractive white 

flower clusters appear along its branches in 

spring. Red to burgundy fall coloring. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 
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Viburnum pli. tomentosa ‘Mariesii’    zones 5-8 

DOUBLEFILE VIBURNUM 

8’H x 8-10’W   sun/part shade   white flowers 

This variety has small flowers held in large 

clusters followed by red fruit in the fall. The 

tiered branching pattern makes for strong winter 

interest. Purple red fall coloring. 
#5 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

 
Viburnum pli. tom. ‘Summer Snowflake’    zones 5-7 

SUMMER SNOWFLAKE VIBURNUM 

4-5’H x 6-8’W   sun/part shade   white flowers 

A compact form of the Double file Viburnum. This 

variety has small flowers, but in great quantities 

all summer. The tiered branching pattern makes 

for strong winter interest. Purple red fall 

coloring. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

 
Viburnum prunifolium ‘Summer Magic’    zones 5-7 

SUMMER MAGIC BLACKHAW VIBURNUM 

8-10’H x 6-8’W   sun/part shade   white flowers 

Upright habit. Leathery green leaves change to a 

spectacular red and yellow in fall. Creamy white 

flowers appear in spring, followed by blue-black 

berries. Not edible. 
#15 Container ............................... $159.99 

 

 

All plant varieties and sizes may not 

always be available. Call ahead 
(262.639.2040 or 800.669.1229 ext 176) for 

present availability. 
 

 

Heights and widths are stated for 

mature plants left untrimmed. Most 

plants can be trimmed to achieve a 

smaller size and shape. 
 

 

Ask about our delivery and planting 

service. 
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Viburnum x ‘Spring Lace’    zones 5-9 

FIRST EDITIONS® SPRING LACE VIBURNUM 

5’H x 5’W   sun/part shade   white flowers 

Compact, rounded habit. Strong bloomer! The 

pure white lacy flowers are fragrant. Leathery 

dark green leaves turn wine-red in the autumn. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

 

 

Contact Milaeger’s Tree & Shrub Care 

(262.639.0724 or 

milaegerslandscape.com) for assistance 

with all your plant care and pruning 

needs. 
 

 

 

 

 

WEIGELA 
An easy to grow shrub that is adaptable to many 

soil types. Known for its showy, bell-shaped 

flowers and spreading, arch-shaped growth habit. 

Best flower production and leaf color in full sun. 

If desired, pruning can be done annually after 

flowering. 

 
Weigela florida ‘Bokrasopea’     zones 4-8 

SONIC BLOOM PEARL 

REBLOOMING WEIGELA 

4-5’H x 4-5’W   full sun   white flowers 

Pure white flowers with yellow throats change to 

pink, giving the gardener multiple color flowers on 

the same plant. Tubular flowers attract 

hummingbirds. Bright green foliage. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

 
Weigela florida ‘Bokraspiwi’     zones 4-8 

SPILLED WINE WEIGELA 

2-3’H x 2-3’W   full sun   magenta flowers 

Attractive, wavy, dark black-purple foliage holds 

its color well. Does not fade to green like other 

Weigela. Hot pink-magenta tubular flowers 

attract hummingbirds. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#2S ........................................... $ 44.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

#3S ........................................... $ 44.99 
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Weigela florida ‘Bokraspoin’     zones 4-8 

SONIC BLOOM™ PINK REBLOOMING WEIGELA 

4-5’H x 4-5’W   full sun   hot-pink flowers 

Mounded habit. Loads of hot pink flowers in 

spring are followed by waves of blooms until 

frost! This Weigela puts on quite a show!! 

Reblooms without deadheading. Attracts 

hummingbirds. Great foundation plant. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

#2S .......................................... $ 44.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 49.99 

 

Ask about any plant that we do not 

have available and we can probably 

order it for you. 
 

 

If we don’t have your plant today, 

leave your name and number. We will 

call you when it is in stock again. 
 

Weigela florida ‘Conanu’     zones 4-8 

RUBIES & GOLD WEIGELA 

4’H x 3’W   part shade   dark red flowers 

The beautiful golden-toned foliage emerges with 

a fine red margin. Dark red tubular flowers 

attract hummingbirds. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

 
Weigela florida ‘Fine Wine’     zones 4-8 

FINE WINE COMPACT WEIGELA 

2-4’H x 3-4’W    sun/part sun    pink flowers 

The dark burgundy leaves contrast beautifully 

with the light pink flowers. With a slight shearing 

they will rebloom through the summer. Tight 

upright habit. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

 
Weigela florida ‘MonRigney’     zones 5-8 

GOLDEN JACKPOT® WEIGELA 

4-6’H x 4-6’W    sun/part sun    crimson flowers 

Crimson red buds open to deep pink flowers. They 

are complimented by brilliant golden leaves that 

hold their color all season long. Maybe the 

brightest Weigela yet! Useful in any garden – 

border, as a hedge, or foundation planting. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 35.99 
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Weigela florida ‘My Monet’     zones 4-8 

MY MONET WEIGELA 

12-18’H x 12-18’W      part sun      pink flowers 

Said to be the “finest dwarf weigela available”. 

The new spring leaves are bright pink, maturing to 

green with creamy white margins. Covered with 

large, rosy purple-pink flowers in spring to 

complete the unique and colorful display. A 

wonderful addition to any mixed bed. Very hardy, 

full, well-branched habit. Some protection from 

hot afternoon sun is beneficial. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

#2S .......................................... $ 44.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

 
Weigela florida ‘My Monet Sunset’     zones 4-8 

MY MONET SUNSET WEIGELA 

12-18’H x 12-18’W   sun   pink flowers 

This dwarf has a mounded habit. It has an 

attractive gold variegated foliage turning a nice 

red in fall. Grown for its colorful foliage. It 

produces soft, rosy pink flowers in spring. 

Provides interest all season. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

 
Weigela florida ‘Rainbow Sensation’    zones 4-8 

RAINBOW SENSATION WEIGELA 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   part sun    pink flowers 

Bright green leaves with wide gold margins, 

blushed with deep pink along the edges. Dense 

clusters of soft pink flowers in spring. Attracts 

hummingbirds. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 44.99 

 
Weigela florida 'Red Prince'     zones 5-8 

RED PRINCE WEIGELA 

5-6’H x 5-6’W   sun/part shade   red flowers 

One of the best, with non-fading red flowers. 

Spring blooming, with a tendency to. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 29.99 

#3 Container ................................. $ 34.99 
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Weigela florida ‘Shining Sensation’    zones 5-9 

SHINING SENSATION WEIGELA 

5-6'H x 5-6'W  sun/part sun   red flowers 

Gorgeous wine-red glossy leaves emerge in spring, 

the color lasting through into fall. In late spring 

and early summer, the attractively arching 

branches are crowded with clusters of pink 

flowers that, after the dramatic first flush, 

rebloom through the summer.  
#2 Container ................................ $ 39.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 44.99 

#5 Container ................................ $ 54.99 

 
Weigela florida 'Variegata Nana'     zones 5-8 

DWARF VARIEGATED WEIGELA 

4-6’H x 4-5’W   sun/ part shade     pink flowers 

Noted for its decorative variegated leaves, this 

variety always attracts attention. The dark green 

leaves are broadly colored with creamy 

variegation. 
#3 Container ................................ $ 34.99 

 

 
Weigela florida ‘Verweil4’   zones 5-8 

SONIC BLOOM™ RED REBLOOMING WEIGELA 

4-5’H x 4-5’W   sun   red flowers 

This round shrub puts on an extravagant show. 

Brilliant lipstick-red flowers appear in spring and 

rebloom throughout the season. Deadheading not 

required for rebloom. The almost constant color 

makes this Weigela great for foundation 

plantings and borders. Attracts hummingbirds. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 39.99 

#2S ........................................... $ 44.99 

#5 Container ................................. $ 49.99 

 

 

All plant varieties and sizes may not 

always be available. Call ahead 
(262.639.2040 or 800.669.1229 ext 176) for 

present availability. 
 

 

Heights and widths are stated for 

mature plants left untrimmed. Most 

plants can be trimmed to achieve a 

smaller size and shape. 
 

 

Ask about our delivery and planting 

service. 
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Weigela florida ‘VFMOBLA’   zones 4-8 

COCO KRUNCH™ WEIGELA 

2-3’H x 2-3’W   sun   soft red flowers 

New and exclusive to Monrovia Nurseries, this 

superior compact, colorful shrub offers dark 

ruby-red foliage and exceptional hardiness due to 

its Canadian parentage. Soft red flowers are 

displayed on a neat, mounded form, spring to 

summer. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 35.99 

 
Weigela florida ‘Wine & Roses’   zones 5-8 

WINE & ROSES WEIGELA 

4-5’H x 4-5’W   sun/pt sun   pink flowers/purple 

Dark burgundy leaves and showy pink flowers – a 

striking contrast. The dark leaves are also a great 

compliment for green and yellow leaved plants. 

Although this plant will grow well in some shade, 

the richest leaf color is in full sun. 
#2 Container ................................ $ 35.99 

#3 Container ................................ $ 42.50 

#3S .......................................... $ 42.50 

Weigela florida ‘Wings of Fire’   zones 5-8 

WINGS OF FIRE COMPACT WEIGELA 

3-4’H x 3-4’W   sun/part sun   lavender pink 

This mounded, upright shrub has lavender pink 

flowers in spring. The real show is its distinct red 

foliage that appears in the cooler fall 

temperatures. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 35.99 

 
Weigela ‘Slingco 1’   zones 5-8 

CRIMSON KISSES™ WEIGELA 

3’H x 3’W   sun/part sun   lipstick red 

Round, compact habit. Bright, lipstick-red flowers 

with subtle white eyes. Great border plant. 
#2 Container ................................. $ 35.99 

 
Weigela ‘Tango’   zones 5-8 

TANGO WEIGELA 

2-3’H x 2-3’W   sun/part sun   lipstick red 

Round, compact habit. Rosy-pink flowers are 

complimented by dark green foliage. Works well 

as a short hedge or in mass plantings. 
#3 Container ................................. $ 39.99 
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FRUIT TREES 
APPLE – MALUS 

 

COLONNADE® BOLERO APPLE 

8-10’H – sun – zones 4-8 

This columnar apple tree only gets 2 feet wide! 

Makes it ideal for those with small spaces. Fruit 

is a yellowish-green with an orange-red blush.  

Crisp in texture with good flavor.  
#7 Container ......................... $ 99.99 

 
HAT TRICK 3–N–1 ESPALIER 

sun - zones 4-7 

Three outstanding apples on one tree. It produces 

‘Honeycrisp’ on the bottom, ‘Sweet Sixteen’ in the 

middle and Zestar!® apples at the top. No 

pollinator is needed since there are three 

varieties on one tree. Trained to grow flat against 

a wall. Easy picking. 
#10 Container ........................ $250.00 

 
HONEYCRISP SEMI-DWARF APPLE 

8-12’H – sun – zones 4-9 

Large red fruit has an exceptionally crisp texture 

and excellent flavor. Great for eating fresh, 

cooking and making cider. Stores well in cool 

conditions. Charming pinkish-white flowers in 

spring. Needs pollinator. 
#5 Container .......................... $ 59.99 

#7 Container .......................... $ 99.99 

 
KINDERKRISP APPLE 

Height varies - sun – zones 4-7 

Like its parent, Honeycrisp, it is exceptionally 

crisp and has excellent flavor. It is smaller in size 

which makes it perfect for snacking or kid’s 

lunches. Needs pollinator. 
#5 Container .......................... $ 69.99 

 

 

Questions? 
Email us at 

gardenquestions@milaegers.com 
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MCINTOSH 

8-10’H - sun - zones 4-8 

Well known. Heavy bearer of medium-sized fruit 

with solid bright red skin. Good for eating and 

baking. Needs pollinator. 
#5 Container ......................... $ 59.99 

ROYAL GALA 

12-15’H - sun - zones 5-8 

Crisp firm fruit. Fine-grained texture. Great for 

snacking or baking. Needs pollinator. 
#5 Container ......................... $ 59.99 

 
TRIPLE PLAY-MID APPLE 

12-15’H – sun – zones 4-7 

There are three trees (Honeycrisp, Sweet16, and 

Cortland) in one container which will form a clump. 

All are mid-season blooming. Because of this, 

Triple Play needs no pollinator. All varieties are 

good for both eating and cooking. 
#10 Container ........................ $195.00 

 

 

 

APRICOT – PRUNUS 

 
CHINESE APRICOT 

20-30’H – sun – zones 5-9 

Early blooming and heavy producing. Fruit had a 

good flavor and texture. Self-pollinating. 
#10 Container ........................ $125.00 

 

CHERRY – PRUNUS 

 
BING 

15-25’H – sun – zones 5-9 

Sweet black cherry. Solid flesh with high quality 

flavor. Needs pollinator. (Black Tartarian) 
#5 Container .......................... $ 69.99 
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BLACK TARTARIAN CHERRY 

15-25’H – sun – zones 5-8 

A very popular sweet cherry. Large fruit, bright 

purple-black. Tender, juicy, and very rich 

cherries. Needs pollinator. 
#5 Container ......................... $ 69.99 

 
CARMINE JEWEL™ DWARF CHERRY 

6-7’H – sun – zones 3-8 

Deep reddish-purple fruit with dark, deep red 

flesh. Great for eating fresh or in baking. The 

shrub-like habit makes this a great choice for 

landscape or in an orchard. Extremely cold 

tolerant. Self-pollinating but benefits from 

another cherry planted nearby. 
#5 Container ......................... $ 69.99 

 

All plant varieties and sizes may not 

always be available. Call ahead 
(262.639.2040 or 800.669.1229 ext 176) for 

present availability. 
 

Ask about our delivery and planting 

service. 
 

 
MONTMORENCY 

20’H x 10-15’W – sun- zones 4-7 

A large, red, sour cherry that is excellent for 

cooking and canning. The rich, tart and tangy 

cherries make amazing pies. Needs Pollinator. 
#5 Container .......................... $ 69.99 

 
NORTH STAR CHERRY – DWARF 

8-10’H – sun – zones 4-8 

Self-fertile tree. Red fruit with small stone. Very 

productive. Good for cooking and pies. Ripens near 

the end of June. A genetic dwarf from Minnesota. 
#5 Container .......................... $ 69.99 
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RAINIER SEMI-DWARF 

8-10’H – sun – zones 4-8 

A very large, beautiful, golden yellow fruit with 

red blush. Abundant crops of sweet, richly 

flavored, firm and juicy fruit. Needs pollinator. 
#5 Container ......................... $ 69.99 

 

PEACH – PRUNUS 

 
CONTENDER 

10-15’H– sun – zones 4-8 

The skin is a red-orange color while the flesh is 

and yellow. Quite sweet in flavor. Very cold hardy. 

Good for fresh eating, canning, baking, and 

freezing. Ripens mid to late August. Self-

pollinating. 
#7 Container ......................... $99.99 

RED HAVEN SEMI-DWARF 

8-14’H– sun – zones 5-8 

Sets loads of medium-sized freestone fruits with 

red skin and firm yellow flesh. Red Haven ripens 

mid to late July. Peach trees begin bearing at year 

three! Covered with light pink blooms in spring. 

Self-pollinating. 
#7 Container ......................... $ 99.99 

RELIANCE SEMI-DWARF 

8-12’H– sun – zones 5-8 

This medium-sized, white fleshed peach, has a 

very sweet flavor. Ripens mid to late July. Very 

cold hardy! Freestone. Self-pollinating. 
#7 Container .......................... $ 99.99 

 

PEAR – PYRUS 

 
BARTLETT SEMI-DWARF 

12-15’H – sun – zones 5-7 

Sweet and tender, thin-skinned fruit ripens in 

summer. Large beautiful, richly flavored fruit is 

excellent eaten fresh or for canning. Easy to grow 

and adapts to most conditions. Needs a pollinator 

to produce fruit. 
#5 Container .......................... $ 59.99 

GOLDEN SPICE PEAR 

15-20’H – sun – zones 3-7 

Medium yellow fruit had a dull red blush. It 

measure 1.75”. Very hardy. Great for use in 

canning and spicing. Needs pollinator. 
#5 Container .......................... $ 59.99 
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PARKER PEAR 

15-20’H - sun – zones 5-7 

1934 University of Minnesota introduction. 

Open-pollinated seedling of a Manchurian pear. 

Self-sterile. Large, yellow-bronze fruit. Fine 

grained, tender and juicy. Upright and vigorous. 

Ripens in August. 
#5 Container ......................... $ 59.99 

 

PLUM – PRUNUS 

 
MOUNT ROYAL PLUM 

8-12’H – sun – zones 4-8 

Blue European plum with apricot colored tender, 

juicy flesh. Excellent eaten fresh as well as in 

jams, preserves and baked desserts. 
#5 Container ......................... $ 59.99 

 

 

 

 

 

 
SUPERIOR PLUM 

15-20’H – sun – zones 4-8 

Cross between Burbank and Kaga, it is one of the 

best plums on the market. Large dark red fruit 

with yellow flesh. It is quite sweet and juicy. 

Excellent eaten fresh as well as in jams and jelly. 

Needs pollinator. 
#5 Container .......................... $ 59.99 

 
TOKA PLUM 

15-20’H – sun – zones 3-8 

Attractive, medium sized red fruit with apricot 

flesh. One of the best pollinators. 
#5 Container .......................... $ 59.99 

Questions? 
Email us at 

gardenquestions@milaegers.com 


